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Abstract

This thesis locates, examines and intetprets Ute written sources ofinfonnation guiding how
delinquent school-aged young people are viewed in relation to their education in Western

Australia. The study involved an examination of texts discussing post industrial socio

historical events and current policy, practice and research in relation to students who El!"e

alienated from school, including those who have criminal histories. An exploration of the

discourses assembled around the construction of Western Australian school-aged offenders

as alienated students revealed an ongoing assumption that children and youth from low

socio-economic backgrounds are often governed as low school achievers who are less
likely to complete compulsory schooling. In the documents examined leaving school early

was regularly discussed and linked to unemployment, poverty and criminal activity. This

thesis presents an interpretation of the role these discourses have played in the construction

of Western Australian school aged offenders as alienated students (Gubrium & Holstein

2000, p. 503).

The theoretical and methodological framework underpinning the study takes a post
positivist, constructionist position and places the study finnly within an interpretive

research context. The methodology draws from the work of Foucault in relation to how

discourses shape knowledge and have a powerful influence over the social structum in

which people are governed as citizens. The study also uses a critical henneneutic approach

where I acknowledge how my own interests and biases influenced the way I interacted with
the literature examined.

The justice and education discourses were examined in one Western Australian education

district in order to place this study of discourse in a socio-historical context The
metropolitan education district chosen provided a range of education and justice documents

describing the ways in which col!aborative efforts between the Departments of Education

and Training and Justice construct s,..hool-aged offenders as alienated students (EDWA

Swan Education District Retention and Participation Funding Annual Report 1999 and

Submissions for Y2000, 1999). Thejustice texts highlight how the construction of school-

l
aged offenders as alienated students is still partial and is mostly taking place in alternative
education settings because mainstream schools are not able to cater for their needs (Anse!l

2002, p.S; Kra!jevich 2002, p.3; Rose 2003).

A documented commitment to inclusive practice and an agreed evaluative system

established by the two government agencies is suggested as a way of providing data for the

development of evidence based models of best practice. In using documents to create
knowledge of best practice in the education of school-aged offenders in Western Australia

there is a real possibility for conscious, planned improvements to how this group of high!y

alienated young people arc brought back from the margins of society. Jn addressing their
alienation in a delibl.lfllte and documented manner, scb'otJ!-aged offenders in Western

Australia would be given increased oPportunity to gain an education and move towards the

world of work instead of being constructed as unemployed, poor and likely to become

involved in criminal activity,
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SECTION ONE· OUTLINING THE STUDY
This study addresses the construction of alienated students in thejustice and education
discourses in Western Australia. The ongoing discourse on the education of delinquents in
post industrial western societies and Western Australia in particular, is examined. The study
is directly concerned with the ways in which the discourses on poverty, crime, early school

leaving nnd student alienation have emerged and influence the current ways in which young
offenders are constructed as students,

The thesis is divided into three sections. The first section outlines the philusophical and
theoretical framework undeipinning the study. This is followed in the second section with

an ex.amination ofthe discourses assemb!OO around delinquency and schooling. The socio

historica! features within these discourses are illustrated i n relation to school-aged
delinquenls and convicted juvenile offenders. In the final section a Western Australian

perspective is provided through the examination of how these discourses are currently
constructing school-aged offenders in one metropolitan education district.
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Chapter One

Introduction
The concept of delinquency !!!!d student alienation in the western speaking world has

been documented since the industrial revolution. From an examination of texts a
perspective is developed on the current Western Australian education di�course on how

compulsory school-aged alienated students, who are also convictedjuvenile offenders, are

corutructed within the Western Australian education discourse. The tenns 'school-aged

offender' and 'delinquent' are used interchangeably throughc;it the thesis to name young
people of school age who have been convicted of crime. These labels are used to describe

the population of young people who are constructed as subjects of the discourses being

examined and have been convicted of crime in the Western Australian Children's Court.

The thesis is concerned with the construction t>fthese young people in policy and practice

in the Western Australian education discourse on student alienation, I chose to examine the

discourses that are assembled around, and conslnlct, a particular population of Western
Australian young people, not focus on issues of gender, ethnicity or ability within the
alienated student category.

With reference to Western Australian school-aged offenders it is well documented that

Aboriginal young people are highly represented in the Western Australian justice system

and are often alienated from school Q1ltp:llwww.eddept.wa.e<lu.auJHbied/pedagogyJccu.htm

http: //www.justice.wa.gov.aufcontent/Jjlcs/AG report 2003 01.pdf: Beresford 1993, pp.27-28;
Beresford & Omaji 1996, pp.52-69; Antrum 1998, pp.17; Sercombe, Omaji, Cooper &

Love 2002, p.59; Haslet 2003; Beresford & Partington 2003, pp.203-205). However, this
thesis doe8 not examine this social phenomenon or the experiences of the young people

themselves. Nor does it directly focus on the difficulties associated in worldng with school
aged offenders who are alienated from the Western Australian education system. Rather, I

decided to explore the generic themes that have influenced the discourses assembled around

student alienation and school-aged offenders and map how this has influenced the

education and justice discourse on the education of school-aged offenders in Western
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Australia.
This chapter outlines the history of fue re!atioruihip between delinquents and schools,

dating back to the industrial revolution. My experiences as an employee with the Western

Australian Department of Justice (DOJ) are outlined in order to locate the study within a

socio-historical context. The use of historical literature, online text, research, policies,
reports and evaluations to form an understanding of how a number of discourses CElll work

together and make it possible to describe, know and regulate delinquent young people in

Western Australia is also presented. Commentaries on how the relationships between

delinquents and schools continue to be played out in the present education policies

constructing school-aged offenders as alienated students in Western Australia provides the

framework to structure and conduct this study.

Background To The Thesis Tvpic
The thesis synthesises the historical role of education in relation to delinquency in

history mu1 traces its continuance through to the Western Australian justice and education
discourses operating in a Perth metropolitan education district The documented events and
practices around how school-aged o!Tendera in Western Australia were educated during the

late 1980s to the mid 1990s in Western Australia provide an insight into concerns for these

young people and justification for further research. The his1ory of the relationship between
delinquents and schools and the governing role education continues to play in post

industrial Western countries makes it possible to locate the importance of this thesis in a

WesternAustralian professional context.

Concerns during the 1990s, about Western Australian school-aged offenders not

receiving an adequate education, provide a local commentary about the relationship

between delinquency and schooJin..� in Western Australia. This underpins the issue being

examined. These concerns about school-aged offenders not completing school, not having

functional literacy and numeracy skills, not being able to access the labourmarket and not
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returning to school once they had dropped out were extensively discussed in Western
Australian discourse (WACOSS 1990, pp.23-24; Bonjolo 1991, p.S; Wilkie 1991, p.70;

WAf..A 1991, pP.11-12; Wilkie 1991, p.10, Milmoe 1994, pp,18-20; SSCEET 1996, p.3).

The thesis charts the documented shifts in education policy in relation to how school-aged
offenders may now be included in the Western Australian education system when they are
constructed as alienated students.

The school is an important social institution where children and young people have

been governed and defined since the industrial revolution at the tum of the nineteenth

century (Carrington 1993; p.xv; Danzinger 1994; Sercombe 1996, pp.7-8; Mc Cormack
1996, pp.7-12; Bessant et al 1998 pp.8-15), The education discourse on delinquent students

developed alongside a number of other discourses that aim to regulate the Jives of

delinquents (Sercombe 1997, p.l), The documented socio-historical background to the
creation of universal education and its relationship with the labour market, state welfare and

poverty ll!ld thejuvenile justice system and its relationship to crime and rehabilitation form
the foundation ,;,j ihis study, These discourses are examined in this thesis in order to trace
the development of policies constructing school-aged offenders as alienated students in

Western Australia.

The current state government policies on students al educational risk and alienated

students document the possibility for a very alienated group ofschool·aged young p�ople to

access education and receive recognised qualifications from within the Western Australian

school sector. This had not been standardised practice until the launching of the new

Education DepElrlment of Western Australia (EDWA) policies on students al educational

risk (EDWA, Making the Difference: Students at Educational Risk, 1998), legislative
changes (School Education Act, 1999) and the recent introduction of guidelines for schools
placing students in alternative programs (DET, 2003, Alternative Programs).
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Professional!merest AndMotivation
Key issues emerging from the literature reviewed for this study were confinncd by my

professional experience in the education placement of school-aged offenders in Western

Australia. This professional experience, gained whilst wor\dng with the Department of

Justice for over a decade (1993-2004), Guggested that a power relationship between schools

and delinquents existed in Western Australia, The power of schools to include alienated

stu<fonts, or no� and the power of school-aged offenders to upset the smooth running of

schools was suggested in everyday work practice. Further to this, the social consequence
for school-aged offenders of not gaining recognised credentials from school was

concerning.

My professional experience also highlighted how school-aged offenders were often

alienated from scRlol and the possibility of full-time, stable employment. A shift in the

discourse on the education of yot'ng people of school age who were :u,t attending school

and who were involved in crirue was emerging in the late 1990s. Developments and

chE1J1ges to education, justice and welfare policies in Western Australian in the 1990s
provided a framework from which I began to examine these discourses in a professional

sense and later in academic endeavour.

The primary issues of interest to me revolved around the chllllging power relations

between schools and delinquents in the post industrial socio-historical context. I became
increasingly interested in the influence of texts including education and justice legislation

and policy. I was also interested in how these texts detennined schools' consuuction and
categorisation of students in order to contain them or refer them elsewhere. I collected

literature in the fonn of legislation, policy, government reports and academic research in a

professional library and these texts infonned the starting point chosen. A focal point within

the literature ool!ected was the documented degrees to which schools and the state

education system in Western Australia were required to provide an education to all schoo!

aged youth including those whose delinquent behaviour alienated them from school.
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Aim

This study locates, examines and interprets the written sources of information guiding
how delinquent school-aged young people are viewed in relation to their education in
Western Australia. In doing so, the thesis focuses on post industrial socio-historical events
and current policy, practice and research that discusses students who present difficulties to
schools and their education. The study explores how these documents, as data, create the
rationales and justifications for how school-aged offenders have been and are being
educated in Western Australia. An interpretation of how school-aged offenders are
constructed as alienated students within the education discourse on students at educational
risk in Western Australian is also developed within the thesis.
In exploring documents constituting the discourses about the education of delinquents
who are alienated from school a new perspective on how Western Australian school aged
offenders are being educated is constructed. This knowledge is the result of the interaction
between myself and the texts and the understanding I developed during the interactive
research process (Denzin & Lincoln 2000, p.18). I also implicitly understand that the
knowledge created throughout the research process and composed in this thesis is but one
perspective of many that can be gained on the topic chosen (Gubrium & Holstein 2000,
p.503).
There is a social justice agenda guiding and motivating this study. It is anticipated in
building a new perspective on the socio-historical factors leading to the current state of the
education of Western Australian alienated students who have criminal histories that the
areas in which this population of young people are not so well catered for may be brought
into relief and attended to in future policy and practice. Through a constructivist,
interpretive process, this study examines where the current education policies on students at
educational risk construct school-aged offenders as alienated students and suggestions are
made as to how they may be applied to improve the transition of school-aged offenders
from the justice system and custody to their local school.
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Significance
The significance of this research lies in the ways socio-historical factors, perceived to
be embedded in how we understand delinquency, and the role of schooling are interpreted
and linked up to the current Western Australian education context. The social construction
of the youth category, the delinquent, the school and the justice and welfare systems over
the last two hundred years is charted in this thesis. The study highlights where these
associated discourses have connected and influenced how compulsory school-aged
alienated students and delinquents in Western Australia have been described and educated
over the last couple of decades.
The thesis commences with an overview of the history of the governance of
delinquents in a general sense and then explores the relationships between the emergent
discourses on early school leaving, unemployment, poverty and crime. How the delinquent
is constructed within these discourses is examined in such a way as to see how the
discourses have contributed to the ways school-aged offenders are known and governed
within the current education discourse on students at educational risk in Western Australia.
The discourses on early school leaving, student alienation and students at educational
risk are also explored in the body of the thesis in order to map how the current Western
Australian education policies have been shaped by these discourses. Documented factors
influencing Western Australian education reform are also examined to show how local
discourses have contributed to the current ways in which school-aged offenders are
educated in Western Australia.
The study concludes with an exploration of the Western Australian education discourse
on students at educational risk as it is applied in one Western Australian metropolitan
education district between 1998 and 2003. This examination of the documentary
information in legislation, policies, research, reports and online information indicates where
the education discourse in Western Australia has changed in the last decade and to what
extent school-aged offenders are now constructed as alienated students and students at
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educational risk. The knowledge created within the research process is connected to and

situated within the wider ongoing discourse on the relationship between delinquency and

schooling und fonns a critical lheoretical perspective, that may have influence on the future

direction of the discourse on the education of school-aged offenders in Western Austmliu.

This study draws on a decade of field ll!ld policy based experience gained whilst I was

working with school-aged offenders who were alienated from school and had formal

contact with the Department of Justice. During the course of my work, I observed how

young people often talked about their reluctance to participate in education and mostly
refused to go to their local school. As an Education Officer with the Department of Justice

during the 1990s, myrole was to negotiate education placements for school-aged offenders

with the understanding that most of them would not, or could not return to their local

school. In 1996, a Senate Standing Conunittee on Employment, Educational and Training
stated:
Data from the alternative education programs [in Western Australia]

indicates that many of the students referred to them have an offending
record, have not hem attending school for some time and are involved in
substance abuse. (SSCEET 1996, p.42)

It is documented that the life issues faced by these young people outside the education

context often caused problems in the school setting {Placier 1993, p.380; Mc Cormack
1996, pp.1·10). In attempting to find placements suitable for school-aged offendm with

their local school, it became increasingly clear that these young people did not see
themselves as students of their local school nor did the school seethemas members oftheir

mainstream school population. This was confinned in the 1996 Senate StMding Committee

on Employment, Educational and Training regarding troancy and exclusion where it was
stated:
Many repeat recidivist offenders are under school leaving age and are
known as 'street kids'. They do not attend school and for a varfety of
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reasons have nowhere permanent to live. (SSCEET 1996, p.42)

Boundaries Of The Study
The socio-historical context influencing the way in which school-aged offenders are
educated in Western Australia is examined in this research; however, there is no direct
reference to these alienated youth as the 'target population' or subjects directly providing
case study data. The discourses assembled around young people known as educationally at
risk and alienated students are the object under investigation in this thesis. This thesis is
informed by the literature discussing alienated students who commit crime in Western
Australia.
The emergence of the students at educational risk and alienated student categories
within the education discourse has made it possible to study the socio-historical events and
thinking, from which the term 'alienated student' has been constructed. In tracing the
discourses influencing the current students at educational risk policies in Western Australia,
this study is concerned with how the education, welfare, justice and the labour market
discourses on early school leaving, unemployment and marginalisation are still, changing
the ways in which alienated school-aged offenders are educated in Western Australia.
The school-aged offenders referred to in the documents examined are described as
usually having wider social issues affecting their lives; poverty, criminal activity, and
family breakdown to name some of the problems recognised by schools. These forms of
social disadvantage and alienation are described within the education and associated
discourses on delinquency, poverty, marginalisation and crime as contributing to young
people becoming alienated from school (Szaday 1989). The ways in which these issues are
used within the education discourse show how current changes in education policy
concerning students at educational risk have been informed (Vardon 1996, pp.3-5;
Netolicky 1997, p.1; Barnett 1997, 1; Clayton 2000, pp.1-9; Carpenter 2003, p.1).
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Research Questions
This research explores the socio-historical conditions that have contributed to the shifts
in the Western Australian education discourse from practices of excluding and alienating
delinquent students to retaining them and adjusting educational structures and curriculum to
better cater for their interests and needs. The main question addressed throughout this thesis
is how are alienated students constructed within the justice and education discourses in
Western Australia?
In order to answer this question the following sub questions will be addressed:
•

How does an understanding of the socio-historic background of the relationship
between schooling and delinquency contribute to the current construction of
alienated students within the education system in Western Australia?

•

How do the discourses on early school leaving, poverty and crime contribute to the
current construction of students at educational risk and alienated students within the
education system in Western Australia?

•

How do the justice and education discourses in Western Australia work together in
the construction of school-aged offenders as alienated students?

•

How are the current education policies concerning alienated students in Western
Australia constructing school-aged offenders?

Structure Of The Thesis
This thesis is presented in three sections, reflecting the historical relationship between
delinquents and education and emerging patterns within the discourses assembled around
the construction alienated students in Western Australia. The first section, containing
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chapters one and two, outlines the theoretical and methodological frameworks and the
motivation for this study.
The four chapters in the second section (chapters three to six) chart the discourses
assembled around the education of delinquents since the industrial revolution. How these
discourses have contributed to the current construction of alienated students in the Western
Australian discourse on students at educational risk is discussed. A detailed examination of
the socio-historical background on the construction of youth and delinquency in post
industrial, western speaking countries is provided within this section. A study of the
creation of compulsory universal education in the United Kingdom in 1870, a separate
justice system for juvenile offenders, the regulation of children from working class
backgrounds with the institution of a state welfare system gives a background to the themes
operating within the discourses on early school leaving, student alienation and students
described as at educational risk.
The Western Australian socio-political context is explored in chapter four. The
historical factors of the 1980s and 1990s that impacted on the education and framing of
Western Australian school-aged offenders is introduced to position the study in the Western
Australian context. The discourse on early school leaving and how it has shaped the student
retention agenda in Australia is examined in chapter five to demonstrate links between the
Western Australian context and the wider discourses on low school achievement,
unemployment, poverty and juvenile crime.
An overview of the discourse on student alienation forms the basis in the final chapter
within this section. Chapter six discusses the construction of delinquents as different to
mainstream students. An insight into the role of education reform, the retention of alienated
students and the policies that address alienation under the wider definition of students at
educational risk is also presented.
The five chapters in the final section of the thesis (chapters seven to eleven) discuss the
reforms to Western Australian education that have made it possible for school-aged
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offenders to be constructed as iilienated studeots. Factors influencing shifts in education
policy that relate to th:: construction of alienated students in the Western Australian
education discourse are examined in -chapters seven and eight. In chapter nine the ways in

which the discourses on delinquency, early school leaving, student alienation and the

Western Australian students at educational risk policy (1998) have doclllllented the shifts in
the ways school-aged offenders nre constructed as alienated students are examined. The

textual sources from one metropolitan education district in Western Australia are e:iamined
to provide examples of the discourse in action.

The relationship between the Western Australian education and justice systems is

explored in the final two chapters to find how school-aged offenders have been constructed
as alienated stud ents up to the end of 2003. In the final chapter the ways in which school

aged offenders have been constructed 11S alienated students is discussed. Suggestions for the

ways in which the Western Australian Departments ofJustice ll!ld Education ond Training

can continue to collaborate in discourse and practice are offered.

Summary
My professional interest in the socio-historical background of the relationship between

delinquency and schooling that informs this the study has been the central theme framing

this thesis. The aim, significance and boundaries of the thesis explain this in relation to the
chosen topic and sub questions. The next chapter outlines the theoretical and

methodological frameworks used to guide the research process and construct the narrative
presentation of information.
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Chapter Two

Theory And Method
Interpretive, constructionist studies are, by nature, incomplete. Reality and truth in
research is the product of an academic construction of understanding and I acknowledge
this thesis offers one perspective on how the current Western Australian education policies
concerning alienated students have come about. In this context I have chosen to conduct a
qualitative study and the thesis is presented in a narrative form. This is because my
interpretations of literature and the perspective presented on the socio-historical
background contributing to the current Western Australian education discourse on student
alienation relates to how school-aged offenders are being educated in Western Australia.
There are many viewpoints in the social world and it is full of changes (Crotty 1998,
pp.42-65). The method of analysing documents within discourses used in this thesis was
selected because discourses are also pluralistic and discontinuous in nature (Carrington
1993, p.xv). In this thesis, themes and shifts in discourse are mapped, interpreted and
presented. Consistent with Carrington's (1993) view on the importance of analysing
discourse, Crotty (1998) says:
In discourse {analysis] the beliefs, norms and values that are taken for
granted in everyday interaction are expressly thematisised and subjected to
critique. (p.144 italics mine)
The thesis applies such an approach to the discourses on the education of alienated
school-aged offenders in Western Australia. In accordance with Crotty's (1998, pp.6-9)
suggestion that the epistemological and methodological approaches used to carry out
research fit together, through the interpretation of information about the education of
alienated school-aged offenders found in documents, a new academic perspective on a
social issue is constructed within this thesis.
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Why Choose A Qualitative, Interpretive Approach?
Postmodem sociological theory and method allows me to explore a chosen slice of
social phenomenon, acknowledge personal interest and motivation and define the boundary
of the topic being studied (Babbie 2002, pp.8-10). By understanding that the knowledge
constructed in this study as one interpretation of social phenomenon within a wider social
context, I accept that there are multiple perspectives to any given social issue. The
perspective created in this thesis is made up of my interpretation of the socio-historical
factors found in the literature forming discourses that have lead to the current situation
concerning the education of alienated school-aged offenders in Western Australia (Denzin
& Lincoln 2000, p.18).
I have chosen to present the information contained within this thesis as a narrative that
explains one viewpoint gained from text based enquiries (Denzin & Lincoln, 2000, p.1010),
on how alienated students and school-aged young people with criminal histories are
constructed within the education discourse on students at educational risk in Westem
Australia. This study of text and discourse is itself part of a wider, ongoing discourse of
interpretive studies (Gergen & Gergen 2000, p.1025), that have been presented in the
narrative genre. This postmodem presentation of research is described by Fontana and Frey
(2000) as researchers' renditions of events (p.661), and in the case of this thesis, the
narrative text produced was chosen as the most effective medium to outline the information
constructed during the research.
It is understood that the texts studied during this research could be interpreted in a
variety of different ways. The ambiguity, contradiction and multiplicity of research findings
are features of how qualitative methods construct knowledge (Gubrium & Holstein 2000,
p.503). Therefore, this constructivist, interpretive study is one reading of the continuing
development of knowledge about how school-aged offenders who are alienated from school
in W estem Australia have been and are constructed within education discourse. The
mapping of the discourses associated with the education of school-aged offenders is very
much an inquiry into the various narratives and power relations (Hunt & Wickham 1994,
pp.13-20), which have shaped the current policies and practices around the education of
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alienated students in Western Australia. Sercombe (1996) agrees and explains:
Young people at the moment are being subjected to an extraordinary range
of processes directed at disciplining, training, subjecting the individual (or in
Foucault's terms, the body) through extended schooling and other training.
(p.19)
To better understand the policy decisions related to the education of school-aged
offenders alienated from school in Western Australia it is necessary to explore the
construction of the current discourse on students at educational risk. An interpretive,
constructionist paradigm is the most appropriate approach to developing this understanding
because it allows for the use of a "range of interconnected, interpretive methods" (Denzin
& Lincoln 2000, p.19).
This interpretive study accepts that there may be multiple perspectives on the
construction of school-aged offenders as subjects of the Western Australian education
discourse on students at educational risk and alienated students and there may be a number
of solutions devised to improve how these young people are retained in education.
Consistent with these theoretical and philosophical concepts, this thesis is my informed
interpretation of the discourses surrounding the construction of school-aged offenders as
alienated students in the Western Australian education discourse.

A Critical Research Agenda

The nature of this study involves the analysis of official documents and research that
contributes to the current discourse on students at educational risk in Western Australia.
Hodder (2000) states:
Such texts are of importance for qualitative research because, in general
terms access can be easy, low cost, because the information may differ from
and may not be available in spoken form. (p.704)
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A formal Foucaultian approach to discourse analysis, in the archaeological sense, is not
undertaken in this research. Rather, the discourses related to and assembled around the
delinquent, the school-aged offender and the alienated student at educational risk are
mapped to construct a narrative account of the socio-historical factors that have lead to
current education policy reform in Western Australia. The purpose of this is to bring into
focus the connections between the powerful narratives that have worked together and
shaped the Western Australian education policies and practices that have begun to include
alienated students as students at educational risk.
Consistent with Foucault's (1972, p.38) and Hunt and Wickham's (1994) thinking on
discourse formation, this thesis is concerned with tracing:
the emergence of 'discourses'; how did it come about that some particular
way of organising thinking, talking and doing about some selected topic
took the form and content that it did? (Hunt & Wickham 1994, p.7)
Further to this examination of the discourses connected to the policies on students at
educational risk in Western Australia, this thesis also draws on a critical research agenda
that aims to suggest where the current education policies and practices that impact on
school-aged offenders who are alienated from school in Western Australia may be
improved. In accordance with the definitions of critical theory (Held 1980, pp.161-173;
Kincheloe & Mc Laren 2000, p.288), an interpretation of information found in the
documents that make up the discourses is used to answer the research question. The
potential for further positive changes in the education of school-aged offenders as alienated
students is also highlighted. Drawing from Gubruim and Holstein (2000) this study agrees
that:
If we make visible the constructive fluidity and malleability of social forms,
we also reveal a potential for change. (p.503)
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The tracing of the discourses on delinquency and schooling has allowed me to examine
texts documenting the education of delinquents and alienated school-aged offenders in
Western Australia in their socio-historic context. Hodder (2000) states:
Text and context are in a continuous state of tension, each defining and
redefining the other, saying and doing things differently throughout time.
(p.704)
The value of examining the socio-historic context in the literature as data has been the
possibility of highlighting a grouping of discourses (Foucault 1972, p.29) around the topic
of the education of school-aged offenders who are alienated from school. Tracing the
descent of those discourses, and the socio-historic events that have shaped the conditions
making it possible for the way these young people are currently educated in Western
Australia, assists in the creation of the constructivist and critical perspectives taken in this
thesis.

Multiple Perspectives And Limitations Of The Study
The critical hermeneutic research approach also assists in addressing the research
question in that my personal and professional biases are known to have been shaped by the
socio-historical factors that have lead to my understanding and choice of research topic,
theoretical framework, methodology and data (Schwant 2000, p.193). The tracing of
discourses and examination of the socio-historical contexts, documented within the
literature studied, is used to construct a picture of how the education of alienated students
who are also offenders in Western Australia is changing and how their education could be
improved. Gubrium and Holstein (2000) explain that:
The aim of analytics of interpretive practice is to document the interplay
between practical reasoning and conversational machinery entailed in
constructing a sense of everyday reality on the one hand and the institutional
conditions, resources and related discourses that substantively nourish and
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interpretively mediate interaction on the other. (p.497)
Acknowledgment is given to how interpretive, qualitative research is underpinned by
how the assumptions interpretivist researchers:
blend their own observations with the self reports provided by the subjects.
(Denzin & Lincoln 2000, pp.18-19)
In this research the interaction between the documents as data and my own
perspectives result in the construction of new knowledge on the topic of how education
policy builds a picture of the extent to which school-aged offenders are discussed in
discourse as alienated students in Western Australia. In the analysis of documents talking
about students at educational risk, patterns within the discourses assembled around
alienated students who are also school-aged offenders are brought into view. This study
maps these discourses and their shifts and whilst doing so, the structure and themes
reflected in the data emerge and were not known to me prior to starting the research process
(Punch 1998, p.60).
My professional experience has highlighted the alienation of school-aged offenders
from education and the subsequent negative social consequences both for individuals and
the community. Links between delinquency, low educational achievement, poverty and
crime can be seen to work in such as way that some young people below the age of fifteen
in Western Australia are disadvantaged socially and economically. It has been well
documented that difficult to manage students in school settings have not been adequately
provided for by the Western Australian education system in the past (WACOSS 1990, p.23;
Sirr 1992, p.11; Milmoe 1994, p.21; SSCEET 1996, pp.vii-xii; Kilpatrick 1996, pp.19-22;
Spillane & Wheatley 2001, pp.7-12).
This study does not aim to speak on behalf of school-aged offenders as alienated
students or document their experiences as alienated students. I acknowledge the choice of
theory and method in this thesis does not provide a fixed and expert form of universal truth
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and the claims made do not assure a pathway to preventing juvenile crime or school non·

attendance. Consistent with Janesick (2000), my professional interest and personal biases
are integral to framing this thesis. Therefore:

Regardless of the researcher's point of view, and quite often bec�use of that

point of view, the researcher constructs ond frames the question for inquiry

(p.382)

The methods chosen to answer the thesis question in this thesis have been selected to

connect my intereslli, basic epistemological assumptions and aims within an academic

context, l acknowledge that the post structural perspective constructed during this study is

limited in that it does not build a perspective comprising of the experiences of alienated
school-aged offenders, educators orjustice workers, Nor do their views and biases directly
influence the direction of the research process. Although an ma!ysis ofdiscourse is carrled

out during the research phase, the study is not concerned with investigating the power

relationships that shape and are shaped by discourse. As this is not a Foucau!tian study, and
a genealogy of the discourses assembled arowid delinquency and schooling is not carried

out, acknowledgement is given to how populations are constituted as subjects of discourse.

This thesis focuses on the knowledge, as a product of power, that makes it possible to
construct W�tem Australian school-aged offenders as alienated students.

Tracing Discourses In 171e/rSocio- Historlcol Contex/s
The enalysis of discourse in this interpretive study "centres on the interplay not the

synthesis of discursive practices and disCOW'!ies-in-practice."(Gubrium & Holstein 2000,

p.497), An analysis of the socio-historical context underpinning the current education

discourse on students at educational risk and student alienation in the Western Australian

context is conducted and how school-aged offenders are now cons!ructed as students,

Where this may be improved is also cUscussed.
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Qualitative, postmodern researchers describe discourse as "the political economy of
knowledge construction." (Danzinger 1994, p.179). Our knowledge is constructed in a
socio-historical sense by the language and texts framed within our underlying values about
what is true and what can be said (Bessant et al 1998, pp.3-19, 195-209). The social
construction of knowledge and what is considered to be true is produced by people who
have the power to legitimise what is being said, written and portrayed (Danzinger 1994,
p.179).
What is 'sayable' and counted as truth must also be considered alongside what is not
'sayable' and what kinds of knowledge are excluded precisely because the underlying
belief systems in place at the time do not allow for it to emerge. (Carrington 1993, p.xv).
During this study the shifts in the ways the Western Australian education discourse
constructs and describes the education of delinquents and alienated students are
highlighted. In doing so, it can be seen in policy how the documents on students at
educational risk now make it possible to talk about ( construct knowledge about) school
aged offenders as alienated students with welfare and justice issues, where this was not the
case fifteen years ago. Netolickey (1997) provides an example of how these students can
now be discussed in Western Australian research and says:
The issue of youth truancy and crime was perceived to a central problem to
the district.. .It was believed that encouraging truants back into education
would diminish offending behaviours, such as petty crime, vandalism and
graffiti often indulged during absence from school. (p. l}
Socio-historical contexts are themselves socially constructed and categorised by
people; experts, theorists, academics and education professionals are examples of those
who occupy privileged positions in society and shape how and what we may understand
about the social world (Hunt & Wickham 1994, p.7). Social scientists have created ways of
making sense of social history and the present, and have also at times, intended to predict
the future. The construction of the youth category, the adolescent and the delinquent since
the industrial revolution has been founded in what Cohen (1972, p.9) described as 'moral
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panic' about young people being seen as threats to the existing social values and acceptable
social norms. Discourse is more than just talk. Carrington (1993) explains discourses as:
the frameworks of knowledge and power, which delineate the conditions of
the possibility of speaking and writing. Discourse is not just how we speak
to one another, although it can be, it is more a question of what is sayable
and what gets counted as truth. (p.xv)
In the analysis of discourse the ways in which a society is governed through what is
considered to be true is explored. Discursive devices such as policy and academic research
are sources of knowledge and tools of governance. In accordance with Carrington (1993)
this study "analyses the shifts and disruptions in the order of discourse" (p.xv) around the
education of school-aged offenders who are alienated from school in Western Australia and
positions the study in a socio-historical context. In this study, the way in which school-aged
offenders have been constructed within a number of discourses, is charted and documented
in a narrative form.
Discourse is very much more than the use of language to label external objects, it is the
way language mediates the understanding of reality. Therefore, discourses are the language
products that are shaped by values and themselves can change the shape of values (Hunt &
Wickham 1994, p.7). The ways people conceptualise and behave in relation to social issues
are influenced by the discourses on those issues, in that particular context, at that period in
time. More than this, Hunt and Wickham (1994) explain the processes within discourses:
produce the kinds of people, with characteristic ways of thinking and feeling
and doing, that live lives in specific contexts. (p.7)
Discourses shape the way people think, act and organise their social lives. Large
institutions such as schools are sites of discourse where teachers behave in certain ways in
accordance with the current thinking and language around schooling and the education of
students. Students as the subjects of education governance mostly behave in the manner
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expected of them by schools. Young people who are alienated from school during their
compulsory years are themselves subjects of discourse and behave and know themselves in
accordance with the discourses having the most power over their lives at the time.
In accordance with Carrington's (1993) definition, discourses are "frameworks of
knowledge and power" (p.xv). Knowledge and power are important in understanding how
discourse exerts control over what can be said and known about social issues. Truth is a
central concept in that discourses develop and define social truths. The student considered
at educational risk becomes identified as an object upon which a variety of truths may be
applied because the discourse on students at educational risk provides a way of knowing
and treating that student.
Truths are generated through the acceptance and rejection of some human perceptions
of what seems to be occurring in the social world. Truth is inextricably linked with power
in the ways some knowledge is considered true and some is not (Hunt & Wickham 1996,
p.11). Knowledge exists within and because of discourse. Truths are claimed and power is
employed in this process to define the boundaries of what is possible to know. Hunt and
Wickham ( 1996) state:
Truth is not separated from power, rather it is one of the most important
vehicles and expressions of power; power is exercised through the
production and dissemination of truth. (p.11)

Consistent with Foucault's (1982) approach to tracing the descent of discourse and the
socio-historical contexts in which discourses form and change, this study charts the descent
of discourse to the current students at educational risk policies in Western Australia.
However, the thesis does not seek the origin of the discourses assembled around the
education of alienated school-aged offenders in Western Australian schools. It is concerned
with a present situation and the social processes that have lead to the current state of social
affairs (Harrison 1991, pp.85-89). Further to this, Malpass & Wickham (1995, p.39)
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describe discourses as 'assemblages' of people, institutions, actions and the social
outcomes they produce.
This research is therefore concerned with examining the emergence of the discourse on
alienated students as students at educational risk. In doing so, consideration is given to how
a number of associated discourses, surrounding the concept of delinquency since the
industrial revolution, have contributed to making it possible to examine how alienated
school-aged offenders in Western Australia are being constructed as subjects of the
education discourse as alienated students.

The Construction OfPopulations Within Discourse

The work of Foucault (1982) offers a method of studying the ways in which people
participate in discourse and are constructed within it. His thinking provides a way of
examining how people are governed by powerful discourses and texts (Foucault 1982,
p.777). The means of constructing young people as students or delinquents and subjects of
discourse can be seen in the education policies on students at educational risk (1998) and
the ways the education system and its associated practitioners deal with young people (DET
Alternative Programs, 2003).
The ways in which young people identify themselves in relation to the school and
education staff can consist of degrees of compliance and resistance. Sercombe (1996)
explains the construction of populations within discourse as how:
a problem population is brought under discipline, how members of such
populations are constituted in discourse and in specific institutional
practices, and how they are encouraged to see themselves 'rightly', to
cooperate in their normalisation. (p.55)
People are players in discourse formation, maintenance and dissolution. They carry out
the tasks of talking, defining and disciplining populations within societies. People are both
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generators and subjects of discourse and power. The process of constructing a population
within discourse involves the documented separation, categorisation and objectification of
people into subjects (Rabinow 1984, pp.7-11).
The first phase of this process of the construction of people as subjects of discourse
involves the division and separation of part of a population from their conforming wider
community. The group is seen as deviant, as not conforming to socially prescribed norms
and is considered a threat to social stability. Rabinow (1984) states:
Essentially, 'dividing practices' are modes of manipulation that combine the
mediation of a science (or pseudo-science) and the practice of exclusion usually in the spatial sense, but always in the social. (p.8)
The education practice of the removing of compulsory school-aged delinquents from
mainstream classrooms to alternative education programs outside the formal state education
system is an example of this phase of the process of dividing practices in action (Muncie
1984, p.140). In the second phase of the construction of a population as subjects of
discourse, the differentiated population, (ie. difficult students attending alternative
education programs), is studied. Science, as a tool to produce legitimate social truths, is
applied, knowledge is created and the object of study is classified and named (Rabinow
1984, pp.7-11). This can be seen where students at educational risk and alienated students
came increasingly under the gaze of psychologists where their behaviours were observed,
categorised and treatment/management strategies and models of best practice were devised
(Dynan 1980, p.17).
Foucault (1982, p.777) explains the role of 'scientific classification' as the means
whereby the separated population becomes the object of study. The application of the
scientific method is important here as it provides a useful framework to dehumanise the
separated population, observe chosen aspects of their behaviour and compile an organised
collection of truth claims and generate discourse about them. In the next phase of the
constitution of subjects of discourse, those who have been separated off from the
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mainstream and studied begin to accept and use the roles and behaviours assigned to them
by the governing discourse (Rabinow 1984, p.8).
People's sense of identity or selfhood is formed as a result of the external influences of
governance (ibid). Social rights, obligations and expectations shape how we know others
and ourselves. The final phase in the constitution of the subject involves the internal
acceptance and practice of governing oneself as a subject of the discourses in play around
us (Tait 1993, p.44). This final phase of subjectification is the way in which a person
accepts the roles and behaviours designated to them as a subject of discourse. The term
'student':
defines young people in terms of a subordinate, but active, position in a
powerful institution. (Sercombe 1996, p.7)
However, some young people do not refer to themselves as students. It is well known
amongst professionals who work with school-aged offenders who are alienated from school
that they tend to refer to themselves using terms other than 'student' such as 'crims',
'junkies' or 'street kids' (SSCEET 1996, p.42). It could be said they are actively living the
role that has been discursively assigned through the processes of dividing practices and
scientific classification that has occurred in the context of schooling, welfare and justice
involvement.
Discourses are intermeshed and a number of discourses are usually operating in the
governance of a subject at any time (Harrison 1991, pp.84-89) and there are a number of
discourses operating around school-aged offenders who are alienated from school m
Western Australia. The education discourse on early school leavers and students at
educational risk, the discourse on unemployment, poverty and marginalisation and the
justice discourse on offender education each have a major defining role to play in the
governance of this population of young people in Western Australia. The interplay between
these discourses and the socio-historic context in which they are enacted provides the slice
of social circumstance considered worthy of analysis in this thesis.
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How Has This Study Been Done?

This research takes the form of an extensive literature review in which the texts
making up the body of literature collected became the object of study. Consistent with Gray
(2000), in her study into the culture of Western Australian compulsory education and
truancy as a form of student alienation, an institutional culture can be read alongside the
documents comprising the discourse. Gray (2000) says:
The ''text" of the culture of compulsory education ... was a composition of
actions, interactions and reactions of all stakeholders, as well as any
documentary evidence justifying such actions. (p.62)
According to Crotty (1998) texts may be read in "ways that bring understanding"
(p.87) and the language that constitutes texts:
is pivotal too, and shapes, the situations in which we find ourselves
enmeshed the events that befall us, the practices we carry out and, in and
through all of this the understandings we are able to reach (ibid, p.87)
The examination of documents in the literature review phase not only identified a gap
in knowledge regarding the education of school-aged offenders who are alienated from
school in Western Australia, it also provided the data, in a hermeneutic sense (Crotty, 1998,
p.87), to be analysed on the socio-historical context informing the discourses around the
education of Western Australian alienated students.
Therefore, the content of this thesis is both an extensive literature review and an
analysis of texts comprising discourse. The analysis of documents in their socio-historical
context required me to look back through the discourse to examine how it has shifted,
changed and connected with other discourses in the ongoing production of knowledge and
truth in order to govern people (Silverman 2000, p.827; Gubrium & Holstein 2000, pp.493496). The study achieves this through systematic data collection and examination of
literature related to delinquents and school-aged offenders who are alienated from school.
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References to other texturJ sources within literature were used as clues to where the

sets of knowledge about delinquents and schooling have come from E111d how they now
relate to the education of school-aged offenders in Western Australia as alienated students

in the present. At the commencement of this study the key education documents concerning
students at educational risk in WestemAustra!ia between 1998 and 2003were located

These Western Australian government policies, reports, strategic plans and regulatory

frameworks enact contemporary knowledge about students at educational risk and draw

from the work of authors of policy from various state ru,d federal government departments

and academic reseDICh. Checking for and listing the references to other sources of
information within these documents enabled me to develop a catalogue of themes patterned
around students at educational risk that involved poor school attendance and low academic

achievement.

From the general themes on the power relationship between schools and delinquents,

the lllienating effect of not gaining reeognlsable credentials from school and the subsequent

alienation from full-time, stable employment, � n:imber of associated and contributory
sources of discourse became evident These include the legislation, policy and research
concerning the relationship betw=en delinquents and schools; early school leaving and

student retention; poor school achievement; unemployment, poverty and crime; students at

educational risk and alienated students.

These related discourses collec1ed around the education ofschool-aged offenders were

read as signposts showing the way for deeper research into the socio-historical factors tha1

have connected and play a part in creating the official talk about the education of school·

aged offenders as alienated students in Western Australia.

The catalogue of references made from the current Western Australian discourse on

students at educational risk were collected from university libraries, Western Australian

government departmental libraries (Department of Education and Training and the

Depr.rtment of Justice) and the internet. Key personnel involved in the development,

imr1cmentation, monitoring and evaluation of the Western Australian Department of
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Education and Training policies on students at educational risk were also i:pproached for
advice on healing appropriate soun:es of literature for this study, These experts on the

students at educational risk policy provided up to date documentary information, spanning
1998 to 2003, on new developments and recommended other sources ofliterature including

reports accounting for the imp!emen1ation of services to students at educational risk in

Western Australia.

Student Services personnel in one Western Australian metropolitan education district

also contributed detailed written infonnation on the students at educational risk discourse in

action across that district. The information provided included reports on ,JUtcomes

regarding the implementation of the students at educational risk policy in that district and
strategic plans describing how the district would maintain and adjust its services to such

students. Principals of two schools in this district also offered advice on further sources of
information, pamphlets and reports on the particular programs at ili.lir school that

incolPorated school- aged offenders 11S students at educational risk.

Personnel involved in the delivery of education services to alienated school-aged

offenders from the Western Australian Department of Justice were also consulted for
advice on reference sources, These teachers, who work in both the custodial and

community justice contexts, provided written reports, statistical data, professional

presentations and literature on the departmental advisory and advocacy services for the
community based and custodial education of school-aged offenders in Western Australia.

Department ofJustice workers also supplied general information on sources of discourse on
offender education in the custodial context.

Such localised documentary evidence, alongside the historical literature on

delinquency, made it possible for this study to examine and comment on how the discourse

on students at educational risk in Westem Australia is actual!y constituting school-aged
offenders as alienated students. Geertz (1979), s\Jtes the value of critical hermeneutic
inquiry as:
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A continuous dialectical tacking between the most local of local detail and

the most global of global structure in such a way as to bring both into view

simultaneously. {p.239)

Data Analysis
All of the literature gathered from the various sources was catalogued under the

headinv of the discourses from wbkh they came, such as the history of Ute relationship

between delinquency and schooling, early school leaving and alienation and risk in the

Western Australian. This grouping o f literature as data was used to shape responses to the

sub questions to form the structure of the thesis chapters and subheadings, An endnote

library of references was created using these discourses as topic headings for term lists

within the electronic library making the retrieval of references and documents more

effective.

Whilst reading the literature collected, a bank of key words was also developed. These

keywords were used to conduct further bbrary and internet searehes and a more refined,

obvious pathway showing how the desc�ot of the assembled discourses was constnJ.cted.

More importantly, key word searches on the internet and in library data bases focussing on

10pics such as: juvenile delinquency, young offenders, juvenile justice systems, students at
risk, alienated students and juvenile offender education showed the links across the

discourses associated with students at educational risk in Western Australia.

The keyword searches assisted in not only identifying the words shared between

discourses but also made it possible to look at them in relation to the statements in which
they were contained and check how each discourse talked about the education of school·

aged offenders, or made reference to student alienation, delinquency and scOOOling. The

use of key words and statements as research tools to locate literature and as an indicator of

the discourse in relation to alienated students with criminal histories within each document

greatly assisted in focusing research practice and the analysis of literature towards the

thesis question.
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This research involves the collation of literature as data and the identification of the

discourses on the delinquent and the �choo!, early school leaving, unemployment, poverty
and crime gathered around the education of school-aged offenders who are alienated from

school in Western Australia. An understanding is gained through an interpretation of socio.
historical factors, within the d�uments as data, of how the current discourse on students at

educational risk has come about. (Crotty 1998, p.144).

Summary
A postpositive recognition of my subjective interest in the topic and an understanding

that the data itself has determined the directions and findings of this thesis provides the

foundation of this study. Professional interest, in relation to reflexive practice and academic

achievement has formed the motivation to undertake this thesis. Working from the

perspective that the nature of reality is socially constructed (Hakim 1987 pp.1-16; Crotty
!998, pp.42-52, 66-71; Punch 1998, pp.IS, 140-146; Denzin & Lincoln 2000, pp. 5-7,18)

an interpretive theoretical framework has been chosen because it allows for the data, and
myself as the researcher, to influence the direction, content and knowledge constrocted in
the process, Underpinning this lhesis is my academic claim to truth in a sociological sense

and ack.'low!edgement of the nature o f my relationship wilh the topic as interactive and
value laden (Guba, 1990, pp.221-27).
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SECTION TWO · THE SOCIO·HISTORIC BACKGROUND AND DISCOURSES
ASSEMBLED AROUND DELINQUENCY AND EDUCATION
In chapters three to seven I explore the socio-historical features of the discourses that

discuss the relationship between the delinquent and the school. The texts examined

highlight how the concept of delinquency developed alongside the emergence of the school

and universal education in the 1800s. The ways in which schools have governed and
regulated the lives of working class children throughout history is also studied to create a

context for the examination of the discourses assembled around delinquency in the !ate

twentieth century, in the western speaking world, will be eiamined.

These discourses include the bodies of knowledge around early school leaving,

unemployment, poverty and crime. n1ey share common concepts thlt have informed the
current Australi[II\ national student retention policies that discuss the education and

regulation of disadvantaged, delinquent at risk youth who may also be alienated from

school. The more recent socio-historical background of the relationship between delinquent

youth and the Western Al\stralian state education system spanning the 1980sto 2003 is also

presented in this section of the study. In doing this, I locate the study in a real and current

Western Australian conteJC:t and continue to explore the discourses that document the
relationship between delinquents and schooling.

The factors documented in the historical texts examined throughout this thesis indicate

four main discourses play a significant role in the ways school-aged, delinquent youth who

do not attend school have been educated in Western Australia. The discourses on early

scOOol-leaving and student retention discuss the importance of education in relieving

poverty and reducing criminality, These reasons are also documented as justifications for

educational reform in Australia. The concept of student alienation and the categorisation of

such school-aged young people llS students at educational risk is explored in this section of
the thesis to provide an insight into the emergence of education policies and practices in

Western Australia that constJUct delinquent youth e; alienated students.

I
I
I
I
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Chapter Three

History OfThe Relationship Bi:tween The &hoof And 771 e Delinquent
This chapter charts the history of the relationship between the school and those young

people considered a threat to society because of their potential for delinquency. The

appearance of schools for working class children and separate justice and welfare systems

in the early 1800s saw the emergence of a new set of institutional practices and governing

agencies that aimed to regulate the lives of children and youth.

With the creation of the youth category within discourse and schooling as a technique

of govcrnlng . young people, working class youth in post industrial western speaking
societies were constrocted as vulnerable to lives of crime if they were not educated. The

industrial revolution and the removal of children from industry to education and welfare is

documented as part of history informing and shaping how delinquency is defined and

understood and what role schooling bas to play in lives of Australian children nndyouth.

Discourses On Youth, DelinquencyAndSchooling
Sehool-aged offenders who are alienated from school feature mostly in the historical

literature concerning delinquency, crime wid the role of the school in exercising social

control (Muncie, 1984; Borowski & Murray 1985; Tait 1993; Bessant, Sercombe & Watts
1998, pp.3-IS;). Within the texts exwnined, historical accounts construct delinquency as

arising out of social disadvantage and poverty. The discourses assembled around

delinquency also describe the role of education as a means of elevating the poor from their

unsatisfactory position in society. Tluoughout history, delinquents have been periodically

contained within and then excluded from schools, indicating shifts in their governance

according to the socio-political agendas at the time (Bessant et a!, 1998, pp. 8-13).
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Schools emerged in the late nineteenth century as a mew of governing the children of

the middle classes and later the poor. This was followed by the creation of welfare and

justice systems in both Britain and Australia (ibid, pp.12-14), The discourses on youth,

delinquency and schooling are summarised by Maundera as modem measures of social
control in order to preserve hierarchical social structures and regulate a potentially

problematic population:

Institutions such as schools, welfare bodies and voluntary youth
organisations, worked as instruments to mould the minds, values and

morality ofworking class young people to support and invigorate capitalism

and develop a harinonious relationship between the classes whilst preserving
the position of the ruling elite, (Maunders 1984, p. 17)

The relationship between delinquents and schools is well documented (Corrigan, 1979;

Curr ie, 1979; Muncie, 1984; Borowski, 1985; Hixon & TinzmEl!l, 1990; Tai� 1993 Bessant

& Watts, 1994; Delvin, 1995). Some texts outline how delinquents were included in the

education discourse for the purpose of governing the poor around the time of the industrial
revolution {Wundersitz 1996, p.114).

In more recent times, the discourse on

unemployment and social margim1lisation has again highlighted concerns about early

school leaving and poverty (Willis, 1970; Corrigan, 1979). This apprehension is part of the

ongoing discourse on the governance of working class and poor youth who, since the mid

1970s, are not able to participate in th: labour market because of the decreasing availability

of unskilled full time work (Oer!emans &Jenkins 1998, p.1 18).

TheJuvenile Underclass
School-aged offenders and delinquents are mostly described in terms of their poverty,

low school achievement, unemployment and crime (Muncie 1984, pp.134-137; Petrie,
Berry & Smith 1980, pp.52-SS; van Kreiken 1991, pp.1-30; Carrington 1993, pp.66;

Wundersitz 1996, p.113). The education literature in the !ate 1980s and 1990s define these
young people in terms of their governance by the welfare and justice sectors. Their criminal
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behaviour was often associated with alienated students within the discourse on students at
educational risk (WACOSS, 1990, pp.23-24;). In the period spanning the 1980s through to
the mid 1990s, alienated students were viewed as one of the most disadvantaged sections of
a wider population of early school leavers and students at educational risk who were sitting
on the margins of both education and employment. The discourses on youth unemployment
also describe early school leavers with criminal records as members of an emerging
'juvenile underclass' (Polk 1984; Dwyer 1996).
The discourse on a juvenile underclass is based on two central themes, that of the
'adolescent' and the 'poor' (Bessant 1995, pp. 33-35). Marginalised, or alienated young
people in Australia are framed by both conservative right and social democratic left
political discourses as a population to be governed to avoid problems associated with youth
idleness. This "relationship between state power and those living in poverty, or what
Foucault referred to as 'the diffusion of the agencies of governance'." explains the ways in
which the state always governs a population considered problematic (ibid, p.33).
Bessant (1995) explains how this regulation of delinquents can be seen in the ways the
political left argue that economic rationalist policies have served to further alienate some
young people through cutbacks to state provision of free essential services and benefits.
From the right, alienated groups exist because of dependence on the welfare state and argue
for increases in personal accountability before the law and lifestyle choices. (ibid, pp.3334).
The metaphors and general descriptions of the members of the juvenile underclass
seem to revolve around ''their criminality and violence." (Bessant 1995, p.35). It is
suggested that the "moral panics" (Cohen 1972, p.9) contained in the discourse on the
juvenile underclass highlight the reaction to unemployment. This response is described as
taking the form of increases in the retention of students in secondary and post secondary
education in Australia. (White 1990, pp.15-33; Sercombe 1996, p.14). The notion of a
juvenile underclass is not so new: in fact the history of the formation of the school,
compulsory education and the periodic extensions to the school leaving age seem to occur
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in response to labour market crises and have featured prominently in the discourse on youth
and delinquency (Muncie 1984, p.135).

The Construction Of The Youth Category
The construction and meaning of the term adolescence has been developed throughout
history (Springhall 1983, p.20). 'Adolescence' is defined as the stage between childhood
innocence and adulthood responsibility. Springhall (1983) notes the language used to
discuss adolescence is usually negative and says:
To be 'adolescent' generally means to be juvenile, vulgar, self important and
most often just silly in behaviour. (p.20)
The construction of young people as subjects of discourse and how they are governed
involves various youth sub-categories, one of which is the delinquent. Such pejorative sub
categories are useful in that they provide a benchmark for socially acceptable norms against
which delinquent youth can be contrasted (Tait 1993, pp.40-41). In this sense, the category
of the delinquent indicates what is not socially acceptable and on what grounds certain
young people may be socially and educationally excluded or included and what techniques
of governance are required.
The modem concept of youth is documented as having come about over the last three
hundred years (Bessant et al 1998, p.5). The various social and economic operations that
have shaped current perceptions of young people are explained by Factor and Pitts (2000)
as a:
product of the demographic, social and economic dislocation occasioned by
rapid industrial urbanisation. Then, as now, such radical changes raised
concerns amongst politicians, the media, police and the clergy about the
weakening of conventional family forms and values, the consequent erosion
of informal social controls and the drunkenness, vice, violence and crime to
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which such anomie gave rise, (p.l)
The commentary comprising the discourse on youth, in particular, youth as a problem
population to be regulated, has occurred alongside the creation of a number of institutions

within with youth can be regulated. One of these institutions is the school ll!ld the
subsequent discourse on education that has developed since the industrial revolution has

contributed to the emergence ofknowledge around youth at risk:

Schooling As A Technique OfGovernance
In the early to mid 1800s schools were established for middle class youth to provide a

skilled labour force to support increasing mechanisation in industry. However the education

at the time was geared towards the upper classes and only offered a narrow pathway into
the civil and professional labour market. The school of the early 1800s became a means

whereby the middle classes could contain their young men and keep them in a state of
dependency and moral control (Factor & Pitts 2000, pp.1-4).

Working class young peaple were gradually moved out of employment towards the

late nineteenth century by the increased mechanisation in industry, The movement of

working class children from employment was also influenced by the growing middle class

social reform agenda based on Rousseau's (1712-1778) ideas of childhood as a time of

innocence and the social consequences of the Factory Acts of 1833. {Bessant et al 1998,
pp.6-10). The increasing numbers ofyoung people not working or attending school became

ofconcem to the middle class who had transfonned the streets from market places, sites of
small industry and locations where L'ie wo,king class socialised to:

a place for shopping and the transport of goods, and working class pursuits

were not consistent with this new function. (Bessant et al 1998, p.10)

In the early 1800s legislation was introduced to cleor the streets of London to make
way for a more middle class occupation ofpublic space, With this removal of the working
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classes from the streets came laws that resulted in criminal convictions and contributed to
the emergence of the youth categories of the 'delinquent' and the 'criminal' in discourse
(Sercombe 1996, pp.3-4; Factor & Pitts, 2000, pp.1-2). The social activities of the middle
class 'child savers' saw the establishment of schools for delinquents and the
implementation of legislation, the Youth Offenders Act 1854, sealed the fate of idle
working class youth as subjects of the education/welfare discourse.
The invention of the reformatory for delinquents, the industrial school for potential
delinquents and workhouses for the poor saw the beginning of the process whereby the
mechanisms of dividing practices, scientific classification and self-formation of the
delinquent as a subject of governance was possible (Muncie, 1984, pp.134-137). The use of
such separate sites where working class, delinquent and criminal youth could be regulated
and educated has remained a feature of the relationship between delinquency and
schooling.
This discursive process whereby working class youth became constituted as subjects of
governance in the mid 1800s was increasingly apparent with the establishment of
compulsory education in England in 1870. Muncie (1984) argues that the Education Act of
1870 was not a benevolent act of philanthropy to provide working class children with a
better life, but an effort to contain and train working class youth to be able and willing to
undertake factory labour. He argues the provision of state education to the working classes
was very much concerned with instilling in them middle class morals and religious
practices to dispel any "counter revolutionary tendencies." (ibid, p.135).
The institution of universal education in the late 1800s was met with some opposition
from the working classes as they had their own schools, and organised resistance by young
people and their parents took the form of strikes, truancy and civil disobedience. This was
met with increasing government pressure achieved through school inspections, the need for
teachers to be trained and the ceasing of funding to working class schools (Muncie, 1984,
p.137). By the end of the nineteenth century both middle and working class youth were
contained in schools and considered ''potentially delinquent." (Bessant et al 1998, p.13). In
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the late 1800s schools for delinquents were formed in Australia based on the British reform
models of residential industrial schools and reformatories and such institutions served to
both educate and contain ''troublesome" children and youth (Wundersitz 1996, pp.113114).
Schools provided an information bridge for the welfare and justice institutions of the
time to intervene and govern difficult, non-attending students (Petrie et al 1980, pp.52-55;
Carrington 1993, p.66). That is, schools came to act as sources of discourse on 'problem
children' and communicated this information to other sites of discourse such as the welfare
and justice systems and contributed to the evolution of those discourses and their particular
techniques of governance. Muncie (1984) suggests:
State schooling is thus an area of intervention which simultaneously tries to
educate neglected youth, control delinquent youth, enforce particular moral
standards as universal and ensure that the labour force is both adequately
trained and willing. (p.135)
Universal education as a means of governing a delinquent element of the youth
population was also documented as located at the centre of a wider network of governing
bodies controlling the lives of delinquent youth (Carrington 1993, pp.53-68). These other
regulating institutions included those involving the governing of juvenile criminal
behaviour and child welfare (Muncie 1984, p.135; van K.reiken 1991, pp.45-60; Wundersitz
1996, pp.113-116; Factor & Pitts 2000, pp.2-4).

Delinquency, Education, Welfare And Justice
The commentary on the history of the school in relation to the education of delinquents
and the other forms of governance that were emerging in the nineteenth century is
consistently documented alongside the discourses on welfare and justice (van K.reiken
1991, pp.61-83; Sercombe nd, pp.3-4) The 'child saver' movement and the work of people
such as Carpenter in the establishment of schools for working class children (Bessant et al
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1998, p.13), were concerned with importing middle class values to the neglectful and
immoral working classes. Alongside the various legislative measures to remove the
working classes from the streets and save their children came the 'criminalisation' of
working class youth and new statutory practices for their control within the justice system
(ibid, p.13).
Before the eyes of the law convicted children and youth were separated from convicted
adults, evidenced in the Youth Offenders Act of 1854 whereby 1899 juvenile offenders in
Britain were imprisoned in separate facilities to adult offenders. Wundersitz (1996) says:
The development of separate institutions for young offenders represented
only the first step in the process of developing a different system of justice
for juveniles. It was during the same period - the 1850s and 1860s - that the
groundwork for a Children's Court system was laid down. (ibid, p.115)
The justice systems in western industrialised communities began to describe children
and youth as different to adults. Therefore, alternative philosophies were applied in judicial
decision making processes as they related to youth and Children's Courts were conceived
in the United Kingdom and Wales in 1908, (Factor & Pitts 2000, p.2).
The schooling of the working classes was both a reaction to youth idleness and
concerns of a perceived threat to middle class sensibilities. This was complemented by a
middle class reformist welfare agenda. The assemblage of the reformist activities of the
middle classes in relation to education, welfare and justice must also be viewed in the wider
political context (Finer & Nellis 1998, p. 60). The development of an increasingly
industrialised society and the growing role of the state in ensuring liberal democratic values
in its citizens is central to understanding the education, welfare and justice discourses that
have lead to a current knowledge about the governance of school-aged offenders as
alienated students in Western Australia.
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A framework of understanding the role ofgovernment in producing citizens is useful in

explaining the power of the state and it may be applied to the role of the school in

governing delinquents. Meredyth and Tyler (1993) describe this process ll!ld state:

Foucault has traced a shift from a Machiavellian deployment of the
population primarily as a tool in reinforcing the power ofthe sovereign over

territory, to the modem era where the welfare of the population is

synonymous with the welfare of the state, and where the condition of the

population itself becomes one of the interests and ends of government

(p.42)

The application ofFoucault's thirudng in relation to the role of govemrnent in shaping

people as citizens highlights the importance of governments in the construction of a

population as subjects of statutory, bureaucratic discourses, such as the education discourse

on students at educational risk (ibid, p.42). lo a simflar vein the nation state can be seen as

having in its mandate, the power to develop, oversee and police its citizens accordiog to

socially prescn1ied norms; that is, government bureaucracy (Finer & Nellis 1998, p.60).

Finer and Nellis (1998) also state that the role of government included the provision and

management of "universal social services and education." (p.60) to set a social and
governmental benchmark for liberal democratic rights and responsibilities.

Compulsory Universal Education
The enactment of compulsory universal education laws took place in the United

Kingdom in 1870 and over the next decade in Australia. Gradually, compulsol)' education

was applied, firstly, to children and later to young people when their labour could be spared
(Bessant et al 1998, p.14). The enactment ofcompulsol)' universEII education alongside the
Facto!)' Acts of 1833 were seen to be benevolent measures aimed at reducing the

exploitation of children and knowing them as a distinct population, separate from adults

(van Kreiken 1991, pp.15·17).
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Univeml education was considered both a right and a respons1bflity on behalf of

individual citizens and as such participation in education was seen as "the duty of each
individual to improve lll!d civilise themselves for the benefit of the social health of the

community." (Rose 1989, p,122). The role of compulsory education in the fonnation of

citizens is described as neither conspimtoriul and controlling nor benevolent and
emancipatory, but as:

forms of government over youth which operate according to a Jimiti:d grid of

norms and regulations, (Carrington 1993, p.68)

In this sense, i t becomes possible to look at the various social conditions making it

possible for the governance of young people, arising from middle class intervention, to

become embedded in the education discourse.

The Child Savers And Child Welfare

The history of the middle class and state involvement in the welfare of working class

children in Western industrial societies around the 1800s, is explained as an increasing
belief in the role of education to elevate the worldng class morality and work ethic to a

standard considered acceptable by I.he middle class refonnists (van Kreiken 1991, p.49).

Carrington (1993) agrees with van Kreiken and comments on the role o f the state in
protecting children from exploitation and regulating the activities of delinquents.
Shr states:
The provision of universal education and the institution of legislation
preventing the employment of children [in factories], were among the

remedies suggested by choritable bodies to protect children from being
exploited. (p.67)
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Up to the establishment of state governed compulsory education, social reformers went

about containing criminal youth in refonnatories, delinquent youth in industrial schools and

paupers, or pre delinquents, in work houses. The current state welfare systems in western

societies arose out of the combination of a number of socio-historical circumstances. Here

the relationship between government institutions ond 'helping agencies' and the working

class family comes to the fore (Factor & Pitts 2000, pp. I-7).

The main arguments produced within social research about how and why welfare as a

form of governance came about and has continued is based on the actions of the middle

class upon the working class (van Kreiken, 1991, pp.1-30). However, the interpretation of

these interventions seems to vary from the notion of the state as an agency of social control

to that of humanitarian proteetor of the vulnerable in society. The power relationship

between the working class family and the middle class refonner saw the evolution of the

institution ofeducation as the major vehicle for the governance of working class children to

produce moral, industrious citizens. Converging with the development of the

education/welfare discourse was the judicial forms of governing working class youth
through the court system (ibid, pp,\-30).

Compulsory education, from the late nineteenth century, has brought with it a number

of legislative changes that may he seen as furthering the project of governing delinquents,

The progression of a separate justice system for young people that arose from the child

saving movement of the 1800s contributed to the development of the Children's Court

system early in the twentieth century{Wundersitz 1996, p.113).

A Separate Jus1ice System ForJuveniles
By the mid 1800s middle class refonners criticised the judicial systems in western

industrial societies for imprisoning children and young people in adult jails (Wundersitz
1996, p.113). The child saving movement promoted the ideas that children and young

people were developing socially and emotionally and therefore should be dealt with
differently to adults before the law. In order for de!in4.uents to grow into mature, Jaw
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abiding citizens the ro;e ofthe court, as a site ofgovernance, was to imitate a caring middle
class parent. Wundersitz (1996) claims that lhe child saver movement was the basis of the:
'welfare m(!del' ofjustice, and it is fuis approach which has to varying

degrees, dominated the AustraliEmjuvenilejustice systems. (p.117)

Trends in the discourses on delinquency in the twentieth century, within the justice

systems in Australian states and territories, commenced with a 'welfare model' approach

followed by a growingjustice agenda (van Kreiken, 1991, p. 23; Ga!e et al 1993, pp.3-17 &
38-51; Naffme & Wundersitz 1994, pp.235-240; Blagg & Wilkie 1995, pp.16-17;

Wundersitz 1996, pp.113-147; Bessllllt et al 1998, p.211;), With the inception of the first
Children's Court in South Australia in 1895, followed over the next decade in other
Australian jurisdictions, the welfare focus on juvenile offenders was typified by the need to

protect and rehabilitate the delinquent young person. As Maunders (1984) states, the early

1900s saw the establishment ofjuvenile justice institutions run by state employees whose

role it was to oversee court dispositions and intervene in the lives of offenders to help them

refonn, He claims that:

Probation was established in line with this view. However, in the period

between the wars, when the upper class reformers became replaced by

bureaucrats in the systems they created, the p'lllitive attitude reasserted
itself. This can be seen today in the close administrative relationship, within

the Department of Community Welfare Services, ofinstitutions ofcorrection

and institutions of care, so close that outsiders view them totally as
institutions ofcorrection. (p, 20)

Considering the discourses on middle class child saving in the establishment of

universal education in the late nineteenth century and the institution of a sepanlte justice

system for juvenile offenders at the beginning of the twentieth century, it is important to
look at changes and develnpments to the dominant discourse on the protection of children

and their rights.
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To varying degrees the welfare model dominated the discourses on the governance of

delinquents in the first half of the- twentieth century. The 'law and order' agenda
increasingly challenged the success of the welfare approach to dealing with juvenile

delinquency and civil rights lobbies originating in America in the 1960s (Naffine &
Wundersitz 1994, p.238). These critiques were a response to the perceived failure of the

welfare approach in dealing with an escalation of juvenile crime. This discourse was

founded on concerns for individual civil rights and criticisms of state intervention into the
lives of young offenders as being too inlnlSive. The civil rights lobby advocated for

juvenile justice systems to accord children and young people the rights ofadults before the

court in terms of 'due process' and 'fonnaljustice', and the 'law and order' lobby pushed

for increased punishment as a detetrent to criminal activity(ibid, p. 238).

The Rights OfChildren
Another dominant discourse undeipinning twentieth century thinking concerning the

welfare, education and !ater,justice issues concerning children in western societies was the

discourse on universal human rights and the rights of children and youth. The United

Nations Universal Declaration ofHuman Rights was announced in 1948 in resp1.mse to the

many atrocities committed in the Second World War and was a fonna! institution of liberal
'nniversa\ist' ideology on an international scale (Heywood 1998, pp. 24-65). The

Declaration outlines fundamental human rights, common to all people ofa!I nations and for

these inalienable rights be enshrined in government policy and practices to ensure freedom,

justice and peace for all people (Kenny 1994, p.263). The Declaration does not have the
power to dictate government policy but is more often used as a set of guiding principles

when dealing with human social organisation and governance (Brownwel\ & Allison 1989,
p.45).

The rights of children were recognised in the Geneva Declaration of the Rights of the

Child in 1924 and later adopted by the United Nations Genera! Assembly (1959), the

Geneva Declaration was further extended and included in tlu: Universal Declaration of
Human Rights (1948). The rights of children are recognised within the International
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Covenmt on Civil and Political Rights {articles twenty three and twenty four), in article ten
of the International Covenant on Economic, Social and CUitural Rights. They are also

recognised in the statutes and policies of slate !llld private organisations dealing with the

welfare of children (http;llwww,unrn,edu/::parl;man/UN,htm), These international stil!ldards

also apply to the:

humane administration and management of the criminal justice system as it

affects children and young people. (http://www,unm.eduJ-pad;man(UN.htm)

The main feature of all conventions as tb:y apply to children and young people below

the age of majority concerns the institution of legislation, policies and social/cultural

practices that promote and protect their best interests nt all times:

The Convention also recognises that cluldren require special protection, that

they are particulnrly vulnerable and that they are in the process of maturing
towards adulthood. This maturation is seen as occurring within a broad

fiamework of common rights and freedoms but also within a unique family

and shared cultural context giving richness of meaning to the child's identity

and guidance forbis/berdevelopmenL (Blagg & Wilkie 1993, pp.8-9)

The United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child (1959 and 1989) outline the

principle where children, because of their physical and emotional immaturity, require

special safeguards and care in relation to the protection oftbeir dignity and freedom. The

aim ofthisprinciple is to ensure children fully assume their responsibility as citizens within
the human community (bttp:/lwww,unm, edu/:::P>lfkman(UN.htm). Australia is signatory to

these principles and they nre evident in legislation such as the Western Australian Child

Welfare Act (1947). Such legislative commitment to the protection of cluldren in the social

context is seen where state governance of children and young peDple is to be carried out

with consideration for their best interests in all policy and judicial decision making
activities. However, u Bronwell and Allison (1989) state:
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As international instruments, Declarations such EIS the present Declamtion on

the Rights of the Child are what is known as 'soft law'; they are statements

of general principles accepted by governments but which carry no specific
obligations. They contrast with Conventions, which are binding, 'hani lnw'

requiring a fonnal ddcision on the part of individual states to accede to or
ratify them. (p.50)

The United Nations Standard Minimum Rules for the Administration of Juvenile

Justice {the Beijing Rules, 1985), promote that, where children and young people are

involved in crime, their welfare issues must be addressed in order to reduce their offending

behaviour E1I1d therefore, reduce the need for justice interventions. Where justice

intervention is tel!uired, detention should be seen as a last option and community based

sanctions including diversion programs and community service ciders applied where
possible.

The human right to an education is enshrined in the Universal Declaration of Human

Rights and the International Covenants and the Convention on the Rights of the Child.

These rights are extended to IIOO.lts, young people and children as a tool for the human
realisation

of their full

potential

as

active,

moral and

fair

citizens

Qmp: llwww,pdhre.orgkightsleducati9I!lt!ml). The right to an education is one of the
cornerstones of WC.'ltern societies and is implicit in education policy and legislation. The

documented education practices around this concept and policies concerning alienated

school-aged offenders in Western Australia show teMions continue to exist between certain

students and schools.

Summary
The documented history of the school and delinquency, the associated institutioM

concerning the welfare and rights of children and the emergence of a separate justice

system for children and youth prov[des a background from which an understanding of how

school-aged offenders in Western Au<;tralia are constructed in education policy. In the next
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chapter a history of the education of school-aged offenders who are alienated from school

in Western Australia is provided. The shifts in Western Austra\inn education discoun;e and

the documented social events that contributed to education refonn are presented in order to

show how lhe current educationpolic.ies concerning students al educational risk have been
shaped.
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Chapter Four
A Recent History OfThe Edr,cation OfSchool-Aged OffendersIn Western Austral/a
To provide a context for charting the histol)' of the discourses assembled around
school-aged offenders as alienated students in Western Australia, it is useful to explore the

socio-historical context that has lead to the recent shift in lhe Western Australian education

policies nnd practices concerning students at educational risk. The Jnte 1980s and 1990s

saw a number of changes to the Western Australillll welfare and justice discourses and lhe

national discourse on unemployment, early school leaving and student retention to year

twelve. Amidst these changes, the governance of school-aged offenders in Western

Australia also began to change {Bonjolo 1991, p.5; WALA 1991, pp.11-12; Wilkie 1991,
p.JO; Milmoe 1994, pp.18-20).

This chapter outlines the socio-historicn\ context of the education of school-aged

offenders who are alienated from school in Western Australia between 1980 and 2000. The

social and political events contributing to shif\s in the state welfare, justice and education

systems is examined alongside local research that indicated the need for improvements to
how school-aged offenders as alienated students were being educated. This narrative

description of recent local events makes it possible to explore the socio-historical

background to the discourse on the relationship between the delinquent and the school in

post industrial Engllllld. The description of events in Western Australia sets the scene from

which the policies ll!ld practices in Australian schools on the education of delill(!uent
students who are constructed as students at educational risk and alienated students can be
examined.

Alternlllive Progr/lm.r
Yowig people alienated from school began to be described as students at educaHonal

risk across Australia in the 1990s (Spillane & Wheatley 2001, p.10}. The alternative
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programs in Western Australia that had previously kept alienated students and school-aged
offenders off the streets were being developed by the Education Department of Western
Australia (EDWA). The education of alienated students began to be documented as
problematic and as the responsibility to the state education system rather than that of the
welfare and justice systems. School-aged offenders who were alienated from school
because of their behaviour and skill levels were beginning to be recognised as at risk of
never gaining full time employment and thus becoming a welfare burden on the state.
Historically, young people such as those who had involvement with justice and welfare
institutions often ceased being known as students once all school supports were exhausted
and regular attendance dropped off (Spillane & Wheatley 2001, p.10). It is interesting to
consider the period between 1980 to the late 1990s in Western Australia when human
service professionals and educators emphasised school-aged offenders' welfare and justice
issues over their continuous attendance at school (DCS 1987, pp.1-5; WACOSS 1991,
pp.23-24). In the processes and procedures followed by justice, welfare and education
departments, during this decade (Wilkie 1991, pp.10-11; Wells 1999, pp.1-8), conditions
were created whereby teachers, education administrators, justice and welfare officers could
be considered to have contributed to the process of alienation by down-playing the school
aged offender's student status and highlighting their difference and deviance in criminality.
Shifts in education policy and practice regarding students at educational risk and
alienated students have occurred (EDWA Plan for Government Schools 1998-2000; DET
Draft Plan for Government Schools 2003). It is stated by Justice workers in Western
Australia that the inclusion of alienated students in the welfare and justice discourses often
seem to coincide with those young people having more to do with the D epartment of
Justice and the Department of Community Development (DCD), in a formal statutory
sense, than they did with their local school (Ansell 2002, p.3). Evidence given in a Western
Australian Select Committee on Youth Affairs in 1992 stated that:
over 80% of children of compulsory school age who appeared in court on
five or more occasions had not been to school for a year. (WALA 1 992, p. 1 1)
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Alienation from school is documented as part of a wider social process of
marginalisation. School-aged young people having regular, formal contact with the
Department for Community Development and the Department of Justice often have social,
behavioural and academic problems long before alienation from school occurs (Dwyer
1987, p.4; Szaday, 1989; WALA 1992, pp.2-11; Batten & Russell 1995, p. 52).

The Possibility OfInclusion

The inclusion of school-aged offenders who are at risk of dropping out of school or
who are alienated from the education system in Western Australia is now occurring in a
more formal and documented manner in response to the requirements of the state education
system Making the Difference Policies (1998) and the Students at Educational Risk
Strategy (1998). There are direct references made to students at educational risk and the
particular needs of alienated students in these education policies. More importantly, school
responsibility for the provision of education to such students is clearly stated (EDW A,
Making the Difference - Policy and Guidelines, pp.1-11). The Department of Education and
Training (DET) in Western Australia (formerly EDWA) announced their commitment to
catering for students at educational risk in the policy document, Plan for Government
School Education 1998-2000 (1997) and the next such plan is currently in draft form (DET,
Draft Plan for Government Schools 2004-2007) .
Students at educational risk are clearly identified as an ongoing priority in the planned
changes to the education system for this state. The 1997 document also admits the failure of
the Western Australian education system in catering for certain groups of students who are
considered at risk of not achieving their full potential in the school setting. It is stated:
that at least 20% of our classroom population are not developing the
understandings, skills and confidence to achieve their individual potential.
(EDW A Making the Difference, 1998, p.3)

,1
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This policy statement and the associated strategies can also be interpreted as a
commitment to address the failing aspects of the school system where the education and
governance of low achievers and difficult students has not been so successful (EDWA,
Making the Difference - Policy and Guidelines, 1998, pp. 1- 1 1 ).
The emergence of the students at educational risk category is a part of a series of
related social, academic and political developments changing the way the education
community views delinquents. The social and political environment in Western Australia in
the 1990s saw a number of related events including changes to the youth labour market and
national student retention policies, the closing of welfare and justice state funded
alternative education programs and shifts in national vocational education and training
agenda.
The convergence of these socio-political factors has contributed to shaping the
discourse around students at educational risk and school-aged offenders who are alienated
from school. These social events were occurring across a number of discourses associated
with alienated school-aged offenders and for the purpose of commencing this commentary
the discursive instrument of State education legislation will be addressed first.

The Historical Practices OfExclusion In The 1980s And 1990s

The discourse on students at educational risk discusses the difficulties experienced by
teachers and schools in educating, controlling and governing an often-unwilling section of
the general population of students (Lipke 198 1, p.373; Tame 1983, p.24; Polk 1984,
pp.472-473; Mc Cormack 1996, p. 1). The reasons for this are varied. However, a major
consideration when moving school-aged offenders out of the mainstream school population
has been to protect the 'good students' from 'bad influences' and maintain the general order
and proper functioning of schools (Sercombe et al 2002, p.39; Brathby 1998, pp. 1 6- 17).
This was clearly stated in section 20g. of the Education Act 1927 (WA) that was the
legislation in operation until 1999 when the School Education Act 1999 came into
operation. The ways in which certain students who pose problems in mainstream education
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settings is contained within the following sections of the Act:
s.20 g. (1) If a person holding or acting in a prescribed class of position is of
the opinion that the conduct and behaviour of a child attending a government
school is not conducive to the good order and proper management of the
Government school the person may suspend the child from attendance at the
government school in accordance with and subject to the regulations.
(2) Where pursuant to subsection (1) a person holding or acting in a
prescribed class of position ... may in addition recommend to the Minister
that the child be excluded from attending the Government school.
(Education Act WA 1928, p. 39)
In the early 1990s in Western Australia evidence given to the Select Committee on
Youth Affairs (1992) included information provided by educationalists that:
in a number of cases, school discipline policies had been streamlining the
exit of at risk students from school thereby compounding the likelihood of
their subsequent entry into a marginalised and criminal lifestyle. (WALA
1992, p.10).
A national enquiry into truancy and exclusion from school across Australia also:
clearly indicates that there is considerable agreement among the key players,
education providers, teachers, parents, workers with young people and
community workers, that a situation exists where young people are
removing themselves from school, or are being removed, that this affects
their life chances. (SSCEET, 1996, p.viii)
According to the education discourse, changes to this practice have occurred through
the tightening up and standardisation of school practices and procedures regarding
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attendance at alternative programs and exclusion and suspension from school by the
Western Australian Department of Education and Training (DET Making the Difference Behaviour Management in Schools, 2001). There is a clearly documented transition from
the practices of excluding difficult students and not re engaging absent, problematic
students to a legislative and policy commitment to supporting the retention and
participation of students at educational risk and alienated students in Western Australia
since 1998 (EDWA Plan for Government Schools 1998-2000; EDW A Making the
Difference - Students at Educational Risk 1998; DET Making the Difference - Behaviour
Management in Schools, 200 1 ; DET Draft Plan for Government Schools 2004-2007).
These documents provide the basis for this thesis to trace the shift in how the Western
Australian education system is now constructing and including school-aged offenders as
alienated students.
Prior to 1998 in Western Australia, some schools worked in official and unofficial
partnership with other government and non-government agencies in the provision of small
alternative programs for difficult and delinquent students in the early 1990s with funding
from the Department for Community Development (Wilkie 1991, pp. I 0-11). This financial
assistance for the state welfare system helped with the costs of providing outreach support
services and extra staff. Such programs were usually located off the school campus, thus
separating the 'offenders' from the 'students' (Milmoe 1994, pp.18-20). The separate
provision of alternative education programs for delinquents in Western Australia was
intended to be temporary in nature. Dentice, Grindrod, Houlbrook & Ozich (1987) explain
this thinking:
The students, at least for a time, need to be removed from a situation where
they are failing and to be provided with a program in which they can be
successful, and be linked up with their world, their interests and their
community. There is a need for them to function in a different setting to
restore self-esteem, trust and their interest in learning. (p.1)
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Generally, schools had no ongoing formal involvement with school-aged offenders for
the pmpose of their education once welfare and justice institutions and their programs that
were not officially linked with the formal state education system took them up (WALA,
1991, p.49; Spillane & Wheatley 2001, p.10).
The movement of difficult and delinquent students to such programs was also made
legally possible by section thirteen, parts four and five of the Education Act 1928 (WA)
which gave the Principal of a school the authority to exempt a child from school for that
child's continued education or preparation for employment. The assumption was that if a
school-aged offender or difficult student was not manageable in the school he or she might
be better suited to employment. Such arrangements made in good faith may have
contributed to the alienation of school-aged offenders from education and added to their
structural disadvantage in the wider social context of further training and employment
because of the shrinking youth labour market and availability of full time unskilled jobs
(Dwyer 1996, p.11; Bessant & Cook 1998, pp.1-5).
Schools' contributions through the exclusion and alienation of school-aged offenders
often occurred with the assistance and agreement of human service professionals employed
by state welfare and justice agencies (Petrie, Berry & Smith 1980, pp.53-55; Maunders
1984, p. 14; Brown 1991, p.41). These agencies are documented as providing somewhere
for delinquent students to go, and so took up the role of including school-aged offenders by
constituting them within the welfare and justice discourses as 'offenders' or 'program
participants' or 'young people' and not as students (Wilkie 1991, p. 10; Nicholls 1991,
p.155). The documented impact of school-aged young people alienated from the formal
state education system and included in the welfare and justice systems is seen as
marginalising them from the world of work to a life of poverty (Finch & Nieuwenhuysen
1998, pp.204-205).
Up until 1993, alternative education programs for alienated students were mostly
provided by the state welfare system (DCS 1987, pp.1-3; DCS 1990, pp.1-4; Wilkie 1991,
pp.10-11; WACOSS 1993, pp.23-24). This meant that these young people had less contact
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with mainstream education and its techniques in sla1ling and controlling students and more

contact with welfare funded and justice orientated programs. Pike, Thompson & Thompson
( 1995) outline the strong agenda of refonn for these young people held by these programs,
Pike et al (1995) state:

They are designed to develop at risk sll1dents' self esteem and abilities to
cope with societal pressure. (Pike, Thompson & Thompson 1995, p,53)

The group work approach to providing lifeskills activities was very different to the

structured atmosphere of school and generally literacy and numeracy activities were not a

major focus {Mason & Wilson 1988, pP.l-8). If literacy and numeracy programs were

delivered they did not lead to accredited or credentials recognised in the labour market

(WALA 1992, p.50). The alternative programs offered by the welfare system were often

funded, managed and run by people from the helping professions, not teachers and staff
focussed on the develcpment ofparticipont self-esteem as a technique of governance. The

community based alternative programs during the 1990s that were funded to move these

young people into employment, return them to school or other training programs found

school-aged offenders who were alienated from school mostly didn't return to school or gel

jobs (Wilkfe 1991, p.70; SSCEET 1996, p.3i

The Shljl In The Western Australian Education Discourse
Welfare, justice ond employment practitioners, in the 1990s, began to point out that

school-aged young people who had left education early did not get jobs or keep them, nor

could they read, write or do maths confidently and some of them were committing crime

(SSCEET 1996, pp.5-7; Ashworth 2000, p.23). ln the late 1970s concerns related to youth
unemployment 11.ild early school leaving began to emerge nationally and within Western

Australia concerns about the retention of compulsory school-aged young people became

evident in research by Rosier (1978) where he stated:
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The data collected before the issue ofschool retentivity became more urgent
in the nud 1970s as a result of increasing levels of unemployment of young
persons. (p.l �)
With the increasing concerns about youth unemployment in the fifteen to nineteen yePT

old youth category, the links between delinquency, !ow academic achievement and

unemployment began to take shape within a discourse on early school leaving, student
retention and marginalisation (Polk, 1984; Sweet, 1988). In the early 1990s the police,

media, and welfure commentatoJS were increasingly discussing the connection between

compulsory school-aged students truanting from school and juvenile crime (Batten &
Russell 1995, p.20).

In 1991 juvenile crime hit the headlines in Western Australia, culminating in the
"Rally for Justice" outside Parliament House (Giddings & Walters 1992, p.136; Sheiner

1993, pp.253-256). This very public event worked in combination with other social
conditions and played a role in the culmination of statutory institutional changes in welfare,

justice (Harding 1993, p.1) and education. The Seriou9 a'ld Repeat Offender's Act 1992

(WA) was drafted and quickly proclaimed. The Ministry of Justice, Juvenile Justice
Division was created in 1993 and the separation of the slate welfare and justice systems

meant that young offenders with welfare issues were to be governed by two sets of

legislation and two institutions (Youth Justice Coalition 1990, 41; Wells 1999, pp.l·S).

This shift from a child protection approach to the creation of a justice system to
manage criminal behaviour was recommended in Edwards Report (1982) and finally came

to fruition in 1993. The Western Australian Minister for Education also appeared to

respond to the social outcry about juvenile crime and truancy by providing five year
funding for a series of new state funded Alternative Education Initiatives (AEl's) and

federally funded Students at Risk Programs (STAR) of their own (SSCEET 1996, pp.120-

130). These alternative education programs targeted at risk and alienated students who

usually had welfare and justice issues and did not attend mainstream school (Pratt 1993,

p.45; Ashworth 2000, p.23). 1k programs were run by teachers and were modelled on the
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group work and community-based alternative programs approach of welfare justice
programs and the possibility for offenders to return to school was recognised.

In 1996 a Federal Parliamentary Inquiry into truancy and exclusion was released

typifying the emerging discourse around students at educational risk and the associated

sociological issues such as criminal behaviour, welfare involvement and alienation from

school (SSCEET, 1996). The repor t supported the need for alienated students to be

included in the government school system and for school practices of exclusion to chMge

(ibid. p, ix.). The report stilted:

There is a growing concern for the apparently increasingly large numbers of

young people who are for v.arious reasons missing out on the benefits of
education and possibly on a better future. These are the young people, the

invisible ones, who are not even completing Year 10. who are becoming
disconnected from education before the age of JS or 16 when it is legal for
them to leave school. (SSCEET 1996, p.3)

As the altemative education programs nm by the state education system were only

funded for five years, the period spanning 1993 to 1998 provided the foundation for

educators to begin to include schoo 1-aged offenders, truants and delinquents 11S part of the

alienated student categ:iry. In 1995 the Education Department of Western Austrolia WIIS

also actively involved in a national research project focussing on the problem of providing

education to alienated students in the middle years of schooling (EOWA Student Alienation

in the Middle Years ofSchooling, 1995).

This 1995 study brought together a number of lines of thinking in relation to the
recognised need to implement changes to the curriculum, school sod ,, and age related

organisational SlrUCtures and the identification of students at educational risk (EDWA
Student Alienation in the Middle Years of Schooling, 1995). In 1997 a highly influential

study provided data that indicated the e:,;tent to which some twenty per cent of four to

si:,;teen year old students were not gaining benefit from the State education system and were
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considered lo educationally at risk. The importance ofeducational refonn reglll1iing the role

of the school for the whole student who has diverse needs and issues was highlighted in lhe

Western Australian Child Health Survey (1997) where it was stated:

The role of schools in modem societies has become more complex because

of the life circumstances of their students. Some education professionP.ls
seek to respond with a retreat to narrow academic goals, highlighting the
intellectual role of schooling and declaring other concerns to be others'

responsibilities. The Western Australian Child Health Survey paints a
complex picture of the interactions of school, family and social conditions

which suggests that such a retreat would be self defeating. (Zubrick et al,
1997, p. iii)

The employment and training sectors have also changed significantly over the last

decade (SSCEET 1992, pp.19-39; Bessant et a! 1998, pp.151-158). The discourse on
student retention as a response to the changing youth labour market since the 1970s and the

subsequent federal policy shift to Ille creation of a vocationally competent, credentia!ed

youth workforce has been extensively documented (Dwyer, 1996; Sweet, 1988; Ainley,

1998; Wooden, 1998; McC!elland, Maedona!d & MacDorutld; Dusseldorp Skills Forum,

2002).

This new discollJ'lle on youth at risk of not gaining ful!time employment provides a

bridge between school education, post compulsol)' training and the labour market (Dwyer
1996, p. 3-7i It is these discursive !inks that have also placed pressure on the WestCffi

Australian education system to address the retention of severely at risk school-aged youth

and those students alienated from the school system altogether. The discourse on students at
educational risk sits between the discourses on early school leaving, unemployment,

poverty and crime (Daniel & Corownl! 1993, pp.J.14; Batten & Russell 1995, pp.vii-3;

Bessant 199.S. p.43i The term 'at risk' is:
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Used to rerer to particular problematic outcomes such as delinquency,

pregnancy, homelessness, or substance abuse, but within an educational
context, the notion of being 'at risk' specifically refers to those young

people considered unlikely to complete school to year 12. (DETYA(b) 2001,
p.2)

Young people at risk of\eaving school early (before yeartwe!ve) and not gaining entry

into the world of work are id entified by a number of distinguishing features (Batten Sr.
Russell 1995, pp.!-57). Literature -on youth unemployment, early school leaving and

student retention identifies these features and they are used to generate regulating policies

and practices around non confonning young people including school-aged offenders (Tait,
1995; Dwyer 1995, pp. 61-72; DETYA(a) 2001, pp.2-6; DETYA(b) 200 ! , pp.!9-21).

These young people have gemm\ly left school prior to completing year ten, have low

academic skills and are often unable kl re engage in education or training because of their

�kill levels and incompatibility with slrllctured learning contexts (Batten & Russell 1995,
pp.1-57; Dwyer 1996, p.76). A recent study found that Western Australia, alongside the

Northern Territory, had the lowest post compulsory education retention rates (Dusseldotp
Skills Forum 2002, p.19).

The federal social security structure supporting the student retention agenda has meant

those young people who are below the age of eighteen years not attending "approved

activities" will not qualify for benefits (Croce 1998, pp.9-10). Approved activities include

further training or school and the assumption is that all young people must be at school

unli\ they are at least eighteen years old. Recent rmarch influencing national education
policy also states that satisfactory completion of year ten is essential in that it provides

students with the academic and social skills necessary to complete the post compulsory

yean; ofschool states:

Achieving an effective Year 10 level of education is the critical necessary

basis for a national commitment to Year 12 education to be a meaningful
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objective. This has to be achieved by and within schools. (Dusseldoip Siems

Forum 2002, p.24)

Parents will continue to receive the Family Inc:ome Supplement for children up to the

age of sixteen and the Common Youth Allowance is available for eligible students sixteen

and over if they remain at school or move into further approved training (Croce 1998,

pp.9-10.). The discollflle on student retention and early school leaving also documents

youth marginalisation as a result of leaving school before year twelve (Dusseldoip Skills
Forum 2002, pp.17-23).

Young people between the ages of fiftet:n and nineteen who are not engaged in

education, vocational training or tmployment are considered to be involved in 'marginal

activities'. Research into early school leaving has identified that a significant proportion of
early school leavers are from low socio economic backgrounds, (Ainley 1998, p.18;
Dusseldorp Skills Forum 2002, p.20) indicate a link between poverty, low school

achievement end early school leaving. This research also Stqlports the need for shifts in the
state policies on the retention of school-aged delinquents in the school system (EDWA

Making the Difference, !998).

The literature shows that the government social security policies SUpPort families

financially when their duldren are in edication or 'approved activities'. However, young
people between sixteen and eighteen years of age who not in employment, school or further

training will not be eligible for benefits (DEETYA(a) 2001, p.16). The same young people

looking for work will only be eligible for financial assistance when they are over eighteen

years of age unless they undertake some kind of labour market program or return to

education or training, The issues of concern for early school leavers are docwnentcd as the
following:

From January 1999, in order to be eligible for the Youth Allowance, 15-17

year o!ds have to engage in education or training for at least 20 hours per

week... For those who have to continue school, the complexity of factors
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that influence early school leaving wm still be highly rclevanL ...These
factors include fumil y and financial constraints, academic failure, boredom,

truancy, alienating school environment, poor teacher/student relations and a
school culture where the school is not responsive to the students needs.

(DEETYA{a) 2001, pp.16-17)

It is evident in the literature that for school-aged offenders, as members of the early

school leaver cohort, the availability of programs that suit their learning needs ll!ld offer the

possibility of re-engagement with education and training that leads towards employment

arc limited {Holdi:n & Dwyer 1992, p 15; Batten & Russell 1995, pp. 1-2; Dwyer 1996,
pp.26-29� Those difficult students who have left school liefore year ten often do not have

the skills required to complete these training programs (Dusseldorp Skills Forum 2002,

p.24). lt is suggested in the discourse on early school leaving and marginalisation that this

population of youth considered to be at risk are still not being adequately catered for in the

labour market and post corrt1ulsory sectors (Dwyer !996, pp.76-77; DEETYA(a), 2001,

p.30).

The Retentian Agenda In Wes/em Australian Education
Attendance at school and appropriate behaviour through to the end of their fifteenth

year is vital in order for alienated students and school-aged offenders to gain the necmary

credentials, social skills and acceptable reputation needed to enrol in post compulsory
schooling or further training. The discourse on early school leaving uses the term 'at risk'

to describe those young people who do not complete post compulsory education and are

el\c\uded from entering adulthood with the necessary skills and credentials to gain fill! time
employment (Dwyer 1995, p.6-7; McClctland et a! 1998, pp.3-4). Consistent with this view

Bancn and Russell (1995) state:

lr. the contel\t of relatively high retentiou rates, the students who do not

complete compulsory secondary schooling stand out with increasing clarity
as a minority group who arc likely to experience difficulty and disadvantage
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in adulthood in comparison with the majority of young people. (p.6)
To meet this challenge, schools are changing their views about excluding non
conforming students who may also be school-aged offenders from the school community
and professionals from the welfare and justice sectors will need to consider their practices
in relation to this as well (DEETYA(a) 2001, p.27-31). In relation to young offenders who
are alienated from school, recent research stated the importance of the retention of school
aged offenders in education in crime prevention. In relation to the need to provide retention
programs for school-aged offenders Clifford (2002) states:
Over the years, a mounting body of evidence has demonstrated that early
school leaving is a significant concern in relation to juvenile offending. . .. In
particular, early school leaving is related to the propensity to engage in anti
social behaviour. (p.2)
Collaborative efforts between schools, justice and community organisations have been
occurring in an official manner since the mid 1990s with the signing of the first Protocol
Agreement between the Ministry of Justice and the Education Department of Western
Australia in 1996. This agreement and other documentation provide evidence of how the
Department of Justice in Western Australia has encouraged the inclusion of school-aged
offenders who are alienated from school back into the state education system (EDWA et al
1999, p.10; DOJ 2000, pp.1-2; Kraljevich 2001, pp.1-2; Ansell 2002, pp.1-3).
Partnerships between the Western Australian education and justice systems are still
developing and the Department of Justice continues to provide a service where school-aged
offenders who are alienated from school are supported to re-engage with some formal type
of education because such young people are still not adequately re-engaged by schools
(MOJ Agreement Between the Ministry of Justice and the Education Department of
Western Australia, 2000; Ansell, 2002; Kraljevich 2002; Rose 2003). The current justice
discourse on the education of school-aged offenders in Western Australia continues to raise
concern that these young people will not have access to an income or further education and
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training once reaching school leaving age and they will be severely disadvantaged in
gaining entry into the labour market. Rose (2001) explains:
These young people have a 'vision' of careers and vocations with no
substance or experience behind them. (p.2)
Hence the importance of the emergence of the Making the Difference policies (1998)
on students at educational risk that acknowledges alienated students, who may also be
school-aged offenders, as members of the education discourse and acknowledges their
educational needs in relation to their social and behavioural issues.
The failure of the education system as a technique of controlling and governing this
group of school-aged young people has been considered by the education discursive
community. Recognition of juvenile crime, changes to the social security system and youth
unemployment are also extensively documented (Seeman 1959; Lubeck & Garrett 1990;
Connell et al 1992; Dwyer 1996; Bessant & Cook 1998, p.6; Sercombe et al 2002, p.35,
MacMillan & Marks 2003, pp.52-53). This recognition has influenced the education
discourse in the development of categories that describe this group of young people as
students at educational risk who are alienated from school. It seems that a firm footing has
been gained in policy, at least, and the education reforms in Western Australia are gradually
including school-aged offenders as subjects of education governance due to their
membership in the alienated student category.
Given the socio-political conditions making it possible for school-aged offenders to be
known as alienated students, it is important to explore how the current discourses on
education, early school leaving, unemployment, poverty and crime, in relation to this group
of young people, have emerged. The history of the discourses on youth, delinquency and
schooling provide a useful insight into one academic perspective on how the current
circumstances around the education of school-aged offenders who are alienated from
school in Western Australia has developed.
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In the case of alienated school-aged offenders over the last twenty-five years, the
dominant goveming discourses have been those on early school leaving, unemployment,
poverty and crime (Bessilnt 1995, p.40; Dwyer 1996, pp.74-75; Crooks, Webb, Forster &
Williamson 1996, pp.15·17). The school alternatives provided by the welfare and justice
sectors and the off campus education programs historically offered a specialised,

complementary, convenient holding space for alienated students who may also have been

juvenile offenders {Ashworth 2000, p.23). Some of these education programs aimed to
address offending behaviour. According to Omaji (1993):
Where the mainstream school processes fail to prevent juvenile crime some
schools consider specialised alternatives, which are tailored to the needs of
students experiencing failure or acute behaviour problems. (p.407)
Full time employment for young people was also more ofa possibility. Prior to the mid
1970s young people who didn't fit into the 1:ducation system could usually find
employment as an ohemative to school (Sweet 1988; Bessant et al !998, pp.\48,158).
Therefore, school·aged offenders could leave i;chool and attend w1 alternative education
program or seek employment because jobs oould be found (Ocrlemans & Jenkins 1998,
p.! 18).
These young people historically have moved from the education system to the welfare,
justice and employment sectors via lcgislat,:d policy pathways used by educators and
human service professionals alike (Ashworth 2000, p.23; Sercombe et al 2002, p.39). How
these young people are conslnlcted. as subje1:ts ofthe welfare and justice discourses shows
the importance of recognising and naming school-aged offenders as members of the
alienated category with the Western Australian education discourse on students at
educational risk.

Fuclflrs /11j/11e11d11g Ed11c111io11 Polley Chunge In Western Austrolfo
The creation and demise of the o!d welfare/justice alternative education programs in
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the late 1990s and Education Department of Western Australia, Students at Educational
Risk programs (AEI and STAR) (Chamberlain & Mac Kenzie 1996, p.12) marked the end
of one phase of studying students who constitute the harder end of the students at
educational risk category in Western Australia. During the period 1993-1998 the Education
Department of Western Australia (EDWA) collected data on the participants of and
services delivered by these AEI and STAR programs and the data collated formed the basis
of a new and local body of knowledge (Vickers 1994, pp.1-14).
The information gained during the separation of alternative program participants from
the mainstream school population provided much needed data that offered a scientific and
legitimate foundation for the creation of a new and local discourse on alienated students.
From this collation of data a process of scientific classification followed (Rabinow 1987,
pp. 7-8) where conditions were right for the official emergence of the students at
educational risk policy (1998). The discursive practice of isolating and studying these
young people has been taking place in a formal manner over the last decade within the
education sector (Vickers 1994, pp.1-14, Swan Education District, 2000; Swan Education
District, 2001; Swan Education District, 2002). This generation of discourse makes it easier
for teachers to talk about alienated students in education and schooling terms, to use a new
language, a new discourse that can be inclusive of school-aged offenders.
The history of the role of the school and the associated discourses in child welfare and
juvenile justice in the governance of children and youth (in Western societies since the
industrial revolution), provides an interesting place to continue tracing the socio-historical
factors contributing to the emergence of the current Western Australian education discourse
on students at educational risk and alienated students. Lee (1992), a Western Australian
researcher, offers insight into the relevance of poststructuralist research in education that is
relevant to this examination of the discourse on students at educational risk and alienated
students:
In terms of educational research what poststructural theories and
methodologies allow is an understanding of the necessary complexity of
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the school as an institution and a set of social practices. (p.2)
In agreeing with Lee, this examination of current policies and practices around students
at educational risk, alienated students and school-aged offenders acknowledges and
incorporates the influences of other related discourses including those concerning early
school leaving, unemployment and marginalisation; student alienation and the discourse on
students at educational risk and offender education.

Summary
The social and historical conditions that have made this current state of affairs
regarding the education of school-aged offenders as alienated students possible are not
presented as a simple, linear, static progression of historical events, truth claims and
government policy in the following chapters. Rather, they are explained as a combination
of social and political events that worked together in influencing shifts in discourse. Key
factors documented in relation to student alienation and the education of school-aged
offenders included the failure of alternative programs to prepare students for employment,
the national student retention agenda, Western Australian justice reform regarding juvenile
offenders and changes to the federal social security policies.
The following chapter on early school leaving, unemployment, poverty and crime
shows how the labour market, poverty and idleness contributes to the current thinking on
student alienation and students at educational risk in Western Australia. The consequences
for youth not completing compulsory education or post compulsory education and training
is also examined. This leads to an exploration of how young people who leave school early,
or drop out before completing their compulsory years of schooling, can also be constructed
as alienated from school and be considered at educational risk. The links between these
discourses and the commentary on offender education provide an insight into how school
aged-offenders are currently being constructed by the education discourse on students at
educational risk in Western Australia.
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Chapter Five

Early School Leaving, Unemployment, Poverty And Crime
The current discourse on early school leaving shows that early school leavers are
considered to be those young people who do not complete studies to year twelve and are
thought to be at risk of not being able to enter the labour market in their adult life because
they have low academic and vocational skills and do .not have any qualifications (Sweet
1988, pp.34-35; Smith 1994, p.14; Tait 1995, p.123; Dwyer 1996, pp.1-13; DEETYA 2001,
pp.19-32). There are two types of early school leavers (Batten & Russell 1995, p.2) - those
who do drop out of school before completing their compulsory education (Brooks et al,
1997), and those between the ages of fifteen and nineteen who do not undertake post
compulsory education or training (Dwyer 1996, pp.1-5). This chapter will examine the
literature comprising the discourse on early school leaving, internationally and nationally.
How the early school leaver discourse tends to focus on fifteen to nineteen year olds who
are not attending any education or training, are unemployed or in part-time work only will
also be discussed.
The term 'at risk' is used extensively in the texts examined. For the purpose of clarity I
will apply the term according to Batten and Russell's definition as follows. The term is:
Used to describe or identify young people who, beset by particular
difficulties and disadvantages, are thought likely to fail to achieve the
development in their adolescent years that provide a sound basis for a
satisfying and fulfilling adult [working] life. (Batten & Russell 1995, p. l
italics mine)

A proportion of the early school leaver population is also documented as consisting of
those young people who, prior to the shrinking of the full time youth labour market in the
1970s, have to stay on at school in the post compulsory years because there are limited
employment prospects in the low skilled areas of work (Dwyer 1996, p.7; McMillan &
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Marks 2003, pp.3-4), The official talk in national and state policy on early school leaving

focuses on negative consequences, su..-:h as social disadvantage arising from unemployment

and some discursive links are also made between poverty and crime {Batten & Russell

1995, p.20; Dusseldorp Skills Forum 2002, p.15).

Sludenl Retention
Australian research commentary and critique ex!sts in relation to the aims of national

and state government policy, practice and outcomes regarding early school leaving and the
associated importance placed on youngpeop!e making thetransition from school to work:
Young people have long been subject to various disciplinary pressures

designed to ensure their adjustment and 'proper' engagement as adults and

full citizens. For many, work guaranteed that shifi towards adulthood and

the attainment of un identity as a mature, responsible citizen." (Bessant &

Cook 1998, p.4)

Young people not engaged in either education or work represent a problematic

population who have too much time on their hands, are naturally inclined towards

delinquency and:

'need' to be subject to quite stringent mechanisms as a way of ensuring the
successful transition on that path to adulthood (ibid, p.6)

Keeping students at school, up to and past year ten is considered crucial and the

retention of fifteen to nineteen year o!ds in education or training is increasingly being seen

as the responsibility of schools (Sett0mbe et al 2002, 1'1.35). The current agreement within
the Western Australian Government to propose raising the compulsory school leaving age

in Western Australia from fifteen to seventeen yean ofage (Carpenter 6 July 2003(a), p.l),

is an example of how schooling continues to be wed as a regulatory measure in containing
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young people and keeping them occupied rather than unemployed and on the streets
(Bessant, 1995; Sweet !998, pp.31-32). CEll]lenler (2003(a)) states:

It is well known that young people who leave their teenage years with
qualifications, or who are still in the learning environment, have a greater
capacity to find sustainable r.mp!oyment succeed in later life... However, we
currently have too many young people leaving school early, limiting their
long term career prospects in the process, (p.l)
The problems associated with fulfilling the federal government policies promising to
assist all young people to stay at schooi gain skills and credentials, plan for their careers
and enter the workforce are well documented. A number of academic and research agencies
such as The Brotherhood of St Laurence, the Australian Council for Educational Research
and the Dusse!dorp Skills Forum have charted the development of these policies and have
looked at whether the commitment to al! young people has worked (Dusse!dorp Skills
Forum, 2002). Commencing with their implementation in schools and then the VET sector,
the policies on, and consequences of, early school leaving and the changing role o f the
school is addressed in the NYARS. Report on Youth Services for the Year 2015. ln this
report the school is descn'bed as a site of discourse that:
has supplied an educated, disciplined workforce, and has kept young people
off the streets. Not withstanding this, the failure of school is still significant,
and the social and economic penalties for the minority of young people
unable to 00 contained by school nre escalating (Socia) Exclusion Unit
1999)....Special attention needs to be given to the question of what happens
with those young people who are unable to construct a sustainable
relationship with school. {Sercombe et al, 2002, p.35)
The problems associated with achieving the retention of young people in education and
vocational training until they are nineteen years ofage extends to the consideration of those
young people who drop out of school before year ten (Dwyer 1996, pp.75-77; Brooks et al,
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1997). Because the international and national discourse on early school leaving mostly

concentrates on the retention or fifteen to nineteen year olds the issue of the retenHon of

compulsory school age students requires schools to meet the need of preparing all students,
during their compulsory schooling, with the academic and social skills required to remain
in edlication or vocational tillining until they are nineteen years of age (Beresford 1993,
pj!.\5-25; Batten & Russell, 1996; OEETY A(b) 2001; McMi111111 & Marks 2003, p.88).

Concern over the importance of providing relevllllt VET pathways to early school

leavers exists with particular reference to young people who leave the school system

because they perceive it as irrelevant to their needs or have problems confonning to school
rules and teacher attitudes (Dwyer 1996, pp,I0-11; MacMillan & Marks 2003, pp,52-53).

Dwyer (1996) explains:

there will always be at leasl some young people for whom, whatever the

reasons, a break from schooling will prove necessary. To ignore the fact in

our planning for the future would be to reinforce the marginalisation of those

who do not continue. (ibid, p.10)

11,e Youth Labour Market
Un&:rpinning the concern to keep young people in educaHon or vocational training

until the!r nineteenth year is the decrease in the Australian youth labour market (Brown
!99!, p.41;0ECD Thematic Review of the Transition from Initial Education to Working

Life: Australia 1997, pp.9-13; Wooden 1998, p,l). The discourse on early school leaving is

not new in Australia and the issue of student retention and increases to the school leaving

age pi!SI year ten was being described in the 1960s (Rosier, 1978a), as a response to the
shrinking of the youth labour market, In the !ate 1980s the Australian youth research seetor

concentrated on the issue of the decline in full-time work for young people and early school

leavins and Sweet (1998) provides an exa·nple of this when he describes:
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it is clear the decline in the number

or teenagers in full-time work h11S

generally occurred at a fairly steady rate over the 1966-86 period, with much

of the job !oss being associated with periods in which the unemployment

growth has been high. (p.31)

The policies and discourses on early school leaving, students at educational risk and

alienated students exist in a wider international political and economic context and
Australian education and training policy has been and still is strongly influenced by
international economic and labour ma.rket trends (Dwyer, 1966, p.\-13).

771 c Intcniatiana/ Disc,mrsc On Early School Leaving
Current Australian research (Dusse\do!Jl Skills Forum 2000; NCVER 2000, pp.2-7;

Dusseldorp Skills Forum, 2002) influencing national and state education, training and

employment discourses acknowledges international trends from Europe and the United

Kingdom. This summary of international trends in relation to governments making po\lcy
includes commitments to support young people leaving school and entering the job market.

The goals for transition policies set out by the Organisation for the Economic Cooperation
and Development (OECD) are included and clearly indicate Australia's participetion in

international discourses on youth, education, training and unemployment, Australia, as a
member of the DECO, partakes of a global discourse on labour market and economic

trends, education and innovation in science and technology, From on\ine sources

(http: //www,oecd.orl1ldataoccdf6/5112459289.pdfi it can be seen that international discourse
and the OECD influence Australian policy and procedural directions in relation to youth,

school, training and work. This is indicated in the following exceipt from a conferenc�

paper in 2000:

The purpose of the conference is to have an infonna! but focussed policy

discussion among Ministers on what works best in policies on transition from

I

I

fu!J-time education to the labour market for young people in the context of
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preparation for a successful working life and lifelong learning.

{hltp: llwww,9ecd.orgld5taoecdf615211459289.pdO

In 1997 the OECD Education Committee released a cross-national report into student

transitions from school education to employment in OECD countries. Out of this
international study, a detailed oveiview and evaluation of Australia's education, troining

and employment policies, the approaches surrounding the transition from school to work
and recommendations for future improvements was written and usOO as a basis for a

national review. This 'Thematic Review of the Transitions From Initial Education to

Working Life' l\997) looked at secondary school education and identified a national

increase in student retention since 1980, changes in youth entitlement to unemployment

benefits and recognised how secondary schooling focussed mostly on preparation for

univrnity.

The need for broader, vocationally relevant options to be made available to students

prior to year twelve in order to reduce youth unemployment and increase their participation

in 'acceptable' combinations of study and work, rather than marginal activities was also

reiterated (ibid, p.5-13). The early school leaving discourse employs the term 'marginal' to

describe young people who are neither attending school nor training, nor are they in full
time work. It is also used to describe young people who are 'engaged in marginal activities'

including part time work and non labour market activities such as: receiving sole parent or

disability pensions (McClelland, Macdonald & Mac Donald, \998).

Credentia/ism
One of the main policy justifications given for keeping young people at school until

their nineteenth year is the finding that those who leave schoo'. before year twelve and do
not have a qualification to at least university entrance standard, or a vocational credential to

level two in the Australian Qualification Framework (AQF), are disadvantaged in gaining

both part time and full time employment, will be poor in their adult life and wil!place an

economic burden 11)on the nation (Wooden 1998, pp. S-6).
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The reforms to Australian education and vocational training documenti:d in the

international and national discourse on early school leaving and student retention has
involved schools, encouraging schools to broaden their views on the provision of
vocational and academic studies. (Dusseldorp Skills Forum 2002, pp.!3-14). The

recommended educational reforms have included the development of policies and strategies

for the implementation of a national education and training framework, competency based

training and assessment systems in vocational education and training (VETi refocusing

education and training to meet industry needs, multiple pathways and flexible delivery
methods and equitable student access to education and training (NCVER 2000, pp.1-8).

In line with these reforms, there were discussions relating to ensuring that all students

complete their schooling to Senior Secondary Certificate level, engage in career planning

and gain some vocational and skills. This was evidenced in the Thematic Review of The

Transition From Initial Education to Working Life (1997 pp.16-17). One of the major
challenges in this country to achieve these reforms is explained as:

the deep cultural value placed on higher education, and the pervasive

mindset that secondary schools exist primarily to prepare people for

university. (ibid, p.18)

The institution of full service schools and the allocation of adequate funding and

resources made available through policy commitment are hignlighted as possible solutions
to addressing the needs of at risk students (DEETYA(c) 2001, p.8), These students are

acknowledged as having a number of problems alongside those related to school attendance

and perfonnance. In expressing concern about this situation the OECD documented its
concerns in stating:

These are the IS to 20per cent ofyoung peqile who arrive at ag..i 18 neither
in school nor in full time employment, typically with weak academic ski!Js,

little or no vocational training, and a bleak sense of their own future

prospects. (OECD 1997, p,23)
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The provision of pathways back into education and training for those young people

wOO lack the necessary skills and qualifications to compete in the labour market were also

cited as an important solution for young people identified as ''marginally attached to the
labour force." (ibid, p.25).

Vocational Education And Training
Australia's participation in intematio:ial discourses o n education and training and the

Jabour market has cert�inly played a role in the major changes in the VET sector and the
increasing links betWeen education and training in a general sense and this can be clearly

seen in The Thematic Review of the Transitions From Initial Education to Working Life

(1997, pp.29-31), Mainstream student retention rates have increased, the Australian

National Training Authority (ANTA) has a national training framework in place and
training pathways have become more ne11ible in their delivery.

However, in the case of alienated students, early school leavers and youth at risk, the

report strongly recommends these students be included within overall chmges to the

education and training sector ratlx:r than creating an alternative, separate system. It was
documented by the OECD that:

Encouraging marginal youth to remain at school will require a variety of

curricular, pedagogical and organisational changes in the lower secondary

years as well as years eleven and twelve. (The Thematic Review of the

Transitions From Initial Education to Working Life 1997, pp.29-30)

This assertion is revisited in the report on Bmlding Relationships: Making Education

Work (2001) and shows that slJUctura! changes in schools are recommended to ensure the

inclusion of those students who are detmlld at risk ofleaving school early are estllblished, Jt
is suggested that in achieving such changes:
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A comprehensive approach to school change identifies the need for b:,th an

'environment-centred' and 'client-centred' approach. The emphasis on

overall structural devclopmimt that has nn impact for all students rather than

on providing programs for those deemed to be 'at risk'. (DEETYA (a) 2001,
p.31)

The national discourse on early school leaving is derived from the international

economic trends in adult and youth labour markets (Dusseldorp Sia1ls Forum 2002, pp.14-

IS) and has translated into a raft of policies aimed at refonning and linking Australia's

education and vocational training sei:10rs. This !inking has resulted in changes to how

young Australians are retained in education and vocational training in both their
compulsory and post compulsory ye&rS.

The National Discourse On Early School Leaving
Australian education and training reform in the early 1990s (Finn, 1991), concentrated

on the development of policies that promoted and instituted the credentialing of a

vocationally competent youth workforce, skilled to make the transition from learning to
working. This and Australia's participation in the international disOO\lrse on assisting young

people to make the transition from school to work involved the implementation and

restructure of services to youth, streamlining policy across the states and territories and

making a commitment to Australia's young people who stay in education and training until

they are nineteen years old (Tait l995, pp.123-124),

Such a commitment indicated that those young people remaining in education or

training would be entitled to and supported in further training and entry inlo the workforce

when they have completed twelve years of education. The Dusseldorp Skills Forum paper,

Realising Australia's Commitment to Young People (2002) shows how this discourse is

continuing today by stating:
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In a.'l encouraging show of uni1y Commonwealth, Slate and Territory

Oovcmments are Stepping Foni"Urd (to borrow the phrase from their recent

joint declaration) with joint and unilateral commitments to providing u/1
young people with the opportunity to access learning end work. These

commitments are reflected in e still lengthening string of policy statements.

(p. 5)

This natiom,l policy platform. arising from the Finn report in 1991, rl'Om which the

government agenda for the: retention of fifteen to nineteen yeM olds in education and
training was launched, set the discourse on early school leaving for the period spanning

1991-2001 and officially shifled the perspective on acceptable school leaving from year ten

to year twelve {Tait 1995, pp.132-133).

In \992 the federal gcvemmcnt stated its commitm\.'fll to the provision of education for

twdvc years of schooling and the expectation thal all young people participate in some

form of education or vocational training between the ages of fifteen to nineteen in its One
Nation policy. A range of programs WIIS implemented including Career Start Traineeships,
Landcare and Environment Action Programs (LEAP) and incre11Scd TAFE pre-vocational

placements. Other initiatives included the actioning of rccommimdations from lhe

Cannichael Report regarding lhe rcstructw-e oflhe VET sector, (Keating 1992, p.15).
11tc Early School Leai•ing Discourse fo ildatfrm To A/fcna/ed Youlh

The relation.dip lx:tweim a shrinking youth labo11r market and lhc policies to incre11Sc

student retention to year twelve by providing vocational and academic streams in schools il

seen to be closely linked in national resel!rch. An awareness of how these policii:s may have

worked for the more mainstream student population woo have had a rtasonable relationship
with school is documented (Wooden, !99g; Mc Millan & Marks, 2003). Attention is n!oo
paid to those young people who are alienated from school and have little chance of re

cn1ering education or training or gaining employment (Dwyer 1997, p.7; Mc Millan &
Marks 2003, pp.90.91i

"
Comment is made in the national early !iehool leaver discourse on how many full-time

cmplo)ment positions now require some kind of qualification and participation in ongoing

training. Those marginalised young people between the ages of fifteen and seventeen who

arc not attending school or TAFE ilTC also not eligible for unemployment benefits and arc
required to be in youth labour market programs or return to some fonn of education and

!raining (for up to 20 hours per week), in order to be eligible for Austudy allowance
(OEEn'A(a) 200!,p, 16).

Eligibility for this a!lownnce is, of course, means tested against the parental income

therefore those young people who do not comply with !he requirement to work or study and

who arc most disadvantaged in doing so {becnusc of their low motivation and skills), do not

get any firnmcial assistance from the govemment and arc further marginalised and continue

their d�ndcncy on their families fur support (Croce 1998, p.8).

Research into early school leaving and evaluations of the national school and

vocational \J'llining retention and transition policies provide II critique o f the i:ffectiveness of

youth employment, education and !mining policies (Dwyer 1996). Such analysis brings
forward a deeper understanding of these national policies and Dwyer ( 1996) states:

This transformation of participation rates in schooling in Australia has had

two immediate consequences • a widespread acceptance of a ''mainstream

myth", and a regulation of early school leavers into a virtual policy vacuum.

(p.S)

With reference to the mainstream myth, Dwyer (1996) draws on II number of sourm

to unpack claims surrounding the increased retention of students and how government
evaluations converted figures on retention from seventy seven per cent to eight in ten

students remaining at school and later allcrc<I the meaning of retention to mean student

completion of studies (ibid, p.5). He also refers co findings Slllting that students from low

socii;1-ei.:onomic backgrJunds continued to achieve lower academic results in comparison to

young people from wealthier families and many studenl� were "reluctantly" staying on at
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school because they lacked other options such as rull·timc employment (ibid, p.6).

Early School Lea1•/ngAnd Unsupportrd Transitions
Other commentators conlinn this view on some yo:ing people having to remain at

school when historically they would ll.a1•c left to enter l o w -skilled jobs and apprenticeships

(Dwyer 19%, p.6; Bessant & Cook 1998, p.3, NCVER 2000, p.2,). The backgrounds of
early school leavers who are engaged in marginal activities e,;p!aincd by Mc Clelland,

Mncdonald !llld Mac Donald (1998) as:

more likely to be early i;choo\ leavers: to have parents who have

occupational bad.grounds tha1 arc unskilled and manual. (p.2)

This category of early school leavers generally had low school achievement and came

from famili�s employed i11 unskilled Md manual occupations, were also highly likely to be

Indigenous or homeless (ibid p.2). It was suggested thnt this group, if they gained part-time

employment, tended kJ have difficulty moving into full-time stable jobs and spent
consideroble periods up to the age of thirty being unemployed. An improved policy

response would include n stl\lcturcd approach involving early intervention during the

compulsory years of schooling ensuring the development of adequate skills and improved

assis1.ance in the transition from education to training and then to work (ibid, pp.J l-23).

� ongoing discourse on elll'ly school leaving is still induding a request for n federal

government commitment to retaining all early school leavers in educ al ion and training and
then supporting them in their tfllnsition to work (NCVER 2000, p.8; Mc Millllll & Marks

2003, pp.49-55). It appcnrs that the retention policies emerging in the late 1980s have
worked for mair.strcam young ptop!e who could remain at school and not workL,J so well
for those whose relationship witb education is difficult (Dwyer 1996, p.11). Recent

research dcm!lnslratcs these concerns:
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Australian governments have been commitlcd for over 10 years to provide
Ye111 12 level of education and training to nil Australians. In 1992, the
Commonwealth government (Prime Minister, One Nation, 1992) explicitly
endorsed the goal of full secondary education or its equivalent in vocational
education and training for all young AustralillllS, In 2001, Footprints to the
Future. the report from the Prime Minister's Youth Pathways Action Plan
T11.1kforce, calls specifically for a 'national commitment to all young people'
(Eldridge, 2001, p.12), (cited in Realising Australia's Commitment to
Young People 2002, p.13)
The !mportance of providing relevant, accessible VET pathways to this group of young
people in Australia enabling them to re-enter education and training aft.er a period of time is
considered crucial to providing for the needs of all Australian young people (Dwyer 1996,
p.10).
Flexible Pathll'ays

Flexible, academic llfld vocational pathways before year ten and for those returning
from a break in their post compulsory education and tro.ining are cited as necessary in
policy and practice if the most mllfginaliscd of early school leavers are to be catered for
(Banca & Russell 1995, pp.vii-viii). In 1999 the Ministerial Council on Education,
Employment and Youth Affair, (MCEETYA}. distinguished between vocational learning
(for years nine and ten) and vocational education and training (for years eleven and twelve).
MCEETYA describes vocational education nnd training as an integral pwt of schooling in
Australia in l 999. This policy commitment incorporated an under,tanding of the
importance of offering non academic, vocational pathways to compulsory school aged
students at risk and post compulsory school aged students at risk of leaving education
before year twelve (NCVER 2000, p.5}
In 2001, a report prepal'Cc for the Deprutmcnt of Education, Training and Youth
Affairs on the perspi:ctivcs of Austmlian fifteen to nine1ccn year old at risk youth on
education and training suggested a difference existed between young people who have
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disengag ed from school and young people who have disengaged from education. The

difference was that those young people who were disengaged from school still aspired to

nccess training or education outside the school context (DEETI A(a) 2001, pp.7-9).

These young people were found to view themselves as not lx:ing competi!ive in either

gaining work or a vocational qualification at TAFE (ibid, p.ll). The importance of
procedural and structural refonns in schools and the training sectors was again an official

feature within part of the discourse on early school leaving Blld was reinforced with
pru1icular reference to those young people most marginalised in this category (ibid, p.14).

The Australian Trnining Review magazine reiterates the continued concern for this

group of early school leavers who may be interested in vocational training but do not have
the necessary literacy and numeracy ski!ls nor the willingness to confmm to the school
environment by stating:

Early school leavers face increasing levels of disadvantage in tenns of
employment and further training, particulorly traineeships, as TAFE places
are increasingly being taken by those with higher qualifications resulting in

a lack of pathways for early school leavers (NCVER 2000, p.3)

The Retention Agcnd11 AndAllenme.d Youth

The use of vocational programs in schools, in the lale 1990s, for students at

educational risk and potential early school leavers was found to have limited post

compulsol)' outcomes and have be<:n criticised for labelling students and maintaining low
expectations (DEETIA(a) 2001, p.30). This report detailed responses from young people

(who had left school corly), explained how many of them wanted to gain vocational

credentials_ but lacked the financial resources, family support, willingness to confoml to

current school structures and had not accessed CW'Cer counselling to gain the infomlation
needed to plan for their futures. It was stated that:
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They want access to alternative ways to their goals of re-engagement, and
they want valid, relevant long term training programs rathi:r lhllll short-term
'job.skills' programs. (DEETYA(a) 2001, p. 125)
It is documented that the school retention and transitional strategies for fiftcl:n to
nineteen year olds, particularly alienated youth, are not working as well as hoped since the
late 1980s and that some young people arc still not adequately prepared to enter the
workforce. A Dusseldorp Skills Forum study, The Cost lo Australia of Early School
Leaving (1999), states that:
Early school leaving very largely takes place after year 9 and in calculating
the numbers of young people who left school after Year 9 in 1998 there
were, "about 75,000 early school leavers" - including more males than
females because of females' notably higher retention rate. (p. l 3).
Another study by the Dusseldol]I Skills Forum in 1998 on youth participation in
education, training and emp!oymenl end the results of national policy stated that student
retention had risen shruply in the 1980s, hut had slowed in the 1990s (Dusseldoip Skills
Forum 1998, p.6). Recent research found:
the main reason given for leaving school was related to school or their
performance at school. This suggests 'that while school curricula have become
more broad-based in recent years in order to calcr for the interests and needs of
a broader range of young people, there is still a small group whose
dissatisfaction withscOOOl life or difficulty in coping with school work prompts
them to !eave school elll"ly. (McMillan & Marks 2003, p.87)
Ifsome young people tend to leave school after year nine (Batten & Russell 1995, p.9),
with one year of compulsory schooling remaining (in Western Australia), there are no
stable low skilledjobs. Ifvocational ond employment programs do not adequately cater for
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the learning and social needs o[this group and re-engagement with school or training after

a period of time is problematic then the policies are not ea lering to a\l early school leavers.

Federal government recognition of the ongoing problems associated with the policies and

practices around this most marginalised group of early school leavers can be seen in The

Prime Minister's Youth Pathways Action Plan Taskforce report (Foo1prints to the Future,

May 2001). Recommendations within this report prompted the Ministerial Council for

Education, Employment, Training !Uld Youth Affairs (MCEETYA), to examine concerns
relating to:

at risk or disconnected young people; and while having a broader focus,
contribute to building the foundations of support needed to promote the well

being, participation and identification of young people in vulnerable

circumstances. (Stepping Forward · Improving Pathways for all Young
People, 2003)

This policy statement indicates. an awareness of a group ofyoung people for whom the

policies and strategies aimed at increasing student retention in education and training until

they are nineteen yems old have failed. They are identified as at risk of becoming

disconnected to education, training and work and are called 'vulnerable you� people', a
new lerm in the early scOOOI leaver discourse. A 2001 MCEEli'A Sub-Committee on
young people's transitions from learning to work puts foiwlll'd a number of strategies aimed

at increased coordination between national and state policy leading into local school,

community and support agency action in the providing assistance to vulnerable or
marginalised young people to re-engage or remain in education or training until nineteen

years of age.

There is discussion about how the discursive strategies around retaining fifteen to
nineteen year o!ds in education ll!ld 1111ining has not completely worked, Discursive

attention is being peid to that population In order to successfully control and govern them
within the education and training discourse. As Sercombc (1997) says:

that [lheJ teclmiques of governance - the variollli mcMs by which the

powerful attempt to define, descnbe, control, understand, contain, discipline,

empower, enlighten, orgl!llise. repress a subject population· always foil.
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Their control is always partial, the resistance of the subject population is
always there. (pA3 Ila/Jes mine)

When projects of governance around youth foil, programs fur a t risk youth are

instituted to reconnect them, to bring them back from the margins if they are seen as

presenting a risk to the mainstream population, especially through anti-social behaviour and

crime (ibid, p.43), The use of the term 'marginalised' to describe those young people within

the cru:ly school leaver discourse who life not in 'acceptable' combinations of part-time

work and study, who lITTl wiemp!oyed, who Jack academic and vocalionn! skills and are

unlikely to enter the mainstream economy can be examined in relation to the discourses of

unemployment, poverty and crime.

Morginolisatian, Unemployment, PovertyA11d Crime
In the late 1990s Australian research into early school leaving continued to draw from the
experiences of other western post industrial countries, and in looking at Canadian research,

the Dusseldorp Skills Forum report on Australia's Youth: Reality and Risk cited findings
that !inked early school leaving to poverty and crime (1998, p.20). This indicates there is an

ongoing convergence of the discourses on crime and delinquency with unemployment and

poverty.

The participation of young Australians in education and training between the ages of

fifteen and nineteen has not nceess-llri!y guaranteed full enll)' into the adult labour market

and lhis pointed to the existence of a group within the early school leaver category, named

as those most 'vulnerable' because of their likelihood of never having full participation in

the adult labour market (Dwyer 1996, pp. 74·75). Their vulnerability is couched in tenns of

needing the protection of bener po licies and susceptibility to delinquency. Bessant (1993)
says:

Since 1975, young people have been seen simultaneously us a threat as well

as being helpless and vul11Cfllble. (p.2)

The work of commentators like Beresford (1993), Dwyer (1996) and Bessant (1993,
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1994, 1995) shows attention is being paid in the Australian research community to the

minority group (of underage school leavers) within the early school leaver category who

have a number of social issues alongside the early school kaver risk factors such as low

school achievement, coming f\ Jm a family with a !ow socio .economic status, being

Indigenous or living in a remote lll'ea (Bcssant 1993; Batten & Russell 1995; Dwyer 1996),

Such talk is part ofa strong discu11ivc tradition in the youth research community where the

analysis and evaluation of government policy has included reference 10 links between

education, unemployment, poverty Md crime. A summlll')' of this discourse follows and

leads into the examination of social e11c\usio11 captured by the tcmtS used in the education
discourse on alienation and at risk.

The links between unemployment and poverty in the 1980s became evident as a result

of the changes 10 Australia's labour market (Crooks et al 1996, p.18). The Henderson
poverty line (which is also referred to as the H index) is stated as the generally accepted

government measure of income related poverty in Australia (ibid, p. !6� This measure arose
from the Fitzgerald Commission of lnquhy into Poverty (1976) in which overt comment is
made that poverty in Australia is linked to the inequities in the schooling system. It is

suggested that schools better cater for students from higher socio-economic backgrounds
lllld that early school leavers, who are often from low socio-economic backgrounds, are

destined to low skilled, low paying jobs. These jobs have been the ones that have
disappeared with the changes to the international and Australillll labour markets since the
J970s (Finch & Nieuwenhuysen 1998, pp.203-205).

Delinquency, Unemployment, PovertyAnd Crime

The role of schools in the creation of youth unemployment and crime is an exllf11}le of

an ongoing form of truth within the early school leaving discoUJSe, Polk states "The
absence of future careers and the present organisation of the school are seen as working

together to create marginal youth, alienation and ultimately juvenile crime." {1984, p.479).

Just under a decade later, further such claims are put forward by Beresford (1993) and are

narrowed down. Comment is more specific and it is stated that nol a!l early school leavers
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who are unemployed become criminals. Beresford (1993) says:
The critique of the education system made in recent reports into youth
affairs have their context in growing official recognition that the incidence

of marginalisation among some groups has its social impact in juvenile

crime, youth �.omelessness and unemployment. (p.15)

Claims are also made in other important national and international studies that a cycle

of poverty exists and intergenerational, long term unemployment is concen1n1ted in the

lower socio-economic levels of Australian society and that early sclx>o\ leavers tend to

come from this part of the population (SSCEET 1992, p.83, 120; Crooks et al 1996, p.! 7;

Peck 200!,pp.1-5).

Povertv is discussed within each of the discourses on early school leaving,

unemployment, poverty and juvenile crime. Poverty as a linking factor common to each of

these discomses is nlso confinned by other commentators such as Wilkes {1992� who
refers to a number of similar studies in the 1980s {p.50), Other social issues are

docwnented as featllreS ofpoverty and they include:

a broader set of dimensions such as diet; housing; health eare; number of

dependent children and the ability to participate in employment, education,
recreation, fomily and social activities. (Crooks et al 1996, p.17)

Poverty and a low socio·e(Onomic status appear to increase the likelihood of criminal

behaviour, "but only in certain circumstances." according to Hazlehurst (1996, p.216).
Hazlehurst (1996), like Beresford (]993), is also careful not to generalise and constitute all

early school leavers and unemployed young people as destined to lives of crime, however

acknowledgement is given to the fact that for some, poverty can contribute to criminal
behaviour. In relation to poverty Bessant (1995) says:

Evidence of an emerging underclass refers to links between material and

moral deprivation, delinquency and increased percentages in juvenile crime

rates. {p.40)

The British discourse on poverty goes even further and makes an overt claim that
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poverty and marginalisation produce juvenile crime:
As the British Youth Labour Council (British Youth Council, 1993:19-20)
asserted, youth crime is simply one of the most tangible representations of
the marginalisation and disa!fcclion [exclusion! felt by young people in
society. (Sercombe et al 2002, p.66)

The student retention agenda is considered by some academics as a justification for the

increased discursive attention being paid to early school leavers (who are unemployed, not

willing to undertake further training or studies and potentially criminal) in order to govern

them (Bessant 1995, pp.32-45). The policies and commentary on early school leaving,

unemployment, poverty and crime draws on a historical source. of classical theoretical
thinking and acting where deviancy was !inked to delinquencY �d the concern of the
middle classes for the reform and regulation of the poor. In the current socio-historical
context, unemployed early ..chool leavers are constituted a.� disadvantaged, at risk and
potentially dangerous because lhey are idle and represent a threat to the good order of
society {ibid, 10).
In tracing lhis lhinking back to its academic roots, lhe work ofDurkhcim on deviance,
anomie and nonnlessness is seen as influential in the development of the early school
leaver, unemployment, poverty, crime nexus proposed by Bessant (1995, p.10). She
explains that Durkheim examined the dissatisfaction and loss of allegiance that parts of a
population can feel when there is a massive upheaval lhat brings about change for the
worse in their lives. This line of lhinking is also seen by Bcssant (1995) as having
contributed to the current connections between early school leaving. unemployment,
poverty and crime and is seen in the governmental responses to lhe shrinking youth labour
market by increasing sclool retention end tightening up access to unemployment benerits
(p.10).

Early School Leaving And Schaol- Aged Offenders
The increase in student retention across the nation indicates the need for ongoing
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attention !o b e paid to the issue of students leaving school before year ten and those fifteen

to nineteen year o[ds who are not employed full-time or engaged post compulsory

education (Dwyer 1996, p.l). This confilTTIS concern that the policies and practices around

the retention of students are not working for al! young people. There exists a group of
young people who are alienated from school before the end of their compulsory years of

attendance who will be severely disadvantaged in the Jabour market alongside those who
leave after having completed year ten (McClelland et al \998, pp.22-25),

Some young peq,le who leave school early, or before the compulsory school leaving

age do commit crime and there are references in research that include comments by young
people stating that their lack of skills, unemployment and poverty contribute 10 their
criminal behaviour (DMiel & Cornwall 1993, p.3). When directly referred to, school-aged

offenders are usually described as cJC.tremely disadvantaged when seeking employment due

to their lower than average participaiion and achievement at school and lack of vocational
credentials and skills. They are also seen as unlikely to ever return to education or training.

Research conducted by the Ministry of Justice in Western Australia cited in a weekend
newspaper indkated:

Just 2 percent of prisoners had finished High School - and those figures are
equally as bad throughout the country....The National profile also shows 60

percent of inmates were below functional levels in numeracy, reading and

writing, and that up to 44 percent were long tenn unemployed ...the school
drop out rate in Western Australia was high, with 35 per cent of students

across the board not reaching year 12, while the prison population was also

increasing up to 30 per cent in the 1998-1999 year pointing to evidence of

systematic policy failure. (The Weekend Australian. Felons fail to make the

grade at school June 3-4, 2000, p 11)

The power of the early school leaver, unemployment, poverty and crime nexus lies in

lhe ongoing generation of fear of youlhful idleness and the potential for dangerous
behaviour (Bes11ant 1995, pp.32-33). Bessant (1995) states:
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Although the developers of these consl!Uctive s.:hemes, which equate youth

unemployment with criminal economies, may be well intentioned and 'on

the side' of young people, lhe primary outcome of their scholarship is the

extendedgovernance of young people's lives. (Jl.43)

With lhe increasing regulation of young people's Jives through the discourses on early

school leaving, unemployment and marginalisation comes the creation of professional jobs

in the implementation of policy and the practice of control (Tait 1995, p.123; Dwyer 1996,

pp.3-JO).These professional positions, departments and !\geodes are part of a continuaticni

of the regulatory mechanisms that came out ofthe child saver movement and a conservative
political law and order agenda that -commenced in the early nineteenth century aimed at
maintaining social order(Bessant 1995, p.44),

Summary
Policies and documented practices around the early identification or 11\ riskness, early

school leaving and student retention provide ample evidence of the ways in which

Australian youth have been and are governed by the education discourse. The discourse on

early school leaving has been examined because it contains many of the features of the

concerns contained within the disco-um: on youth delinquency, poverty and crime (Bessant

!995 pp.43-44) that emerged in post industrial Western countries. The discursive links

between early school leaving, unemployment, poverty and crime are also connected to the

discourse on students at educational risk and alienated student policies in the Western

Australia (Thorley-Smithnd, pp.167-168}

The documented concerns nbout early school leaving, unemployment, poverty and

crime within the literature examined also shows links with the discourse on student

alienation (Dwyer 1996, p.15; Mc Cormack !996. p.9; Brooks et al !997, p. l; Finch, \998,

pp.203-205). The national student retention policies commencing in the early 1990s have

influenced Australian state education policy in relation to re-engaging and retaining
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alienated and at risk students in education during both their compulsory and post

compulsory years of schooling. The next chapter charts the documented emergence of the

discourses on students at educational risk and student alienation and examines how they

also draw on concerns about poverty, the conse;iuences of early school leaving wid juvenile
crime. The shifts in Western Australian education policy concerning student alienation are

also examined.

"
Chapter Six
11Je Discourses On Ar Risk, Alienated Studenl.! And Offender Ed1 1cation
The consequences of leaving school before the completion of year twelve are

represented in the discourse on early school leaving, unemployment and marginalisation.

The associated discourse on students at educational risk and alienated students shifts the
focus of the role of school in relation to delinquent school-aged youth inward from

unemployment and the labour market towards the school, its organisation and culture
(Pellicano 1987, p.47), and the individual student (biological, psychological and social
features) llS the subjects ofresearch and policy.

This chapter concentrates on the development of the terms at risk and alienated as they

are applied in the education discourse on students at educational risk in Western Australia.
These labels provide ways of locating where school-aged offenders

llTll

discussed and

constructed as alienated students. Compulsory school-aged young offenders are generally

described within the students at educational risk categories as alienated students because

they generally do not attend mainstream education institutions and require assistance in re

engaging inschoo!i� {EDWA MOJ 2000, pp.1·8; Rose 2003, pp.2-3).
Alienation

The education disco\lflle in Western Australia documents the retention and

participation of school-aged offenders in schools and alternative education programs. The
role of partnership and collaborative measures between the DepElrtment of Education and

Training and the Department of Justice feature in the discourse ou engaging and

maintaining school-aged offenders in education as alienated students. The use oftenns such
as 'al risk' and 'alienated student', as they are applied to school-aged offenders, intensifies

the description of the risk factors that are said to arise from poverty and lead tu offending
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behaviour. Alienation from school and society is also documented in the justice discourse

onjuvenile offenders as a possible reason for criminal behaviour.

The tenn 'alienation' originated in the work of Marx and his criticisms of capitalism

(Heywood 1998, pp.124-128). The concept of alienation is central to Ma1J1ian economics. It
is based on the fol!owing premises; workers are alienated from the products of their labour,

workers experience little pe;sonal control over their labour, the competitive nature of the

capitalist work environment alienates workers from other workers, and finally, the

de-jlersonalised nature of worldng alienates workers from themselves (Heywood 1998,

p.127).

Links between Marxian economics and social alienation in a genernl sense, were made

by Seeman (1959) and his work saw the official entry of the term 'alienation' into the
education discourse (EDWA 1�5, p. 21). Commencing with the origin of this term

alienation in the socilrpo\itical context, this chapter unpacks the various directions taken

and linkages made between the current Western Australian students a t educational risk

policies, the eugenic interpretations of the term in relation to poverty, unemployment and

crime and the sociological cons:,uctions of student alienation within the social world of
schooling (Placier 1993, p.385).

At risk and alienated students form part of the We.'ltem Australian education discourse

on problem students, early school leavers and students who may not ac hieve to their full
learning potential (Currie 1979, p.1; P!acier 1993, p. 380; Batten & Russell 1995, pp. 1 2- ).

This chapter traces the emergence of the at risk and alienated student categories within

education policy and examines both te!Uls in relation to how they have been used to
understand and construct students who challenge the mainstream education system and

school-aged offenders as alienated students.
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Alienation And Delinquency
Juvenile criminal behaviour is documented in the discourses on students at educational

risk and alienated students in a similar way to discourses on early school leaving,

unemployment, poverty and crime {Dwyer 1996, p.15; Mc Cormack 1996, p.9; Brooks et al

1997, p.1; Finch, 1998, pp.203-205;). Essentially, unemployed young people from poor

backgrounds who have limited educ;ation or training achievements are assumed likely to
also be criminal. The at risk, alienation and crime nexus is most evident when the education
of young offenders who are alienated from mainstream schooling is discussed,

hnplicit in the Western Australian education discourse on alienated students and

students at educational risk are the policies and practices concerned with children and youth

who are perceived as not participating in education in such a way as to achieve to their full

potential (EDWA Making the Difference - Policy and Guidelines For Students at

Educational Risk 1998, p. 3). The reasons given for children and young people not

achieving to their ful! potential in school is contested from two major angles within the
education discourse.

The first set of truths claim school failure to be due to problems within the individua!

student, cau�ed by his or her genetic prediliposilion to problematic behaviour, home

environment and socio-economic background (Lubeck & Garrett 1990, p.327; Hemmings
et al 1994, p.14). Secondly, research into the school atmosphere, social organiseti1Jn and

curriculum content has cha!lenged schools to reflect on their practices in relation to

educational!y at risk students {Lipke 1981, p. 370; Tame 1983, p.24; Pe\licano 1987, pp.47·

49; Beresford 1993, p.15).

By drawing from the medical, psychological and natural sciences as theoretical and

methodological frameworks to build truths about students, but more particularly delinquent
students, it is possihle to see how the education discourse constitutes the working class,

disadvantaged and 'different' parts of the student population (Dynan 1980, p.17; Placier

1993, p.385). The educational governance of school-aged offenders by schools is not often

documented with direct reference to students who are criminals. However, the role of

IOI
educational governance is seen as essential in warding off the potential to become

delinquent, particularly for poor students (Dwyer 1996, p.15; Mc Connack 1996, p.9;
Brooks et a\ 1997, p.l; Finch 1998, pp.203 -205).

Criminality is named as just one feature of a risky lifestyle that may include

homelessness, truancy and family breakdown (Hazelhurst 1996, pp.216-218). For example,
the educational govemonce of severely alienated school-aged offenders is mostly located in

the discourse on schooling in juvenile detention centres and community based programs

separate to mainstream sch0<Jls (Cain 1993, p.34; Devlin 1995, pP.29-43; NYARS 1997,
p.24). Devlin (1995), in her research into the alienation of offenders from mainstream

education describes how:

Prisoners often felt that they were misfits at school. Large numbers of them

bad serious learning difficulties: 26 per cent reported having problems
learning to read and write at primary school.. ..Fee!ings of rejection and

isolation are commonly associated with learning difficulties and serious
emotional problems can arise. (ppW·30)

Devlin (1995) outlines how these issues and social factors outside of school, ir.cluding

fanuly problems contn'buted to l'ieir alienation from school and low academic
perfonnances (p.44 & 98), The links between delinquency, poverty, low educational

achievement and criminality is continued in the discourse on eugenics and educational

alienation.

EugenicsAnd The Dlicourse 011 Delinquency And Education
The medical and psychological construction of youth as a problem in education can be

seen in American studies and research aimed at heading off delinquency and school failure
in middle schooling, M c Connack (1995) states the foJ\owing in relation to how schools

construct delinquent students who do not conform to mainstream education norms of
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academic perfonnance and behaviour:
It {the discourse] is much more comfortable where it speaks of adolescence

as something biological and psychological. The discourses of psychology

and medicine tend to conceive of problems and solutions in individual

tenns, (p. l I. /10/iCJ mine)

Delinquent students an: conceived by the medical and psychological discourses as the

site of the problem. The problem is not seen to exist in a socfo.politica! context as well Mc
Cormack (1996) makes the link between delinquency, poverty and educational failure with

the medical and psychological discourses by demonstrating how they play a powerful role
in constituting students from low socio-economic backgrounds as subjects who are

somehow a problem and require treatment (ibid p.10). The 'problem' is considered to be

located in the young person as a re:iu!t ofbio!ogicai social or environmental factors outside
the school. This discursive direction has a limiting effect on how students may be known

by educationalists (ibid, p.1).

A history of biological-genetic explanations emerged in the twentieth century

regarding delinquency in relation to eOOcation in Australia {Bessant 1995, pp.249-263).
Recent examples of research by Crowe {1992) and Noble (1992) demonstrate this eugenic

construction of delinquent students as biologically predisposed, or susceptible to "youthful

criminal behaviour." (Bessant 1995, pp.250-251). The re-emergence of this adapted version

of eugenics, in the last half .:.f the twentieth century demonstrates the innuence the

discourse on the constructicn ofproblem students and is utilised by educationalists and
school psychologists.

The dominant position of the discourse on eugenics in Australian educational

psychology research tluough the Australian Council of Educatione.l Research (ACER) was

well placed to innuence social policy by generating troth claims that e,;plained juvenile
delinquency (Bessant 1995, pp.255-258). In !racing the emel"Jence of e111 �nics in the

education discourse, Bessant (1995) also says that as.�ettions made by Australian

!OJ
researchers in this field in the 1950s were based on the use ofpsychometry and inteUigence
testing. She states:

Psychometry and the measurement of intelligence are central to the

assertions about the links between heredity, intelligence, delinquency and
social class. (p.252)

Such assertions concerning social class, heredity and intelligence were also linked to

truancy, criminality and poor «iucational achievement. Underlying these claims was the
assumption that such 'maladjusted' behaviours were pathological and their causes were

biological and therefore natural (ibid, p.253). The power of such a,;sertions and Ire
peivasiveness of this thinking in the associeted professions is suggested as giving rise to a

kind of natural professional authority.

The socio-economic background of the student was also considered to influence

educational achievement and the mid•lle class culture of schooling was seen to play a role

in the alienation of'disadvantaged' young peoP!e from school (Beresford 1993, p. 16). The

processes whereby these young people were separated as 'different' and scientificaUy
classified ns biologicallypredisposed to delinquency are evident in the discourse on student

alienation and are outlined by commentators such as Bessant (1995), Mc Connack (19961

Lubeck and Garrett (1990), Tame (1983) and Placier {1993). Sociological explanations also
exist and they provide an insight into how the current Western Australian education

policies on students at educational risk constructalienatedstudents.

Sociological Influences On The Discourse On Alienation From School

The socio-historic development and use of the tenn 'alienation' that has influenced

these policies is documented in the social science discourses on social organisation and its

related synonyms. Social isolation, miliginalisation and estrangement are commonly used in

the literature on student alienation from school. Docuni.enlll by DEBT 1995, p. 21; Tame
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1983, p.24; Dymm 1980, p.17; Lipke 1989, p. 370; Polk 1984, p.472 provided the

infonnation and rationale undeipinn[ng the students at educational risk policies in Western
Austrn!ia.

These sources ofliterature are used to frame the current policies and provide educators

and the Western Australian public with a view o f how the state school system constructs
compulsory students who do not attend school. Alienation is aptly described in a general

sense by Lipke (1989) as a "mismatch between one set of values and another," (1989,

p.370). The tenn has been used in sociology, psychology and philosophy to describe

deviant behaviour. In the field of education the term is used to label students who have no
personal investment in education (Dynan 1980, p.17).

Seeman (1959) conducted one of the most influential early studies on the meaning of

social alienation in 1959. In his attempt to organise the various uses of the tenn in

sociological literature and link historical understandin� of it with modem applications,

Seeman (1959) established five categories within the meaning of alienation in the study of

society (Seeman 1959, p.783). Meaninglessness, powerlessness, no1TI1]essness, isolation
and self-estrangement are explained as features within the broadertenn alienation.

Many researchers bRve used Seeman's (1959) terms internationally and in Australia to

explore the concept of student a\ietultion. Seemnn's (1959) definition of the alienated
student is summarised by Tame (1983) as:

one who feels he can do little to influence his position at school and can

see little relevance in hls school work to his iife after school. (p.24)

One of the accepted roles for the structure and organisalion o fschools is to prepare

students for citizenship in the wider adult community (Durkheim as cited in Lipke 1981,

p.371). Alienation in schlo! is described as a direct reflection of alienation in the wider
social setting and, for some, alienation is a lifdong experience (EDWA 1995, pp.21-22).

Citi� Weber's (1958) analysis of the role of the school to prepare students for assuming
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their place in the adult social context, Lipke (1981) draws attention to the unequal power
relationships between students and teachers. He suggests these exrunples of governance

may contribute to student alienation from education because of the incompatibility between
the values ofeducationalists and students (ibid, p.271).
Some studie I of alienation in education settings assumed schools to be smaller

examples of what takes place in the wider social context. The process of student alienation

from school was also examined from educational psychological and socio!ogica\

perspectives (Cohen, 1974) and student alienation was proposed as only one example of a
more genernl phenomenon of adolescent alienation in society {Mackey, !977).

When Reeves (1978) looked a t the vocational aspirations of students in relation to

curriculum content and academic achievement, he found student motivation to en�age with

education depended on whether .echool is seen as relevant to student goals post schooling
(cited in Dynan 1980, pp. 17-22). Western Australian research into student alienation

suggested schools need to be humane social institutions where curriculum content is

relevant to student social and VOClltional needs and educationalists are challenged to widen

theirviews of the role of schools in students' lives {ibid 1980, p. 96).

The Western Australian education discourse hEJS continued to incorporate many of the

above accounts of student alienation. A field study related to middle schooling aimed to

find ways to, ''reduce the incidence and severity through changes to curriculum, pedagogy
and school organisation." {EOWA, 1995, p.20). This research drew from the Dettman

Report (1972) where it was stated:

an ulienated student is one whose dissatisfaction runs deeper than a

superficial dislike of certain school requirements and activities, and is

engulfed by feelings ofmistrust, misfortune and rejection. (p, 21)

The emphasis of the discourse on student alienation is placed on the combination of

the social organisation and socio-psychological factors within schools themselves, the
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fumi\y and the coJJUUuni\y setting in which students live from the 1960s through to the
1990s (Sddin (1989), Calabrese {1989), Mau (1992), Hill (1993), (:wnming (1994), and

Omaji (1994) cited in EDWA, 1995, p. 22-26). Interestingly, only one brief reference to

juvenile offending is cited from research by Calabrese (1989) and it is documented as one

of a number of 'negative behaviours' evidenced in alienated student conduct alongside
truancy, low educational achievement, drug use and suicide (ibid, p. 22).

The Emergence Of'flieDiscourse On Studen/J At Edr1catio110/ Risk
The emergence of the tenn 'at risk' in relation to education occurred in the 1950s

(Currie 1979, p.31 around the same time as Secman's (1959) research into what the term

alienation means in the social context The emergence of both tenns within the education

discourse on problem students provides an insight into how they have been used within the

discour!ic on students at educational risk in Western Australia. Alienated students are
oonsliUctcd by the Department of Education and Training in Western Australia, within the
current policies on students at educational risk, 113 some of the most disadvantaged

individuals in our state education system and wider community and;

The cost of not addressing the issue of alienation places an unacceptable

burden on the individual studi!Il� their families and the society. (DET
Retention and Participation Program Funding Guidelines 2003, p.1)

Thr, ways in which the term 'al risk' is used within the education discourse to construct

alie!ldted students provides a context witlun which the term alienated student can be

understood and applied lo how school-aged offenders are being constructed by the current
WesternAustralian edu�ation policies.

A study into the discourse on students at educational risk was conducted in 1979 for

the Education Department of Western Australia. This thesis summarised research and

literature concerning clu1dren and young people who are considered to be 'educationally at
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risk' (Currie, 1979). The origin of the term was traced by Currie (1979) to the United
Kingdom where obstetrics research into infants born to mothers who had used drugs during

pregnancy and those who had family histories of 'defects' were more likely to be
developmentaUy 'retarded' and have trouble adjusting to school. The Underwood Report

(1955) where these medical-psychological research findings were lransferred to the
education discourse is cited by Currie (1979) as be;:oming influential in the major extension

of psychological, medical and guidi,nce services to schools in Britain (ibid, p. 3).

Such documentary evidence shows how the tenn 'at educational risk' was founded in

the medical discourse and was concerned with the impact of heredity and physical

impaimtents to a child's overall develapment, Placier(\993, p.380) confirms this view with
a more recent investigation into the semantics of the educationally at risk label and

highlights links with the medical field (epidemiology). The meaning of the tenn 'at

educational risk' demonstrates a belief that students from poorer backgrounds are more

"susceptible to school failure and criminality." (ibid, p.385).

Research conducted in the United States and the United Kingdom in the 1960s linking

poverty and its effects on educational achievement, had agendas based on the site of
education 11s one of the most powerful social contexts in which children could be shaped

into productive citizens (Currie 1979, pp.5-9). Educational improvem"llt and equality of
educational opportunity was believed to be the vehicle whereby poorer students could

ascend socially and economically and contribute fully to the polity of which they were

members (ibid). Compensatory educational programs, such as 'Head Start' and 'Follow

Through' &0se in the United States in the mid 1960s as solutions to social inequality.
Around the same time in the United Kingdom the findings of an eight-year longitudinal

study in child health, the 'National Child Dcvekpment Study' by Pringle et al (1966) and

the Plowden Report (1966) influenced the compensatory approach to the provision of

education of students considered to be at risk (ibid).

Three major findings of research into students at educational risk are summarised by

Currie (1979). Firstly, a child's early development has a bearing on whether that child will
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be at educational risk in school. Secondly, the developmental antecedents to that child's

degree of'al riskness' can be empirically measured and finally education itself can reverse

many of these developmental problems (Currie 1979, pp. 7-8), Currie (1979) warns that the

label 'educationally at risk' is underpinned by the assumption that students at educational

risk have average general intelligence and are capable of improving their educational

performance with the correct school interventions. Currie cautions readers to use the term

'at educational risk' correctly and not to confuse these students with others who have
disabilities (ibid, p. 49).

Poverty, At Risk and Alienation
The Australian political and economic climate of the 1950s and 1960s was a time of

strong industrial growth and economic prosperity. Educationally there was an incrcruiing

demand for secondary and t�rtiary education and an ongoing social justice agenda in terms

of edueational access and equality, However, the provision ofstnte educatinn wns criticised

in the late 1960s for not addressing the needs of students from poorer backgrounds

(Connell, et al 1992, p.447). With the Australian Labour Party in Government in 1973 after
twenty three years of Liberal leadership, Whitlum's reforms influenced education policy for

the next twenty years through the Disadvantnged Schools Program (Connell et al 1992,

p.450).

The Disadvantaged Schools Program established by the Australian Commonwealth

Government in 1974 drew heavily from the findings and practices of educationalists from

the United Kingdom and the United ,States. The Karmel Report (1973) recommended the

permanent establishment of the Australian Schools' Commission, which has survived a
number of changes in federal government, state and national education policy and

departmental restructuring.

The Disadvantaged Schools Program was later to be known as the Australian National

Equity Programs for Schools. Connell et al (1992), in their four year study of the
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Disadvantaged Schools Program, found that it had been successful on a number of accounts
for the improvement of retention of educatkina\ly al risk students. The term

'disadvantaged' was applied to schools comprising of students from low socio-economic

backgrounds and Disadvantaged Schools Program funding was allocated to schools in low

socio-economic areas. The Education Department of Western Australia re1111med their

Disadvantaged Schools Program to 'Priority Schools Program' (PSP) (EDWA 1998, p.1).

The Disadvmtaged Schools Program targeted funding to schools in poor communities

with the agenda of addressing the divide between poor communities and wealthier ones (the

'culture of poverty' and the 'linguistic deficit'), and aimed to include students from

minority groups into the mainstream education arena. The Disadvantaged Schools Program

moved the responsibility ff . dealing with 'disadvantage' from the individual child to the

school and the local community (Connel! et al, 1992). Lubeck lllld Garrett (1990)

summarise this shift as one iteration in lhe ongoing struggle to define and address the issue
uf students at educational risk as either structural or:

focussed on broader social, political and economic practices or based on a

social psychological definition, focussed on individuals. (pp,337-338)

The tension still exists in alternating between the placing of the cause of alienation

within the individual student and the belief that school organisation brings about student

alienation (Batten & Russell 199'5, p.l). The Australian National Equity Program for
Schools identifies students at risk as the proportion of students who are likely to leave

scliool before completing year twelve (DEET 1994, p,77), It is stated that the students in

question are:

beset by particular difficulties and disadvantages, [end] are thought likely to

fail to achieve the development in their adolescent years that would provide

a sound basis fora satfsfyiog and fulfil!ing adult life. (p.77)
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In light of this definition, factm outside the school crising from poverty and social

disadvantage are said to work wi\1'. structural issues within schools that create and maintain

the need for the students at edi• cational risk category wilhln i:<lucation discourse (ibid,

p.77). The objective stated in thJ academic sphere and social policy of addressing the issue

of 'at riskness' and alienation is for schools to retain problematic students to make
productive, employable citizens who, in the wider social world, are willingly governable
and see themselves as members of the mainstream community.

Summary

The discourses on early school leaving and student alienation share some common

features and these include concerns about unemployment, poverty and delinquency

(Thorley-Smith nd, pp. 167-168� The discourses on student alienation and educational risk
shift the focus from the possible consequence of unemployment and poverty to student

needs and school orgllllisation (Pcl!lcano 1987, p.47), The ernergenc� of the commentaries

on student alienation and the application of the tenns 'alienated' and 'at risk' to students

who are experiencing difficulty in school has been contested from two major angles in the

literature. The first is the recognised need for reform to school organisation and curriculum
(Beresford 1993, p.15) and the second concerns the positioning of the causes for student

alienation with the individual student and their social environment (Devlin 1995, pp,44 &
98).
The ways in which alienated students and students at educational risk in Western

Australia have been constructed within education policy has been examined in this chapter,

The refonns to the Western Australian education system that have lead to the inclusion of
alienated students in the policies on students at educatioruil risk Bte described in the next
chapter. Theyways in which school-aged offenders who are alienated from school are now

being included in the Western Australian education system is examined.
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SECTION THREE- EDUCATION REFORM AND ALIENATED STUDENTS
The historical education practice� around alienated students in Western Australia, who

may also be convicted juvenile offenders, has seen a shift from their removal to alternative

education programs operating outside the fonnal education system prior to the mid 1990s to

their gradual inclusion in state education initiatives towards the beginning of 2000. In the

next chapter I examine the factors influencing education reform in Australia. The following

chapters chart the shifts in discourse that have influenced education refonn in Western

Austra!fon that include alienated students who have involvement With the state justice
system.

The literature examined maps how Western Australian school-aged youth who were

alienated from school in the 1980s to the late 1990s were mostly educated and contained

outside the state education system. Shifts in how such young people are increasingly being
constructed as alienated students and are being educated in programs conducted by the

State education system is discussed. In examining the current Department ofEducation and

Training literature online (www.eddep�wa.edu.au/saerlpolieylindex.hbn) regarding the

retention and participation of alienated students, I found a documented link between student
alienation 1111d criminal behaviour. This is an indication of the ongoing nature of the
discourse on delinquency, early school leaving, unemployment, poverty and crime in

operation in Western Austra!iu. Tl:e state education discourse is increasingly recogoising
and documenting tlie importar,ce of including students who challenge mainstream

education policy and practice.

Delinquent young people are now formally discussed in both the justice and education

contexts. Young people with criminal backgrounds who are alienated from school are also
subjects of the discourse on offender education spanning 2000 to 2003. The justice

literature on juvemle offender education, interagenoy collaboration and the education
reports on programs for alienated students in one Western Australian metropolitan
education district between 1998 and 2002 provide an insight into how the education
discourse is constructing alienated students and school-aged offenders in Western Australia

is and governing thes� young people.
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Chapter Seven

Shifts In Australian Education Policy Impacting O n Alienated Students

This chapter addresses the shifts in education policy between 1980 and the present, as
evident in the national discourse in Australia. Documents that detail the issues, tensions,
links and bridges that exist in relation to the education of students who are alienated from
school are examined. This general examination of literature is linked to the Western
Australian education policy context in order to show how national policy changes have
shaped the shifts in how Western Australian education policy constructs alienated students
who have criminal histories.

Economic Rationalism vs Meeting The Needs Of The Individual

Australian education policy, with particular reference to students from low socio
economic backgrounds who do not achieve to levels anticipated in curriculum, is heavily
influenced by the discourse on compensatory education. The compensatory education
paradigm in Australia has been fundamentally concerned with the education of poor or
disadvantaged students and the improvement, through compensatory funding and school
programs, of the education of such students (Connell et al 1992, pp.448-455).
The discourse on compensatory education for disadvantaged and poor students in
Australia also influences the current Western Australian policies on students at educational
risk. The 'H Index' is used as a way of assessing poverty within a population or locality.
Funding allocations made for Retention and Participation Programs (RAPP, under the
current Making the Difference Policy) in Western Australian government schools as a part
of the Students at Educational Risk strategy are based on schools' calculations of 'the
relative socio-economic status of each school using a measure known as the 'H' index.
(Bradshaw 2001, p.2).
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Australian social research into poor families' educational backgrounds, parental
occupation/employment status, residential status and income by Henderson (1970)
influenced the development of knowledge and education policy determining which schools
were eligible for funding through the Disadvantaged Schools Program (Connell et al 1992,
p.449). The Disadvantaged Schools Program also drew on knowledge concerning how the
organisation of schools and curriculum can alienate students from low socio-economic
backgrounds from school. As outlined by Connell (1992):
More recently educational sociology has emphasised the social bases of
school knowledge and the social effects of curriculum and assessment
(Whitty, 1985; Apple, 1990). It can now be seen that curriculum is central to
the production of social inequality through education; it is, therefore, a key
issue about compensatory education. (p.448)
Where education policy concentrates on the consequences of poverty (delinquency,
unemployment and crime) and student retention and participation, a tension exists between
a humanist agenda that education can relieve poverty and an economic rationalist
perspective that says educating the poor will reduce the economic burden placed on the
wider population in terms of social security benefits etc (Meredyth & Tyler 1993, pp.226227).
The benefits of education socially and economically in improving health and parenting,
social cohesion, crime reduction and decreasing the associated costs of services in these
areas is part of the current international discourse on the impact of learning on reducing
crime and poverty (Feinstein 2002, p.3). The retention of students in schools until year
twelve and the provision of programs particularly aimed at compulsory school aged
alienated students and students at educational risk in Western Australia, is a part of wider
labour market and education policy agenda. This agenda is born out of recognition that
compensatory programs are mostly all about economic rationalism. Consistent with this
view, Pudley and Vidovich (1995) state:
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According to the dis�ourses of economic rationalism and human capital,
education is but an element of the micro-economy with the role of providing
skilled workers for the economy. The assumption is that productivity,
efficiency and work orientation will enhance the Australian economy's
competitiveness in the international capitalist market place. (p.175)
Although the current students at educational risk policies in Western Australia (Making
the Difference - Policy and Guidelines For Students at Educational Risk, May 1998, p. 5)
describe the importance of the development of individual student potential as a continuation
of the rhetoric of the Disadvantaged Schools Program and compensatory education in
Australia, the economic rationalist discourse on education making productive and
responsible citizens also plays a significant role (Merdyth & Tyler 1993, p.1). Pudley and
Vidovich (1995) continue this illustration of discourse and explain it is the state's
responsibility to:
facilitate its own economic growth and accumulation for its own financial
survival (the state's financial revenues are dependent upon production) and
its legitimation. (pp.186-187)
In the case of the portion of the population who are poor and require welfare
assistance, policies that acknowledge democratic principles of equity and positive
discrimination are applied and are also often in conflict with the conservative capitalist
ideas of individualism and competition (ibid, p.186). The current Draft Plan for
Government Schools (2003) and the Making the Difference Policy (1998) incorporate a
broad range of intended reforms in the areas of curriculum, school organisation, teacher
attitudes and approaches, school discipline and the retention of difficult students (Vardon
1996, pp.3-5).
These shifts in Western Australian education policy are heavily influenced by the
national student retention agenda and local pressure for a more equitable approach to the
education of alienated youth who have limited opportunity in the current labour market due

li5
to their lack of recognised skills, experience and credentials (Wooden 1998, pp.5·6;

Sercombe et al 2002, p.35). As stated by Dwyer (1996):

Available researeh and commissioned reports o n youth unemployment, have

highlighted the seriousness of the situation confronting those young

Australians who, for whatever the reason, chose or fee! compelled to leave
without completing school after -or even before - the school leaving age
(p.10)

Given that the retention of students nt risk has been an ongoing educational agenda

linked to labour market conditions .and drawing on research into the rocial and educational
effects of poverty {MCEETYA 2001, pp.1-5), it can be said tha1 the current Western
Australian discourse on students at educational risk is another iteration of attempts al the

governance of delinquents as the subjects of the discourse on poverty, unemployment and
crime.

What has reeently changed is the inclusion in Western Australian education policy of

the possibility of delinquent students gaining marketable credentials though schools and
Registered Training Providers (RTOs) sucJ, as TAFE instead of attending alternative
programs which offer no recognised educational outcomes (Polk 1984, p.462; Netolicky
1997, pp.1-2; SCRCSSP 2000, p.35; DET 2003, p.1).

Factors Influencing Educational Policy Change
The discourses on early school leaving, student alienation and retention have worked

together in influencing the shift i11 the mid 1990s in Western Australian education policy on

students at educational risk. However, the discourse related to truancy was very powerful in

the generation of knowledge about the need for changes to school structures and

organisation, curriculum flexibility and teacher attitudes in order to re-engage alienated

students and retain those at risk of dropping out (WACOSS 1990, p,23; Sirr 1992, p.11;
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Miltnoe 1994, p.21; SSCEET 1996, pp.vii-xii; Kilpatrick 1996, pp.19-22; Spillane &
Wheatley 2001, pp.7- 12),

Student connectedness to school, family, peer group and the community is identified

by Spillane and Wheatley (2001, p. 10) as crucial to preventing early school leaving and
alienation from school. The recognition that not al! students wish to prepare for university
in their post compulsory education is also explained. As Spillane and Wheatley {2001)

explain, the re-focus of school cuniculum to incorporate the preparation for the world of

work is seen as a protective factor in addressing student alienation:

For students who may not be academically proficient, and for whom there is

marginal room for improvement, it is particularly imporlllnl that schools

provide vehicles that promote a sense of belonging, by providing

opportunities to develop and demonstrate other fonns competency, including

work study, technical skills and involvement in visual, musical and dramatic
arts. (p.10)

Jn Western Australia in the late 1980s pressure was mounting regarding the number of

young people truanting from school and becoming involved in crime. A report into poverty

in Wester.i.Austmlia revealed:

Truants and young offenders are especially disadvantaged in gaining access
to employment and trainingbecause theirparticipation in education has been
interrupted or ineffectual. (WACOSS 1990, p.23).

Student obseivations on the reasons for alienation from school and truancy described

how ''the teachers did not know, like or understand young people....Classes were too big
for slow kids, much work was unexplained, they were made to feel dumb" (ibid, p.23). In

1990 the Western Australian Council for Social Services (WACOSS) ca!led for the

establishment of ii special school for chronic truants and young offenders that was to be run

by the Education Department. It was also recommended that the curriculum be flexible and
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vocationally orientated and focus on building self esteem as a way of "compensating for the

educational disadvantage ofthese people." (ibid, p,24).

In the 1990s the alternative programs run or funded by the Department for Community

Services and (later) Juvenile Justice met this need and the Education Department and

schools actively supported their existence by making referrals or endorsing referrals made

from welfare and justice personnel (DCS 1987, pp.1-2; Wilkie 1991, p.10; Nicho\!s 1991,

p.157, Bonjolo 1991, p.5, Omaji 1993, pp.403-7; Milmoe 1994, pp.6-22). The decrease in

full time work for fifteen year old school leavers meant that they stayed on at school but

rcselll'Ch by Williams et al (1993) indicated that the retention of disadvantaged students bad

limited improvement (dted in Abbott-Chapman !994, p.17).

Calls for the state education system to take up the resporuibility for the provision of

such programs also occurred as summarised by Milmoe (1994) in her research into the

provision of alternative education to school aged delinquents in the northern suburbs of

Perth, Western Australia. She expllliru:

Participllllts [In tllis r�earch] felt that the Education Department needed to

be more involved with the development of an alternative program in tcrms
offunding andresources. (Milmoe, 1994, p.21, italics mine)

In 1996 the federal government Inquiry into Truancy and Exclusion From School in

Australia revealed there had:

been no uniform, national s'tatistical me11Sure of the number ofyoung people

under the legal school leaving age who 'go missing' from school for

whatever reason. (SSCEET 1996, p.vii)

It was also found that some schools monitored student absenteeism but this was not a

fonnal, standardised requirement of schools across the cowttry. The Inquiry found that key
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stakeholders involved with truants and schools agreed that a standardised approach to data

collection, po!icydevelopme-u1 and changes to schooling was needed (ibid, p.vii).

From this national inquiry came recommendations that have had a direct influence on

Western Australian education policies and practices around the identification of students at

educational risk, alienated students, truants, exclusion and suspension from school and
behaviour management in schools. It is suggested that:

School disciplinary legislation, policy and procedures include a precise and

consistent statement of the grounds and procedlltes fur each category of
exclusion of students from school. (SSCEET 1996, p.x)

Recommendations also included pil.lSSure on all Australian state governments lo offer

flexible curricula in order to cater for post school d,stinalions other than university DJ1d to

train teachers to understand and adopt a more inclusive, pastoral care approach to d�ling
with difficult students (ibid, pp.33-35).

Summary
The documented changes in Australian national education policy stemming from the

retraction of the youth labour market since the 1970s and concerns about youth

unemployment, poverty and crime (Daniel & Comwa\1 1993, p.3; Bessant 1995, p.10) have
resulted in a raft of education refonns relating to the retention of students at educational

risk and alienated students {Tait 1995, p.123; Dwyer 1996, pp.3·10). The influence of

economic considerations regarding youth unemployment {Pudley & Vidovich 1995, p.175)
and concerns about delinquency and schools not providing adequate education programs

for alienated students in Western Australia, (WACOSS 1990, p.23) contributed to

education reform in Western Australia. The history of how alienated students and

delinquents have been educated tu Western Australia also provides an insight into the
socio-historical background on the education of school-aged offenders and alienated
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students. This Cl covered in the next chapter along with the factors leading to education

reform in Western Australia that has seen the construction of school-aged offenders as
alienated students in the Making the Difference - Students at Educational Risk (1998)

policies,
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ChapterEight
Education Refonn Impaclfng OnAlienatedSchool- Aged Offenders In We.item Australia
The history of how delinquents and school-aged offenders have been educated in
Western Australia also offers insight into how the thinking on low educational

achievement, poverty and crime has progressed and has contributed to keeping such young

people alienated from mainstream schools. This chapter examines the Western Australian
socio-historical background on how alienated students who are also school-aged offenders

have been educated.

School-aged offenders who are alienated from school in Western Australia have been

the subjects of the assemblage of the discourses that explain delinquency as a product of

poverty and early school leaving resulting in unemployment and ctime. It is the ways in

which Western Australim delinq11ents and alienated students are documented as at risk •

that is, at risk of not achieving at school, at risk of !caving school tElfly, at risk of being
unemployed and at risk of being poor and criminal that show this. There is a history of a

provision of alternative program! for school-aged offenders in Western Austrnlia. It is

evidenced in texts examined for this chapter that these alternative programs have

historicaUy existed outside of the Western Australian state education system up until the

late 1990s (Rankin 1927, p.201; WA Child Welfare Department 1962, p.ssi

Western Austrnlian research exists where the need for alternative programs and the

outcomes they achieved with alienated school-aged offenders is documented. These texts

also provioe insight into the factors influencing the shift in the Western Australian
education discourse on alienated students that took place in the mid 1990s (WACOSS

1990, pp.23-24; Bonjolo 1991, pp.28-29; WAf..A 1991, p.12; Milmoe 1994, p.21). The

refonn of the Western Australian education system in the 1990s that has seen the gradual
inclusion of school-aged offonders by C<lnstructing them as alienated students under the

Making the Difference - Students at Educational Risk policy (1998) is also examined. This
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shows how the education discourse in this st�te is now constructing Western Australian

school-aged offenders as aliellllted students.

Alternative Programs ForAlienated Youth In Western Australia
The history of alternative programs for delinquents in Western Australia provides

documented confirmation that until the mid 1990s school-aged offenders and delinquents

were not educated within the state education system. An early piece of evidence found in

the literature regarding alternative education programs for poor children and delinquents in
Western Australia is found in Rankin's History of the DevelDpment of Education in
Western Australia 1829·1923 (1926). His swnmary of Philanthropic Schools is extensive

(ibid, pp.204-209). His comments on the Salvation Army facility near Armadale, in the

1920s describes the provision of alternative education programs and specialised treatment

services for problem children separate to the mainstream schools of that time:

The Army has in full working operation, a clinic at the Margaret Richard

School, under a trained psychologist, Mr T .B Hill MA, who devotes his time

to conx out on scientific lines, the slumbering faculties of the children. The

Home tries its best to make useful productive citizens of the boys. (1926,
p.201)

The provision of special programs for delinquent students in Westem Australia in the

1960s also Wghlights the agenda of making good rutd productive citizens who work hard:
As a remedial measure for offenders in whom the delinquent pattern is not

fixed but who need to be turned away from delinquent behaviour, day or
evening attendance centres have considerable merit. ...The program for an

attendance centre should not be aimed at entertaining those who must go

there, but should demand physical effort and work of a constructive nature.
(WA Child Welfare Department 1962, p.58)
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Dynan's (1980) study of Western Australian alienated student views on education

(pp.8-12) provides a history of the alternative school or program for disaffected students

and those who are alienated from the forrunl education system. She cites thewoik ofBroad

(1977) in the UnitedKingdom in describing these alternative programs as separate from the

school and s1�11les (1977) in the United States where the alternative programs provided

remedial education, motivation and self esteem raising activities and career education for
problem students (ibid, p.9-10). Dynan (1980) also quotes Staples as saying that alternative
programs for alienated and delinquent students are "keeping n:ore children in school and

freeing them from alienation and apathy." (p.10). However, Spillane & Wbeately (2001)
warned oftlrn danger ofrelocating difficult students to alternative programs in saying:
placement in alternative educational settings can result in schools avoiding

their responsibility to critically reflect on their policy, ethos and pedagogical

practice and provide a model of schoolingthat is inclusive nnd nurturing for
all students, irrespective of their academic or social skill levels. (p.10)

In Western Australia the discourse on alienated and at risk students historical!y

described how these students fail in mainstream school settings and how school fails them.

The comments of a Deputy Principal from a school in a low socio-economic area of Perth
are quoted in the Western Australian Legislative A ssembly Select Committee on Youth and

the Law (1991), captured the views of many educators regarding difficult students. This

educator claimed:

that 30% of the children in the area were 'at risk'. These children were said

to have 'failed' in the education system in that they had not met even the

basic educational requirements. These students show little initiative,

motivation or the desire to achieve at their school tosks, They are disruptive
and, consequently, many have received continuous reprimands,

isolation periods and suspensions after the implementation of classroom

management techniques. (p.12)
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Western Australian students also expressed the difficulties they experienced when

seeking assislllllce from school mid welfare professionals. Quoted in research (Undeiwood,
White & Ome!cruk 1993, pp.26-271 these a.!:mated students in Western Australia

described the ongoing tension between them and the major institutions in their lives thut
they said contnliuted to their social alienation and criminality.

In Western Australia school-aged offenders who are alienated from school have

occupied two pwis of the justice discourse on offender education, mostly in the

commentary on community based alternative programs and to a lesser extent education in
the juvenile detention and remand centres. The general theme of early school leaving,

poverty and crime exists in Western Australian research and is evidenced in a Department

of Justice Report evaluating a program for repeat offenders in the community where the
causes of offending are connccted. lt was stated in the Newman Report (1996) that:

causal sequences are superimposed on the general developmental sequence-

fur example where parental mishandling leads to truancy, which in tum
leads to unstable job record, which in tum leads to adult crime. (Newman
1996, p.18)

It is documented that school-aged offenders who are alienated from both school and

employment are more likely to move into offending behaviour and such causal factors have
underpinned the creation of community based, preventative alternative programs for

school-aged offenders (Semmens 1987, p.116; Giddings & Walters 1992, p.139; Ozich
1992, p.147). The Western Australian Department for Community Services report on the

need for an alternative education program in the northern metropolitan area provides an

example of the policies and practices in this state in the late 1980s (Dentice, et al 1987,
pp.1·2),

In this report, details are given of twelve to fifteen year old students ''whose

educational needs were not being met by the existing school system." (Dentice et al 1987,

p.1). The report shows that the school-aged students who were alienated from the state
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school system and were eith� at risk of or were offending needed to be accommodated l;y

short term alternative education programs that provided opportunities to improve self

esteem, build confidence in the lewning process and prepare for the world of work (ibid,

pp.1-2).

In this report, staff in the Department for Community Services suggested programs for

school-aged offenders needed to beur little resemblance to school and provide wcrk
experience and links to local resources. The overall aim of such programs was to the

provision of:

a stepping stone from a position of fD.11ure towards a productive use of
traditional and alternative forms of education within the community.
(Dentice et al 1987, p.12)

The following summery of Western Australian initiatives and reseitrch projects shows

how school-aged offenders who are alienated from school have been regulated and

contained within alternative education programs and how the welfare and justice discourses

made this possible.

The Western Australian Department for Community Services provided funding to

community youth organisations to run Local Offender Programs (LOPs) and School

Support Programs for at risk youth and school-aged offenders in the late 1980s and early
1990s (Kids and Crime, 1989). These programs were instituted across the state in 1989 by

the Westem Australian government "to tackle the 'juvenile crime' problem." (Wilkie 1991,

p.10). These programs were auspiced by community agencies, not schools and generally
received referrals for school-aged offenders who had appeared betbre the Perth Children's
Court a number oftimes (ibid, pp. 10-11).

The aims of these programs for Western Australian delir.quents were to reduce the

nwnbers of twelve to fifteen year old offenders not attending school, link them to

employment and local support services and to provide positive leisure activities in order to
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divert the participents from re-offending. The Community Based Education Program

(CBEP) and the Mc Call Community Support Program, located in the Western Australian

metropolitan area, were other such services run directly by the Department for Community
Services. The Mc Call program provided educational and support services to children and

adolescents considered at risk of self-harm and offending. who were alienated from their
families and community and had been victims of abuse.

The Community Based Education Program was established in 1988 by the Western

Australian Department for Community Setvices for school-aged youth at risk having

official contact with the department for welfare and/or offending issues. Worksydc was also

"one ofthe primary prevention programs in Western Australia aimed at addressingjuvenile

crime." (Nicholls 1991, p.155), Although its focus was to place post compulsory school

aged offenders in employment, this service identified;

a significant trend towards referrals in the fourteen to fifteen year age group
who are offenders. (Nicholls 1991, p.15 7)

The Parkervil\e Employment, Education and Training Program provided education and

employment focused services to. twelve to eighteen year old at risk youth who were in

"crisis" and "at the end of the line" in relation to schooling and their community
(Parkerville Children's Home 1993, p.2). Many of these programs continued into the mid

1990s and local research into the provision of them continued to use the terms at risk and
alienated in relation lo potential and convicted twelve to fifteen year old offenders in

· Western Australia.

The institution of a State government school for chronic truants and young offenders

was also put forward in 1990 as a solution to the provision of education to school aged

offenders in Western Australia 'because it was found that the school curriculum was

irrelevant to their neeOO and teachers' 11pproaches to such students were alienating

(WACOSS 1990, pp.23·24). A description ofa variety ofprograms to cater for school-aged
offenders who were alienated from the fonnal education system is given in the 1991
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Western Australian Legislative Assembly report on Youth and the Law. Comment is made
that existing school based initiatives for at risk students had not "targeted the serious
recidivists because school is alien to them." (WALA 1991, p.49). The recommendations
that followed in this report suggested the provision of programs that address low literacy
and a ' second chance' at gaining an education and preparing to enter the labour market in
the community setting (ibid, p.49).
Teachers in the northern suburbs of Perth felt they could identify compulsory school
aged students who were at risk of dropping out before year ten and that a coordinated
policy and operational effort was required on behalf of the Education Department and
schools to address the problem of students leaving school before the end of their fifteenth
year (Bonjolo, 1991). Bonjolo recommended the development and resourcing of early
identification strategies and support mechanisms for students identified as at risk of
alienation from school. He also suggested Western Australian schools learn to make links
with community services who support school-aged youth at risk and adapt curriculum and
school management structures in order to make schools less alienating to some of their
students (ibid, p.5).
School aged young people involved in, or considered at risk of offending attending
alternative programs in the northern suburbs of Perth in the 1990s, were assisted with self
esteem raising activities. However the short-term nature of many of these programs, venue
availability and limited academic and vocational resources meant the students were not
necessarily work ready nor were they able to return to mainstream schooling (Milmoe
1994, pp.18-20).
The alternative programs currently offered in this state continue to operate with
increased attention to the development of literacy and numeracy skills and links with
schools and the gaining of recognised qualifications (EDWA Making the Difference, 1998).
The Western Australian education discourse on students at educational risk and alienated
students is a continuation and refinement of the research, policies and practices that have
arisen regarding alternative programs for delinquents in the 1980s and 1990s.
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Education Reform In Western Australia Since The 1990s
The shifts in the Western Australian education discourse in the 1990s, as summarised by
Vardon (1996, pp.3-5) included widespread departmental staffing and administrative
restructuring, legislative reform, enhanced linkages with the community and increased
resources. These shifts included: Local Area Education Planning, a Curriculum
Improvement Strategy, the Students at Educational Risk Strategy, improved Leaming,
Teaching and Management through Technology, better Professional Development and
career mobility opportunities for teachers and enhanced accountability for education
outcomes and expenditure through a Quality Assurance Strategy (ibid, p.5).
In order to meet the national and state target of the retention in education or training of
ninety per cent of students to their twelfth year (Carpenter 2003(a), p.l ), changes to how
Western Australian schools managed truancy and difficult student behaviour in particular
had to be specifically addressed. Comprehensive instructional policies, strategies and
accountability structures related to funding were developed and resistance to change was
anticipated by the Director General of Education in Western Australia (1996), when she
indicated:
Reform however stops at the school gate, slowed by union guarded work
practices, busy teachers who are needing more time and some disagreement
over the nature of school reform. However, right now all states and
territories are moving to reform school systems in response to federal
funding policies. (Vardon 1996, p.5)
The review of Western Australian Education Act 1928 commenced in 1994 and the
education Minister at the time explained, "the system it oversees these days bears little
resemblance to the system it was written for nearly 70 years ago." (Barnett 1997, p.l ). The
Objects of the new School Education Act 1999 outline the rights and responsibilities of
education staff, students and parents in the delivery of education for all Western Australian
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students from kindergarten to year twelve (Hall 2001, p.5). In the new Act, access to
education is detailed as a right of every school aged child in Western Australia as is:
The need for government schooling to be sufficiently comprehensive to meet
the educational needs of all children. (Hall 2001, pp.5-9)
These are both principles underpinning the legislation and Regulatory Frameworks
(2000) guiding the delivery of education in Western Australia. Whilst this legislated
commitment to the education of all students, including alienated school-aged offenders
exists, Gray (2000, p.27) highlights a number of operational concerns arising from the
assumption that legislation and policy has the power to compel parents to ensure their
children attend school. The retention and participation strategy is one of the discursive
means by which schools and education districts are being made to account for and manage
change. A range of measures within the education discourse on students at educational risk
involve the standardisation and recording of the practices of education professionals in the
retention of alienated students in some form of recognised education placement.
The practice of 'procedural fairness' in schools is also a means of regulating school
behaviour management practices and it is explained by Hall (2001) as:
A method of making decisions that affect a person in an unbiased way and
that affords the affected person the opportunity to be heard. {procedural
fairness] Should be a part of every decision that affects the rights of students

and staff [and] Is expressly referred to in provisions of the Act and
Regulations eg. Panel process, suspension of students. (p.8. italics mine)
The

legislative

changes

m 1999

and

associated

Regulatory

Framework

(http://www.eddept.wa.edu.au/regframe/index.cfm) included a number of important shifts
influencing schools' management of school-aged delinquents. These involved the
application of procedural fairness and a comprehensive, standardised documentation system
accounting for student suspension and exclusion, non attendance and exemption ( Clayton
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2000, pp.1-9; DET Attendan� 2000, p.1; DET Behaviour Management in Schools, 2001,

pp.1-20; DET Alternative Programs, 2003, pp.1-9). The obligation for schools to provide
learning programs for students su�pended for three or more days and those difficult
students exempted to attend oth�'I'programs is documented in theRegulatory Framework. It

is clearly stated that students presenting probl= within mainstreum school settings must

be referred to alternative programs that incorporate bl\Sic educational activities (Clayton

2000, p.6; DET Allenutive Programs 2003, p.1).

The Policies That Construct Alienated Student5 Jn Western Australia
The major shifts in Western Australian education policy, concerning delinquents, since

the mid 1990s have also been encapsulated in the series of strategic plans for government

school education i.'I Western Australia. The initial documented shift commenced in 1996

and has continued through successive planning documents to the current Draft Plan for

Goveroment Schools 2004-2007.

In the Strategic Plan 1996-1998, the Education Department of Western Australia stated

it wus necessa1y lo develop:

guidelines for schools to assist them in reviewing current arrangements and

p!Wlllillg approprinte education options for students with troublesome
behaviours and students alienated from school. (EDWA Strategic Pim 19961998, p.1)

The alternative programs for such students also came under the scrutiny of Western

Australian education policy makers. They suggested it had become necessary to review

"the adequacy of existing alternative education initiatives for students alienated from

school and implement improved educational strategies to meet the needs identified." (ibid,

p.2).
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After this period of evaluation and revision of existing alternative education seivices

for alienated students and students at educational risk in Western Austmlia, the Plan for

Government School Education 1998-2000 was released. From this key documen� a number

of policies and strategies concerning students at educational risk in Western Australia have

surfaced such as, EDWA Making the Difference - Students at Educational Risk Policy

(1998), DET Making the Difference - Behaviour Management in Schools Policy (1998)

and the recent DET Building inclusive Schools (2003). These policies demonstrate the

documented shift in education towards the fonnalised inclusion of alienated students in the

stale education system. This can be SC.."D. in the Students at Educational Risk Strategy under

the Making the Difference Policy and Guidelines (May 1998) where the responsibilities of

Western Australian schools end teachers are outlined. It states 1heir role includes the
identification and provision ofeducation programs to:

those students who may be at risk of not achieving the major learning
outcomes of schooling to levels which enable them to achieve their

potential. (EDWA Making the Difference . Students at Educational Risk
1998, p.3)

This dewription is e:i.panded to include a commitment to include students with difficult

behaviours, who are underachieving and who are not attending school. Further to this,

schools must account for the development and implementation of school based initiatives_

that provide evidence of the policy anrl strategies in action within the school (ibid, pp.3-5).

The policy document outlines the responsibilities of school personnel, parents, caregivers,
ceotral office and the various duties associated with their role in the implementation of the

change (ibid, pp.6-1 1).

The Behaviour Management in Schools Policy (1998) as a part of the Making the

Differcoce strategy, arose from a review of schools' behaviour management practices over

ten years and respooded to ·�ncreasing community concern that schools provide a safe and

supportive learning environment." (EDWA Behaviour Management in Schools Policy,
1998, p.1), This policy states:
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The key to effective student behaviour mllllllgement is high quality, positive
relationships between teachers and students characterised by trust, mutual

respect lllld tolerance, (p.1)

The link between low socio-economic status, chal!enging student behaviour and the

continuation ofthe discourse on delinquency and poverty is still in play and can be seen in
the policy. That schools must support these students can also be seen in a report for the

Minister for Education in Western Australia where it was said:

For a variety ofsocio-economic reasons, there are now an increasing number
of 'difficult to manage' students who require special attention beyond that

nonnal!y available to schf'Ols, {Department of Education Services 2001,

pp.10, 19)

The Behaviour Management Policy requires schools to devise and document school

based behaviour mEl!lagement plans that are consistent with the Objects of the School

Education Act 1999, The policy Bild legislative Objects require the application of the

principle of 'procedural fairness' in all decision making practices around retaining difficult

students in school and managing their non compliant behaviours on an individual basis

(EDWA Making the Difforence • Behaviour Management in Schools Policy 1998, pp.1-4;

Clayton 2000, pp.1-9; DET Making the Difference - Behaviour Management in Schools
200I . pp.1-6).
The assumption implicit in the applicntion of procedurcl fairness is that individual

students whose behaviour presents a problem in the school setting will be involved in the

development of an individual b-ehaviour management plan with involvement from

caregivers, teachers and other relevant people. The policy recognises the importance of

teachers understanding they;
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have a responsibility to encourage positive social participation and self
discipline. Effective teachers provide inclusive, flexible and relevant
curriculum to address both social and academic learning outcomes for the
students as described in the Curriculum Framework. (EDWA Making the
Difference - Behaviour Management in Schools, 2001, p.3)
The impact of this policy (re named the Behaviour Management and Discipline Policy
in 2001) in practice has seen a reduction in student suspension and exclusions from schools.
The Minister for Education and Training (2003) stated:
Since the Gallop Government implemented its Behaviour Management and
Discipline Policy in 2001, the number of suspended students has fallen by
16 per cent. (Carpenter 2003(b), p.1).
A reduction in class sizes in the middle years of schooling, a wider range of curriculum
options, including Vocational Education and Training (VET) in schools and professional
development for teachers in behaviour management techniques have been an integral part
of the reform of education in Western Australia that can address some of the needs of
school aged offenders in the education setting.
Carpenter (2002(c)) stated "In time, all of these things will make Government schools
even more relevant and attractive to students." (2002(c), p.2). The language of this
statement demonstrates how the reform is seen as an ongoing process that fully
acknowledges the need for change within schools in order to achieve the target of the
retention of ninety per cent of Western Australian students between the ages of fifteen and
nineteen years (2003, p.1; DET Draft Plan for Government Schools, 2003-2007, p.2).
The ongoing reform of Western Australian education also includes the new discourse
on inclusivity. Schools are now required to devise policy, procedures and accountability
measures that substantiate inclusive practice in the areas of curriculum flexibility and
school organisation (DET Building Inclusive Schools, 2003, pp.1-13). This policy is
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currently being explained to tcacheJS and school principals via a state wide professional

developmi:nt program (Swan Education District Council Report September 2002, p.2).

This new component of the education discourse, which has the potential to impact

positively on school-aged offenders in Western Australia, draws from the Review of
Educational Services for Students with Disabilities in Government Schools
(http: llwww.eddepJ.W11.edu.aµJwha1snew,htm). It has emerged from the discourse on students

with special needs. The policy expands this concept by making a link between the concept
of inclusivity and equity and access:
When we talk about inclusive schools w� are talking about equity and access
for all students including students at educational risk and students living in

poverty. (DET Building Inclusive Schools2003, p.9)

The conne.::tions between the School Education Act 1999, the Curriculum Framework,

the Students at Educational Risk lllld B�haviour Management in Schools policies and the

Retention and Participation Plan funding for schools' programs for difficult students, all

focus on stemming the previous ex-clusionnry practices around delinquents and chaJ\enging

students who do not see university as a suitable post school destination (DET Building
Inclusive Schools 2003, p.18; DET Draft Plan for Government Schools 2004- 2007)

(http;/lwwW.eddept.wa.edu.1111/stratpla:n(pageslcontexl.htm), Giorce\li (2002) states:

as school pe!SOnnel we are legally and ethically bound lo respond

appropriately to the needs of an increasingly divcm population of students.
(DET Building Inclusive Schools2003, p.21)

The obligation to include students who are alienated from school in the slate education

system and make the necessary pedagogical, behaviour management and organisational

changes required to meet their needs is clear in education policy. Shifts are being made in

order to provide alternatives to academic post compulsory pathways and this includes the

VET in Schools initiatives.
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TheNewLinkBetween Education And Vocat/anal Training
The provision ofvocational education in Western Australian schools can also be !inked

to the ongoing national education dis�ourse on student retention (Lugg & Saltmarsh, 2002,
p.l; Dusseldo!Jl Skills Forum 2003, p.l; Carpenter 2002(d), p.2). However, it appears there
is concern acroS.'I Australia that school-aged alienated students are not necessarily gaining
the social and academic skills required to undertake vocational education and training
(VET) in theirpost compulsory years. Further concern still revolves around these students
being catered for in alternative settings that don't necessarily prepare them to return to

school or training. The Dusseldorp Skills Forum (2003) outlined their concern by stating:
Our sense is thatthe educational needs ofa sizeable number of young people
are not being well catered for in conventional learning settings during the
compulsory years of schooling....A distinguishing feature very often of
these [a//emative} settings is an altempt to develop a stronger conn«:Uon
with practical skills related to the world ofwork. (p.l. 11al/CJ mine)
School-aged offenders are u.sually positioned in the education discourse as alienated
students and early school leavers who are impoverished and unlikely to be competitive in
the labour markeL These young offenders also often identified as students who are more
interested in practical, work orientated programs that are seen to lead to �mployment. The
VET in Schools initiatives, supported by MCEETYA (the Ministerial Council on
Employment, Education and Youth Affairs) has grown and aims to provide vocationally
orientated students with recognised units of competency from national training packages
that are within the Australian Qualifications Framework (Carpenter 2003(e), p.1;
MCEETYA2003, p.l).
A VET in schools program mu.st meet minimum national standards and is accountable
to the respective State Training Board. Therefore VET in Schools programs in Western
Australian schools must be undertaken !IS a part of the Western Australian Certificate of
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Education and provide credentials that !ead to a nationally recognised qualification

(MCEETYA 2003, pp.1-3 ). Structured Workplace Leaming can be a part ofa school based

VET program where students spend time in real or simulated workpl11ees and this time is

counted towards unit completion within a nationally recognised training package. Another

initiative aiming to retain students in education and training is the School-Based New
Apprenticeships program that commenced in 1997, which "must be a part of the students
broader study towards the s=condary school certificate." (MCEETYA 2003, p.20),

The VET in Schools agenda in Western Australia is closely linked with the national

pwh for schools and TAFE Colleges to work together as a way of arranging local education
and training solutions and providing a range of flexible pathways to all students (DET Draft

Plan for Government Schools 2004-2007, 2003; Carpenter 2003(1), p.1). The linking of

education and training sectors at a government level is also a part of the international
discourse on early school leaving and Australia has been one of the first DECO countries to

do this at a federal level. The OECD Thematic Review (1997) stated:

Austrnlia was the fir.;t OECD country to merge separate departments of
education and employment through the establishment in 1987 of the

Conunonwealth Department of Employment, Education and Training
{DEET, and since 1996 DEETYA) with the addition of Youth Affairs. In

recent years, several States have made similar mergers, (Thematic Review of
the Transitions From Initial Education to Working Life: A Country Note -

Aus 1997, p.4).

In July 2002 a review of Western Australian student retention recommended the

merging of the Western Australian Department of Education and the Department of

Training (fanns>ek 2002, p.4; Carpenter 2002(1), p. I} This merger is another phase of
education reform in Western Australia and is seen by the Minister for Education and
Training as:
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the most appropriate means of achieving a coherent and cost effective

strategy to improve the retention offifteen to nineteen year olds in education

and training beyond Year 10. (Carpenter 2002(f), p.1)

In relation to school aged offenders as alienated students the merge ofdepartments and

the VET in Schools initiatives are seen as "critical in providing opportunities for groups
traditionally under represented in employment, education dlld training." (Carpenter

2003(d), p,l),

Summary
The reforms in Western Alllltralillll education from the mid 1990s continuing into the

present illustrate a shift in the general discourse on the retention of all students, including
those who are considered problematic by schools in te1TI1S of behaviour and attendance.

Such documented reforms and subsequent changes in education practice make it possible to
look at how the new policies relevant to school aged delinquents are being played out in a

Western Australian metropolitan education district. J n the next chapter, the ways in which

compulsory school aged offenders are constructed within the discourse on students at

educational risk as alienated students will be examined. The documented responses to the

Making the Difference • Students at Educational Risk Strategy (1998) and the

developments in the Retention and Participation Programs (RAPP) in an education district

are used to chart how the discourse constl11cts, includes and accounts for the education of

school-aged offenders who are alienated from school
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Chapter Nine

Students At Educational RiJkPo//eyAndA//enated Studenl.i In The WuternAU£1ral/an
Context

With the education reforms in Western Australia and the Students at Educational Rfak

Strategy, as a part of the Making the Difference policies, the education of students with

criminal backgrounds is now clearly considered the responsibility of state schools and
districts (EDWA SAER Plan: Swan Education District 1998, p.9; Bradshaw 2001, p.1). In

this chap ter literature constituting the current education discourse in a Western AustraliWJ.

metropolitan education district, in the period 1998 to 2002, is examined to see how

alienated students with criminal histories are constn1cted. Documentary evidence of the
inclusion of these young people within the discourse beyond 2003, in the education district

studied, was not available from the education district concerned because evaluation reports

hadnotbeen finalised.

The body of literature, from the Western Australian metropolitan education district
informing this chapter, provides examples of bow school-aged offenders, categorised as

alienated students, are being constructed within thr. education discourse on students at
educational risk {EDWA SAER Plan: Swan Education District 1998, pp, 1-6; EDWA Swan
Education District Retention and Participation Plan 1999-2000, pp.1-3; EDWA Swan

Education District Council Report 2002, pp.1-8; EDWA Swan DEO Student Services

Operational Plan 2003, pp.1-4).

It is apparent within policy and evaluation texts that the Western Australian

government education system now identifies those school-aged students who are alienated

from school and if school measures lbil to re-engage them in mainstream classes, these
students are referred to a Depnrtrnent of Education and Training (DET) run alternative

program in a Western Australian metropolitan education district (EDWA Swan Education

District Retention and Participation Plan (RAPP) Funding Swnmary for Principals 2001,

p.3), This trend is identifiable in written discourse, in the Western Australian metropolitan
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education distrfct chosen fur this thesis. Documented opPortunities for delinquent students

involved in crime who will not attend mainstream schools, now exist where they may

address literacy and numeracy problems and gJin recognised credentials in s�portive
learning environments within programs for alienated students.

A Local Response To Education Refom1

The students at educational risk initiatives in one metropolitElll education district in

Western Australia include the development of strategic processes whereby policies are

documented and implemented in schools, databases track students at educational risk and

alienated students' attendance lllld progress. Individual Education Plans (IEPs) and case
management practices occur al a school and district level. Documentary evidence of scbooi

interventions is collated and teachers are involved in a professional development program
to improve their understanding and skills in teaching and managing difficult students in

their classrooms (EDWA SAER Plan: Swan Education District 1998, pp.\-6; EDWA Swan

Education District Retention and Participation Pian 1999-2000, pp.1-3; EOWA Swan

Education District Council Report 2002, pp.1-8; EDWA Swan DEO Student Services
Operational Plan 2003, pp.1-4).

In 1999 the metropolitan education district researched in this study developed a

Retention and Participation Plan in which it WllS stated the District was to provide "District
progTU1t1s to cater for severely alienated students in years eight to ten." (EDWA Swan

Education District Retention and Participation Plan 1999-2000, p.1). This saw the provision

of alternative education programs for students at educational risk who wde considered very

alienated from mainstream education and some who would have had involvement with the

justice system because of their criminal behaviour.

Within these programs individual education plans that aimed to he more inclusive, with

a Oexible, student-centred approach to the dC'iel�ment of literacy and numeracy skills

were employed by teams comprised of teachers, sek:iaUyouth workers, Aboriginal Family
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Support Ollicers and school psychologists (ibid, p.l). The district had also commenced a

database on alienated students detailing school intervention strategies, improvements in

student literacy and numeracy and collaborative efforts with other agencies (ibid, pp.2-3),

At a district level netwolk meetings were established for school staff coordinating the

retention of �tudents at risk in schools. The purposes of such meetings are to share
resources, infonnation and support between staff working with severely alienated students
in the programs for category three and four students at educational risk (EDWA Swan

Education District Council Report September 2002, pp.I, 3). Another district initiative
demonstrating how students at educational risk,' alienated students and school aged

offenders are now increasingly catered for by !he state education system has been the

implementation of online resources and examples of best practice and strategies were made
available to schools and teachers online (h11p: /fwww.eddept, wa.edu.au/SAER/content.h:m),

"Successful practice models and strategie�" were also published in a district newsletter and
di�tributed throughout schools (EDWA curriculum and SAF.R @ Swan, Semes'er 2, 2002).

Professional development for schools in inclusive education has also occurred (EDWA
Swan Education District Council Report September 2002, p.2).

This professional development strategy and sh.mng: of best practice models provides

insight into how this education district recognised schrols, teachers and school structures

were not equipPed or tmined in how to deal with the engagement and retention of alienated

students. The delivery of professional development by Department of JusHce staff who

work in the area ofjuvenile education services to schools also shows that education systems
and staff needed assistance in how to work effectively with alienated students and school·

aged offenders in an cdJcation oontex.t. Rose (2001) provides an example of such an
initiative:

The CBEOs [Community Based Education Officers] have been working on

a team project to improve client accessibility to Education Deportment

schools. Each officer is working on a part of an overall PR package that can

be delivered to Principals, EDWA District Education Services staff and
other mainstream staffin the metropolitan area. (p.2 lla//c.s mine)
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The 11\location of lrtaffpositions dedicated to either working directly with or assisting

school staff to deal with students at educutioltlll risk and severely alienated students began
gradually. The changes to staffing concerned with the engagement and retention ofstudents

r.t edUCBtional risk and alienated students in the Western Australian educo.tion district

examined is documented as commencing in 1999 and is evidenced in a report on
interagency col!aboration where it was stated:

Joondalup and Swan Education Districts ll£C in a transition period and MY
changes are contingent upon the proclamation of the new Education
Act .•.•The position of District Attendance Coordinator provides support to

the Manager and Coordinators of Student Services, . Particularly in
developing and implementing district level programs to ensure student

retention, participation and engagement. (Atteodence and Interagency
Collaboration 1999-2000 1999, p.8)

The district Students at Edue11tional Risk Project Officer, Inclusive Education Officer

and School AttendE1J1ce Officers and ,m Aboriginal Psychologist are also documented

examples of the employment of specialists :vho draw from and contribut_. to the education
discourse on students at educational risk (DET Swan Education District Student Seivices

()p(:rational Plan 2003, p i 2- ). These education personnel contn'bute to the knowledge
schools and te11,hrs have regarding the education of alienated students who may also have

criminal backgrounds. These staff work within a framework where difficult students ore
categorised and constructed as students at risk along a continuum of the severity of their

alienation and support requirements (EDWA SAER Plan: Swan Education District 1998,

pp.2-4).

Categories That Construct School-Aged Offenders As Students At Educational Risk

The Making the Difference - Students at Educational Risk strategy (1998) provides

documented guidelines from whlcb students who are not achieving in school may be
categorised and identified. The categories offer education pmonnel a list of student
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features through which such students can be labelled and known and subsequently be

included

llS

part of the school community, The Western Austr.Uian Department of

Education Student Services branch works with education districts to:'."

"Empowir schools to achieve their goals by developing a shared vision,
district strategic plan and enabling strategic and coordinated use of existing

EDWA and inter-agency collaboration and consuhation." (EDWA SAER
Plan: Swan Education District 1998, p.2)

Four categories are used to identify students at educational risk and alienated students,

covering all students from kindergarten to year twelve in Western Australian government

schools. The 'SAER' categories construct problem students according to the severity of
their issues with engagement, participation and achievement at school. The four categories

""

Category One.

Mainstream - Including students who arc achieving at abOut their potential
and are generally benefiting from their schooling.

CategoryTwo.

Underachieving,'early "at risk" signs • These students are underachieving
according lo their potential and show early signs of needing support.

Category Tluee.

Students at r.ducational risk - These students are involved in low work
output, and may experience a range of behavioural, family and mental health

problems

Category Four.

Severely at risk/alienated students • These students are alienated from the

school setting and suffer high levels of attitudinal and/or behavioural
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difficulties involving a sense of powerlessness, meaninglessness,

nonnlessness, isolation und self/social estrangement. (EDWA Swan

Education Office Students at Educatior..i! Risk Draft RAPP Plan 1999, pp.2-

4)

The groupings commence with those students still attending mainstream education,

who are recognised

ilS

wlnerable to falling behind their peers academically and

behaviourally (EDWA SAER Plan: Swan Education District 1998, pp.2-4). Such students

are seen as requiring extra pastoral care for a short period of time due to issues such as

family difficulties, learning problems or difficulties with peers. Responses to these

Category One students at educational risk include in school early identification strntegies,

sound classroom practice, professional development for teachers in assisting such students

and district monitoring ofschool interventions (ibid, p.2).

Category Two students are considered to be underachievers who are showing early

signs of being at risk (EDWA SAER Plan: Swan Education District 1998, p.3). Safety net
programs, collaboration wi!h relevant external agencies and individual education programs

are examples of schools' obligations to provide inlensive support. Schools are also required
to keep a datllbase of Category Two students, dClCWTlent case manage intetvention and

officia\Jy monitor progress (ibid, p.]). Increased school accountability and district provision

of staff development and extra resources to schools is evident in the documentation (ibid,

p.3).

Criminal activity, poverty and low academic achievement are considered some of the

possible features of Category Three students at etlucatior.al risk. It is at this point the

official inclusion ofschool-aged offenders in !he education discourse can be seen, Category

Three students at educational risk are described as students who:

Will often experience a range of problems which may include attention

problems, mental health problems, low academic competence, family

relationship and economic problems, deviant peer group behaviours e.g.
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drug, alcohoi truancy, suspensions leading to exclusions and in some cases,

criminW activities (Child Health Survey, 1997). {EDWA Swan Education
District Stra1egic Plan ForSAER & RAPP 1998-200\, p.2)

Once identified, these students (wh:, may also be identified as offenders having

involvement with the Department oI Justice) are regulated through individual c11.1e
management and individual education plans and supported through scOOOI based programs

(on or off campus). These alternative programs specifically designed for students at

educational risk and are run by schools, with district advice and support and funded through
Retention and Participation Program monies. Category Three students may also be placed
in School to Work programs as an alternative to those programs aimed at returning students

to mainstream schooling or keeping or retaining them in the alternative placement for a

long period oftime (EDWA SAER Plan: SwanEducation District 1998, p.3).

Category Four students at educational risk are described in this discourse. This

description explains these students as being at high risk of criminal activity, drug use,

suspension and exclusion from mainstream school, chronic school phobia and or

unacceptable behaviours, School aged offenders are constituted within both Categories

Three and Four of the continuum of severity within the students at educational risk
discourse in Western Australia (EDWA SAER Plan: Swan Education District 1998, p.3).

Educatio11al Placemen! OfCategory FourAlienatedStudents
These four c�tegories exist alongside another set of documented categories that

separate the chronological and developmental phases of students' years of schooling

(EDWA Swan Education District Strategic Plan For SAER & RAPP 1998-2000, pp.4-7),

The 'early childhood' category refe;s to students in kindergarten through to year two. This

is foliowed by the 'middle primmy' yeim; and these groupings include students in years

three to five. The 'middle' years in schooling incorporate students in years six to ten and it

is within this category that school-aged offenders as alienated students at educational risk
begin to emerge as part of the education discourse {Student Alienation in the Middle Years
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of Schooling, 1995; EDWA Swan Education Office: Students at Educational Risk Draft
RAPP Plan 1999, pp. 4-7). An alienated student with a criminal history is described as a
young person:
whose behaviours involve one or more of the following; chronic truancy,
drug abuse, involvement with Juvenile Justice and exclusion from all
schools. (EDWA Swan Education Office: Students at Educational Risk
Draft RAPP Plan 1999, p.7)
This documented link between education and justice in Western Australia provides an
insight into where the education discourse begins to include commentary on school-aged
offenders as alienated students (EDWA Swan Education Office: Students at Educational
Risk Draft RAPP Plan 1999, p.7).
The Retention and Participation Programs (RAPP), in the Western Australian
metropolitan education district examined began to identify and document education
involvement with school-aged offenders. This localised literature discussed how these
young people:
needed intensive case management and re-engagement through an
alternative program. (EDWA Swan Education Office: Students at
Educational Risk Draft RAPP Plan 1999, p.9)
The recognition of the need for schools and the district education office to assume
responsibility for the identification of local alienated students, the provision of on campus
early intervention programs for such students and the referral of those young people to the
most appropriate programs is evident in the documentation available spanning 1998-2003
(EDWA Swan Education Office: Students at Educational Risk Draft RAPP Plan 1999,
p.13; EDWA Swan Education District Retention and Participation Plan Funding Summary
for School Principals 2001, pp.1-5). In 2002 it was reported:
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The two off-cumpus programs, Balga Youth program (12-13 year o!ds) and

the Cyril J11Ckson Youth program (14-15 year olds) continue to provide an

effective service for students with multiple issues who are severely alienated

from mainstream scOOOling. (EDWA Swan Education District Council
Report 2002, p.3)

One of the most important shifts in responsibility for the education of alienated

students and school-aged offenders in this district between 1998-2003 can be seen in how

alienated students are identified and referred to a local alternative program after they have
been enrolled at a school and all attempts to engage such students have failed. This shifted

the responsibility from other agencies, such as the Department of Justice and Family and
Children's Services, from making dire<:t referrals for alienated students who were also their

clients to alternative programs. This change in approach to the referral of school-aged

alienated youth to district programs was found to be documented for the fust time in the

literature available from this education district where it was stated:

Referrals can only be received from EDWA employees within the Swan

District. (EDWA Swan Education District Retention and Participation Phm

(RAPP) Ponding Summary for Principals 2001, p.3)

This district intake committee is responsible for ensuring schools have tried to re.

engage alienated .students in mainstream school settings. Documentd evidence of the
strategies and outcomes of such attempts must be provided along with any information

about student involvement with the Department of Justice or the Department for
Community Development. The composition of the intake reference committee for the

district alternative programs who assist in the:

selection and prioritising of students to be involved in these programs

includes: schools and district representatives and other agencies,(Swan

Educetion Office: Students at Educational Risk Draft RAPP Plan 1999, p.4)
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The standardising of the identification of school-aged offenders as students at

educational risk within the alienated student category (or Category Four) demonstrates lhat,

in 2003, the education discourse constituted school-aged offenders as subjects of

educational govern1111ce. It is clearly stated that:

Schools are expected to take responsibility for a!! students at educational

risk and will only be able to '.nvolve the district SAER [students at

educational risk] program after all avenues at the school leverhave been
applied. {Swan Education District Strategic Planfor SAER and RAPP 19982001, p.11. lraiia mine)

Schools are now required to account for interventions aimed at re-engaging studeni,;

who are identified as Category Three • students at educational risk or Four - alienated

students. Such young people will now have to be case mllllllged by their local school until
specific, documented criteria are met. The outcome ofmeeting these criteria may result in a
referral to a local alternative education program in the education district studied during this

thesis.

Local Programs Constrnctlng School-Aged Offenders Alienated Students
The programs catering for Category Three and Four students in the metropolitan

education district studied in Utls thesis, address the educationBI and social needs of students

who may also be school-aged offenders. Annual reports ·from these programs document

student involvement with the justice system aud interagency case management practices

applied in supporting these school-aged offenders in program placements (EDWA Swan

Education District Retention and Participation Funding Annual Report !999 and

Submissions for 2000, 1999; EDWA Swan Education District Retention and Participation

Funding Annual Report 2000, 2000; DET Retention and Participation Program Funding
Guidelines 2003).
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For example, in 2001 seventy five percent of the year seven and eight students

attending one of the district alternative education programs for category four severely
alienated students, in the Western Australian education district studied in this thesis, had

involvement with the state justice system (EDWA Swan Education District Retention and
Participation Funding Submissions 2001). These prngrams lU'C required to account for the

development of students' literacy and numeracy skills. A program in the district examined,

that had school-aged offenders in attendance at tl1e time of their funding evaluation,

documented improved student literacy and numeracy in oompnrlson with baseline data

received at referral (EDWA Swan Education District Retention and Participation Funding
Annual Report 2000). The flexible provision ofIndividual Education Plans (IEPs) was also

descnbed as an innovative means o f catering for the individual needs of each student (ibid,
p.3).

The district programs catering for Category Four alienated school-aged offenders are

required to keep statistical data on student educational outcomes, attendance and

participation (EDWA Swan Education District Retention and Participation Funding Annual
Report 1999 ond Funding Submissions for 2000). Follow up and outreach services are

highlighted as part of a raft of strategies emphyed by program suppo1t 5taff. Youth
Workers, Aboriginal Education Worker.I and Psy.:hologists are employed to maintain

student engagement in education and provide support to students and families in dealing
with issues that might impact negatively on school attendance and participation (ibid, p.5).

A program in the district examined, described a seventy-four percent attendance rate for
alienated students participating in the program. This indicated a significant increase in the

attendance in some type of formal state operated learning context (ibid).

Summary

The discourse on students at educational risk in the Western Australian metropolitan

education district, between 1998 and 2002, documents a range of ways in which school·

aged offenders can be constructed u alienated students and catered for by the state
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education system in alternative education programs (EDWA Swan Education District

Retention and Participation Funding Annual Report 20ooi This shift towards the mandated
inclusion of alienated students in schools and education programs designed to meet the

specific needs of students at educational risk and alienated students, began to occur in the
mid 1990s and was evidenced in the emergence of policies concerning students at

edicational risk across the state of Western Australia (EDWA Pian for Government
Schools 1998-2000, 1997; EDWA Making the Difference - Students at Educational Risk,
\99 Si

The subsequent development of local strategies and implementation of these policies

h11S been examined in this chapter in one particular education district in Western Australia.

Documented initiatives indicate tite inclusion of school-aged offenders in alternative

education programs and the gradual development of services, strategies and accountability

measures regulating how alienated students are managed in the education district studied

(EDWA Swan Education District Retention and Participation Funding Annual Report
2000; DET Retention and Participation Program Funding Guidelines 2003),

The re-engagement in education of school-aged offenders in Western Australia is

strongly advocated and supported by Department of Justice education personnel (EDWA

Attendance and lnteragency Collaboration 1999-2000, 1999; EDWA & MOJ 2000; EDWA

& MOJ 2000, pp.!·1-2; Kra!jevich 2001, p.1; Ansell 2002, pp.2-4; Kraljevich 2002, pp.3·

4). The links between the discourses on alienated students and offender education, as a

discourse in its own right, is explored in the next chapter. The wftys in which both
discourses draw on the assumptions that !ow school achievement, unemployment and
poverty contnbute to offending behaviour is also examined.
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Chapter Ten

The Justice Discourse On The Education OfOffenders AndAlienated Student.I
The relationship between the Western AustralianDepartments ofJustice and Education

and Training regarding the education of school-aged offrnders bas been increasingly

documented. The official texts produced by these two go,·ernment departments in the form
of policy, reports, research, public presentations, profossional development material and

planning documents spanning the period!998-2003 arc �xamined in this chap ter in order to

map bow the two disc:ourses have shaped the current construction of school-aged offenders
as alienated students in a Western Australian metropolitan education district.

The discourse on the education of offenders in custody and in the community setting

has been shaped by the same dis;:.ourses as the Western A11strnlian policies concerning

alienated students. The first part of this chapter charts the links between the justice

discourse 011 the education of offenders ll!ld the llterature assembled around delinquency

concerning education, poverty and crime. The chapter then concludes with an examination

of the interface between the Western Australian justice system and the Deparnnent of
Education and Training regarding lhe education of school-aged offenders as alienated

students,

The literature informing the first part oflhe chapter spans lhe period from l 990 to 2003

and lhe documents obtained from the Deportments ofJustice and Education and Training in

Western Australia cover the years, 1998-2003 only, This is due to consideration being
given to the confidential nature of student data as mandated in section seventeen of the
Young Offenders Act (1994, p.16} and the availability of finalised reports at the end oflhe

data collection period in August 2003.
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The Justice Discourse On Offender Edr1catlon

The education of offenders appears as a discourse in its own right within the justice
context in Australia. Links exist between the justice discourse on offender education and
the discourses on early school leaving, unemployment poverty and crime. The 1991
Commonwealth Senate Standing Conunlttee on Employment, Education and Training
Inquiry into Adult Community Education claimed:
of all the disadvantaged people who face barriers to their participation in
further education and training, those in the prison system are amongst the
most neglected. (p.l 13)
The discourse on the education of offonders as a distinct population fo�uses on the
rehabilitation of offenders through prison vocational training (Cain 1993, pp.34-35;
Semmens 1998, pp,2-18). The documented information about the education needs of
offenders of all ages is linked to the dominant discourses on student retention and the
effects of poverty and social alienation (SemmeJIS & Oldfield 1999, pp,3-7; OTFE 1999,
pp.ll-12). Commentary such as this applies to offenders in both the community and
custodial contexts. The retention of difficult students by schools was being discussed at
national and state levels in lhe early to mid 1990s (Batten & Russell 1995, p.20; Smith
1994, p.14; Dwyer 1996, pp.1-13). At lhc same time the concurrent Western Australian
discourse on offender education included lhe suggestion:
That offenders of all ages are given access to structured, accredited and
meaningful training that is outcome driven in regord to indusuy and
individual needs. (Sirr 1992, p.11)
The commentary in policy and research regarding offender education tends to focus on
two areas, prison education and community based programs. Custodial education
concentrates on the building of functional literacy and numeracy skills to raise self esteem
and then participation in vocational training is encouraged in order to prepare offenders for
employment upon release (WACOSS 1990, pp.1-13; Semmens & Oldfield 1999, pp.3-7;
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OTFE 1999, pp.1 1-12). The push for a credentialed workforce in education policy and the

practice of school retention, the decrease in unskilled, full-time work for young people and

links between poverty, educational disadvantage and crime over the last twenty years
exerted an influence on both the education and justice discourses (Semmens 1998, pp.1-18)
on how school-aged offenders have been and are now educated in Western Australia.

In the 1980s and 1990s in Western Australia, community based programs for at risk

and alienated students who may also have criminal histories, concentrated on the

development of se!f esteem, linking participants to relevant local support services,

attempting to return them to school and develqiing employment seeking skills (DCS 1987,
pp,\-2; Wilkie 1991, pp.10-ll; Milmor 1994, pp.18-20). In relation to issues faced by these

community based alternative programs in placing participants in education Milmoe (1994)

explains:

That it mRy be feasible for some young people to return to school, while for

others it is no longer a practical option. Many programs at the moment aim

to get young people back to school. It is also unlikely that these young

people can return to school immediately and cope with the routine when
they have been absent for a lengthy period oftime. (p.19)

LowEducational Achievement, Poverty And Crime
Both custodial and community based offender education services work with the idea

that low school achievement and poor li!eracy and numeracy skills can lead 10 n lack of
recognised credentials. The combination of these factors is documented as contributing to

poverty through unemployment and that this can lead to crime (Edwatds et al 1992, pp.7·

23; Brathby 1998, pp.16·17; Forster(ed) 1998, pp.I-3; Coleman 1999, p,4), An example hy
Giddings and Walters (1992) demonstrates this by saying:
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crime remains disproportionately attributed to those groups in sodety

affected by factors such as homelessness, poverty and unemp!oyment...At
present the tenn 'at risk' is widely used by crim� prevention administrators

and Includes youlh affected by poverty, homelessness, subst1111ce abuse,
family separation, sexual and emotional abuse, unemployment, illiteracy and

social isolation. (pp.136-137}

International, national. und Westem Australian research on the role of education in the

rehabilitation of offenders discusses the concept ofrisk in relation to causal factors; that is,

to uncover what has gone wrong, e1plain why some young people commit crime and come

up with appropriate interventions and solutions (WACOSS 1990, pp. 8-9; Forster {ed)
1998, p.i; Plll'Sons 2002, p,29). The documented commentary on the education of offenders,

within the justice discourse draws on the historical assumption that uneducated,

unemployed, idle and poor young people are likely to become crimiua.ls, as does the
discourse on students at educational risk (Brathby 1998, p.16; OTFE 1999, pp.10-12).

School-aged offenders and adult offenders are described within the justice discourse as

coming from poor, dysfunctional fomilies, having low literacy and numeracy levels due to

underage school leaving and having little chance of succeeding in the labour market

(Semmens 1981, pp,9-15; OTFE 1999, pp.12-13; YACC 1999, p.31).

Sercombe et al (2002) identify student alienation from education, psychological and

social dysfunctiollll within individual young people and their families as factors that can
contribute to delinquency (ibid, p.63). The offender education discourse deepens the

knowledge of social disadvantage, risk and alienation through a focus on the consequences

of poverty in detail: unemployment, homelessness, family dysfunction, drug use and
welfare issues such as abuse and neglect on individual and community wide levels are

given as examples of this. Northcott (1994) provides an insight into the thinking on family

dysfunction and delinquency:

.
(a) the relation between genetic wlnerability roid later delinquency is
strengthened in the presence offamily conflict;
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(b) the relation between perinatal risk 1111d later anti-social behaviour l!lld

delinquency is strengthened in the presence of low socio-economic
status (SES) and measureo offami!y adversity;

(c) the relation between marital discord and later behaviour problems is
strengtl1eued in the presence ofpoor pll!'Cllting;

(d)

the relation b�tween insecure attachment and later anti-social

behaviour is strengthened in the presence of poor parenting or

negative environmental factors such as unplanned birth, life stress and
low social support;

{e)

(f)

the correlates of low SES interact to heighten risk for delinquency;

Md

the effects of community-wide low SES on delinquency are mediated

by family interaction variables. (p.92)

The justice discourse on offender education in Australia relies heavily on explanations

from the welfare and education sectors to explain youth crime. These deficits work with the

process of alienation from the school and the community towards the custodial education
context (Beresford 1993, p.18; Parsons 2002, pJO) In 1999 a report on Partneiships in

Youth Crime Prevention in Queensland, many participants are documented as agreeing
that:

the impact of poverty on crime is via the impact of the family....One of

these [risk] factors which is a precipitating or vulnerability or risk factor for

juvenile crime is child abuse and neglect. (p.31. Italics mine)

Malcolm (I 999, p.31) also agrees the family circumstances of juvenile offenders and

truancy from school, high youth unemploynmtt and poverty can be seen as risk focll"'l
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possibly correlating with juvenile offending behaviour (pp.21-32) and Edwards (1992, p.7)
emphasises how low literacy skills are linked to juvenile offending. A Victorian study of
year nine at risk youth in 1999 also found that:
Teenagers are more likely to become involved in crime, self-harm and drug
abuse if they are exposed to family conflicts, failure at school and alienation
in the community. (OTFE 1999, p.4)
The discourse on offender education draws on the same socio-historical factors, such
as low educational achievement, unemployment and poverty as the education discourse on
at risk and alienated students (Semmens 1998, p.5). Both bodies of knowledge embedded in
text are concerned with understanding and addressing delinquency through education and
training. The documented strategies aiming to re-engage school-aged offenders in
education can be found and mapped in the Western Australian education district chosen for
this thesis (Kraljevich 2002, p.3). The collaborative relationship between the Departments
of Justice and Education and Training in one local area, in the period spanning 1998 to
2003, provides detail as to how school-aged offenders are being constructed as alienated
students and educated within Western Australia.

Interagency Collaboration
The documented interactions between the Department of Justice and The Department
of Education and Training in Western Australia, concerning the education of school-aged
offenders, in the district selected for this thesis is contained in a number of reports and
agreements (Vickers 1994, p.13; EDWA Attendance and Interagency Collaboration 19992000, 1999; EDWA & MOJ 2000; Kraljevich 2001, p.1; Ansell 2002, pp.2-4; Kraljevich
2002, pp.3-4). The efforts of particular staff in both departments regarding the placement
and support of school-aged offenders in the most appropriate learning environment, within
the education district studied, are also documented in a number of these reports and provide
examples of how school-aged offenders are being constructed within the education
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discourse in Western Australia (Rose 2003, p.5; Ansell 2002; Kraljevich 2002; EDWA
Swan Education District Retention and Participation Funding Submissions 2001).
The justice focus in the literature concentrates on securing and supporting the
education placement of school-aged offenders as evidenced in the following quote: A
Department of Justice education staff person stated:
I have found that many referred DOJ clients do not have an educational
placement, are not engaged in an alternative educational pathway, or are
loosely monitored or listed as truant. These findings are not limited to one
specific educational district but across the metropolitan area. (Kraljevich
2002, p.3)
The education discourse regarding the placement of alienated students, in the
metropolitan education district chosen for this thesis, focuses on the retention and
participation of such students in local alternative education programs (Rose 2001, p.4; DET
Swan Education District Office Student Services Operational Plan 2003). Therefore both
government agencies are concerned with educational placement. The justice workers are
concerned about identification and re-engagement with schools and education staff
concerned with retaining these young people in an education setting. The body of literature
examined provides evidence and examples of how school-aged offenders have been, and
are currently constructed as students at educational risk in the education district selected
and how the justice discourse describes its advocacy role. For example:
Many Ministry of Justice clients [school-aged offenders] are not engaged in
school. . ..Officers of the Education Department of Western Australia and the
Ministry of Justice have identified policy and procedures to facilitate the
ready acceptance of each agency of their respective responsibilities. (EDWA
& MOJ 2000, p. l italics mine)
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The collaboration between lhe Department of Education and lhe Ministry of Justice

was recently revisited and fonne.lised in August of2000 (EDWA & MOJ 2000, p.2), This
memorandum of understanding rccoids the conunitment between the two departments to

share education-based information in support of the retention of school-aged offenders,

who HIC alien�ted from school, in education in Western Australia. The relevant mandates of
each agency relnted to the carriage of education and justice, are detailed and linked to the

respective governing legislative Acts (Young Offenders Act 1994; School Education Act
1999).

. The main thrust ofthe agreement is the formalisation ofhow the Department ofJustice

staff assist Department of Educntion and Training staff to carry out their statutory duty of
providing education to school-aged offenders (ibid, p.1). The appendix to this protocol

agreement between the two agencies contains quotes from the School Education Act (1999)

from the sections of the legislation that detail the responsibilities of the state education

system in relation to all students, including alienated students and school-aged offenders
{EDWA & MOJ2000,p.2).

In 1999 a local interagency report on how the Education Department of Western

Australia, the Western Australian Police Department, Department for Family and

Children's' Services and the Ministry of Justice documented and fo1TI1alised the processes

that the Education Department of Western Australia would "implement to ensure student
attendance at school." (EDWA Attendance and InteragencyCollaboration 1999-2000 1998,
p.2), This report included the edu�.ation district conceined in this thesis and stated that:
An interagency focus through cooperative networking may provide the best
outcomes. It allows for the matters/issues ofa particular case to be discussed

and appropriate strategies developed and implemented that meet the needs of

individual students. (p.12)

It 11lso outlined the responsibilities of schools in that district to maintain infonnation

systems on the status of such students and how the school was retaining students at
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educational risk (ibid, p.10). This -d�umented agreement between key Western Australian

government agencies was raised by the Select Committee on Youth Affairs: Youth and the

Law lWALA, 1991) and related to the provision of appropriate curriculum and alternative

programs for compulsory school-aged students at risk who were not attending school in

WesternAustralia (EDWA Attendance and Collaboration 1999-2000 1998, pp.7-10).

Documentation relating to the sharing of information between the Department of

Justice and the Department of Education and Training in Western Australia regarding
school-aged offenders as alienated students indicates wncem about achieving:

increased educational and training opportunities for young offenders.
(Juvenile Education Services. Young Offenders and Confidentiality:

februllT)' 2003, p.1)

The tension caused byjustice staff not being able to disclose the nature of the offences

committed by alienated school-aged offenders has been a concern for some yenrs (Rose

2001, p.4). The Protocol Agreement between the two Departments (EDWA & MOJ 2000,

pp.1-2) states that the nature of the offences committed by school-aged offenders cannot be
disclosed to schools. This is clearly stipulated in the Protocol Agreement and is consistent

with the requirements of the Young Offenders Act (1994) (Juvenile Education Services.

Young Offenders and Confidentiality: February 2003, p.1).

The difficulties that arise concerning the sharing of infonnation about the crimes

committed by school-aged offenders and the potential duty of care issues in an education

setting is often clarified for an education audience in the Western Australian juvenile

justice literature. Rose (2001) explains :

CBEOs [Juvenile Justice Community Based Education Officers] often

encounter difficulty in schools with confidentiality. Some Principals and

other school-based staff insist that they must know the nature of the offences

before enrolling a student. The CBEO must make it clear that this is against
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the law and this information will not be given. (p.4 italics mine)
The ongoing elaboration of the role of the Department of Justice staff in supporting the
education of school-aged offenders in suitable education placements continues (EDW A &
MOJ 2000, pp.1-2; Rose 2001 pp.2-6; Kraljevich 2001, p.1; EDWA & MOJ 2000, pp.1-8;
Ansell 2002, pp.2-3; Kraljevich 2002, p.3; Juvenile Education Services 2003, p.1). Justice
reports on the interface between the Department of Justice staff and schools, with regard to
the inclusion of school-aged offenders as students at educational risk, document
improvements and ongoing problems. It appears that schools are described by justice staff
as still requiring encouragement to adequately address the needs of school-aged offenders
as alienated students:
As schools are becoming increasingly focussed on self-management,
intervention from the District Office is minimal regarding a young
offender's educational status unless encouraged by a CBEO [Juvenile
Justice Community Based Education Officer]. (Ansell 2002, p.3 italics mine)

The justice and education discourses intersect on the issue of interagency collaboration
in engaging and supporting alienated school-aged offenders in education placements in the
district chosen. The literature from each agency discusses school-aged offenders; the
education discourse doing so within the students at educational risk polices and the severely
alienated student category; the justice discourse doing so within the context of reducing re
offending and stemming the possibility of further social marginalisation.

The Justice Discourse And Alienated Students

The Western Australian justice discourse on the education of school-aged offenders
falls into two categories. The first describes how school-aged offenders are supported by
justice staff (Community Based Education Advisory Officers or CBEAOs) to access
appropriate education placements across the Western Australian metropolitan area. This
literature outlines justice staff practice and describes ways in which they work across both
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the justice and education systems in promoting and supporting the education of alienated
school-aged offenders (Ansell, 2002; Kraljevich, 2002; Rose, 2003). The second concerns
the education of school-aged offenders remanded or serving custodial court sentences in the
state juvenile detention centres.
Both parts of the justice discourse on the education of school-aged offenders detail the
general education needs of these young people and how they are to be met in schools
(Ansell 2002, pp.3-4, Kraljevich 2002, p.3; Rose, 2003). The six monthly reports by the
CBEAOs detail the placement of alienated school-aged offenders in education and the data
in the reports viewed showed that none of these young people were attending their local
mainstream school (Ansell 2002, p.5; Kraljevich 2002, p.6). All school-aged offenders
contacted by the Community Based Education Advisory Officers in the district studied
attended alternative programs and it was said in one report:
It is very difficult to access suitable alternative education, vocational
training options to engage and retain marginalised youth at risk. (Kraljevich
2002, p.5)
Through the organisation of professional development for school principals
documented in the justice literature (Kraljevich 2002, p.7; Rose 2003 p .2) it was anticipated
this sharing of information between departments would:
give school staff a greater understanding of the part that education plays in
assisting young offenders to reduce offending behaviour. (Rose 2003, p.2)
In describing school-aged offenders who are alienated from school Rose (2003) says:
many of the community based and exiting detention clients - have not
attended an educational institution since primary school; have little formal
education; have poor literacy and numeracy skills; have low self-esteem and
are educationally unmotivated; believe educational goals are unobtainable
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and unnecessary; have a current lifestyle that is not conducive to education.
(Home, drug and support issues) and have mental health issues such as
depression and self-harm issues. (p.2)
An important point made alongside the education needs of school-aged offenders in
gaining functional literacy and numeracy skills and school socialisation skills is that the
most alienated school-aged offenders have not gained any experience of the world of work
(Rose 2003, p.2). School-aged offenders in custody are considered the most marginalised of
the population of such young people in the justice system and this is most obvious in the
long-term consequences of not attending school and gaining basic skills due to not
attending school. According to Rose (2003):
The young people involved in the justice system have little or no experience
in workshops or vocational 'taster' programs. Therefore it is very difficult to
counsel these young people into a career structure until they have
transitional experience. (p.2)
The Western Australian justice discourse on juvenile offender education focuses on the
provision of intensive, adequate education experiences in the custodial setting. These
learning experiences are documented as addressing the educational, vocational and social
needs of offenders, as a specific group of young people within the general student category,
in Western Australia. The documented linking of school-aged offenders in the community
to local schools and alternative education programs provides evidence of an ongoing
collaboration between the Departments of Education and Training and Justice. The
commentaries of these two state institutions found in official texts demonstrates that
school-aged offenders are being constructed as alienated students in Western Australia and
that there is potential for future improvement.
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Summary

The justice texts regarding !he education of offenders between 1980 and 2003

document the ways in which the discourses on early school !caving, unemployment,

poverty and crime have shaped the emergence of the alienated student category within the
Western Australim education discourse. It is evident in official texts that school-aged

offenders are now constructed within policy and the alternative education contexts ns

alienated students and measures continue to increase their re-engagement and retention in
the Western Australian education system. The ways school-aged offenders have been

constructed within the discourse on students at educational risk have been mapped in one
metropolitan education district during this study. The documented interface between the

state education and justice systems has also been examined and the collaborative strategics
employed and tensions that exist have been discussed.

Finally, the links between the education ofa!ienated students in the Western Australian

juvenile custodial facility and schools is examined and an insight is gained into where the

discourse on students at educational risk in Westero Australia does not formally construct

school-aged offenders (in detention/jail/custody) as alienated students. This offers an
indication of where further developments in the collaborative relationship between the state

c:ducation and justice systems can occur in order to secure the education of school-aged
offenders in custody with their local school or education district upon release.

The final chapter of this thesis provides a summury of the key issues, within the

discourses examined, that have shaped the current education policies in Western Australia

that began to construct school-aged offenders as alienated students towards the end of the
1990s. The findings gathered during the research process are also di�cussed in relation to

how the discourse on alienated students in Western Australia could be more inclusive of
school-aged offcnders who are alienated from school.
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ChapterEleven

Discussion, Co11clusions And Recommendations

Summary of/he Issue

The thesis examined how the documented socio-historical background on the

relationship between delinquency and schooling has played a role in shaping the current
construction of school-aged offender.I as alienated students in the education discourse in
Western Australia. The inteJ1)lay between lhe socio-historical assumptions made about

delinquents· and schooling since the industrial revolution and events in Western Australia

since 1980 regarding the education of school-aged offenders has been linked in this thesis
to highlight the ongoing connections and tension between education and delinquency.

The relationship between delinquency and schooling was exilillined ll!ld it was found

that those assumptions in discourse concerning low school achievement, unemployment,
poverty and crime have influenced the construction of Western Australian school-aged
offenders as alienated students were very influential (WACOSS 1990, pp. 23-24; Tait 1995,

p.!23: Dwyer 1996, pp.3·10; Seroombe 1996, p 14; Spillane & Wheatley 200!, pp.7·12;

Dusseldorp Skills Forum, 2003, p.1). This was followed by an examination of Western

Australian education refonn and lilt analysis of how the justice and education discourses

construct school-aged offenders 8!I alienated students in one metropolitan education districL

The thesis provided one pcrspe.:tive on the interplay between discourses that have

influenced the construction of Wes'.em Australian school-aged offenders, as delinquents

and alienated students. The research process revealed that there were a number of
commentaries within which this population of young people have been discussed and

governed since the industrial revolution (Muncie, 1984; Borowski & Murray 1985; Tait

1993; Bess!\llt et al 1998, pp.3-15). These narratives include the connected roles that

education, welfare and justice play in the construction and regulation of the lives of
delinquents. The role ofeducation in governing thechildren oftheworking class has been a

--- ---

--

--

-- ---

---

--

--

--- --
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particular focus of this study. The ways in which children and youth from poor families

have been consll\lcted as delinquent and different was a consistent feature in the literature
examined (van Krciken 1991, p.49; Finer & Nellis 1998, p.60; Factor & Pitts 2000, pp.1-4).
The discourses on early school leaving, slUdent alienation and students at educational

risk discuss the importance of retaining students in education. Student retention is

considered imrortant because it is documented as a solution to youth unemployment and

therefore the national retention agenda is justified in that it is presented as a means of

reducing poverty and crime (Polk 1984, p.479; Crooks et al 1996, p.18), These discourses

also contain commentaries that continue to constJUct young people from working class

backgrounds, who are also convicted offenders, as unsuitable for mainstream education

settings and need to be regulated in alternative leaming contexts (Omaji 1993, pp.403-7;

Ashworth 2000, v.23; Clifford 2002, pp. 2-7; Dusseldorp Skills Forum 2003, pp.l-2),

The Inquiry Process

A variety of textual sources were used as the data infonning this thesis. Within the

literature examined, evidence of discussion about student alienation in relation to

delinquents was found and used to trace how alienated students with criminal histories have

been constrocted within education discourse. Early in the thesis, I explain how I used

acadi:in ic research, conference papers government reports, evaluations, policy, legislation

and online material in Ibis thesis. Within these texts I found a number of common themes

assembled around the relationship between delinquency and schooling. The assemblage of

associated discourses provided me a way of structuring this thesis by us ing each discourse
in chapter headings. These bodies of knowledge, in textual fonn, were then used to explore

how one population of yaung people have been labelled, described and governed as
subjects of discourse.

The study comprised three sections in which I firstly outlined my motivation to
conduct the research and described the theory and method chosen. In the second section, I
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examined the discourses assembled III'OUlld delinquency and schooling. In the final section

of the thesis, I examined how these discounes are operating in the Western Australian

education and justice systems. The discowses on students at educaUonal risk and alienated

students in one metropolitan education district in Western Australia were explored within

text to fmd how school·aged offenders are being constructed, governed i111d educated by the
Western Australian education andjustice systems.

SchoolingAndDelinquency

The documented socio-historical background on the creation of compulsory universal

education in the \ate 1800s in Britain and how the children of the working classes became

increasingly regulated (Muncie 1984, p.135) provided a starting point for this thesis. The

emergence of the discowses on child welfare and a separate system of justice for children

who commit crime, in the 1800s in Britain, offered me a way of beginning to exrunine the
relationship between Western Australian school-aged offenders and the state education

syst�m.

The role of education as a means of social control (Bessant et al, 1998, pp.3-1 S) and

the emergence of the youth category over the last three hundred years (ibid, p.S) is
docwnented as having contributed to the creation of the category of the delinquent within

discourse (Cllrrington l993, pp.53-68), By gaining an understanding of the history of

compulsory COOCation, I was able explore how the theme on poverty, low school
achievement, unemployment and crime linked with my professional experiences.

Whilst researching the documents containing the history of delinquency and schooling

since the industrial revolution, I identified commentaries that explained the role of

compulsory education in relation to delinquency. Compulsory education was docwncnted

as concerned with the economic and moral containment of the children of the working class

in order to ward off their criminal potential (Muncie 1984, pp.134-137; Bessant et al p.13).

I also found where this discourse translated to the Australian context and examined the
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documented role of alternative education in the Western Australian context spanning the

period 1980 to 2003,

The British model of specific education facilities for the children oflhe workin� class,

who were considered delinquent and criminal, was instituted in Australia in the mid 1800s

(Wundersitz 1996, pp.113-114). These reformatories, residential and industrial schools

were the first examples of alternative education settings for delinquents. These young
people were separated from the mainstream schools and regulated as a population in need
of gaining middle class values in order to avoid lives of crime (van Kreiken, 1991, pp. 61-

83; Sercombe nd, pp.3-4; DusseldoJ]l Skills Forum 2003, pp.1·3). I also found miring my
research Jnw the institution of universal education contributed to the development of the
dis:oursc on problem youth and linked up with the discourses on child welfare and juvenile

justice in the mid nineteenth century(Bessant et al 1998, p.13; Factor & Pitts 2000, pp.2-4).

The creation of institutions concerned with compulsory education, child welfare and

juvenile offending in the late 1800s and their location within post industrial western

history, provided me with a way of framing the events concerning the education of
delinquents in Western Australia between 1980 and 2003. I also examined the history of

welfare, justice and education institutions and the use of s�arate education settings for

school-aged offenders. During this y�e of research I identified similar patterns in the

provision of alternative education programs in Western Australia (Dentice et al 1987, pp. I·
2; WALA 1991, p.12; Wilkie 1991, p,10; Milmoe !994, pp.18-20; EDWA Makiug the
Difference, 1998).

Texts concerning the Western Australian alternative education programs for school

aged offenders run by the welfare and justice systems were also examined. I found many

Western Australian narratives which stated the importance of the provision of education to

school-aged offenders and how this was failing up to the mid 1990s (EDWA Strategic Plan
1996-1998, pp.1-2), The literature examined contained criticisms of these Western

Australian welfare and justice alternative programs for not returning these young people to
school, not adequately addressing their academic needs or effectively linking them to
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employment (Dentice et al 1987; Wilkie 1991, p,70, WALA 1992, p.50; Finch &

Nieuwenhuysen 1998, pp,204-205). R<"Cognition of tl1e difficulties faced by alternative

education programs is also documented w; arising from lack of ongoing funding and these

programs being of lesser importance lhan mabstream schooling in tenns of educational
administration und support (Dusse]dorp Skill.,; Fol\llll2003, p. l).
The exclusion of school-aged <offenders from school to these justice and welfare

alternative education programs WdS documented as contributing to the social alienation of
delinquents in Western Austmlia and decreasing their chance for successfully entering the

world ofwork (Petrie et al, 1980; Maunders 1984, p.14, Brown 1991, p.41; SSCEET, 1996,

pp,5-7; Ashworth 2000, p.23), The consequences for Western Australian school-aged
offenders of not being ineluded in the state education system became increasingly clear to
me. Western Australian literature on lhe alienation of school-aged offenders to alternative

programs ��I had no film academic or VOC!lliona! outcomes, in the 1980s to the mid 1990s,
introduced me to the discourses on early school leaving, student alienation and the concept

ofeducational risk.

The discourses on early school leaving, students at educational risk lll\d student

alienation were examined to find links with how school-aged offenders had been

constructed within these discourses. The commentaries contain and continue the themes on

how school-aged offenders and delinquents have been constructed as coming from low
socio-economic backgrounds and need to be contained in learning settings separate from

mainstream schouls. The current conunentary on the Western Australian Retention and
Participation Programs for alienated students in the education district examined, describes

the provision of alternative education programs for alienated youth, some whom are

offenders and mostly come from low socio-economic backgrounds (EDWA Swan

Education District Retention and Participati0i1 PlElll 1999-2000, pp.1-3; Bradshaw 2001,

p.l).
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The discourses on student alienation and early school leaving also included

commentaries on the need for change within education systems in relation to cmrlculum,

pedagogy, organisation and admlnistratlon to better cater for all students' needs. The use of
alternative education settings is also documented 115 problematic. Spillane and Wheately
(200 I) warn that:

Placement in alternative educational settings can result in schools avoiding
their responsibilityto critically reflect on their policy, ethos and pedagogical

practice and provide a model of schooling that is inclusive and nurturing of
all students, irrespective of their academic and social skill levels. (p.1O)

Low school 11chievement, leaving school before the end of the compulsory years and

coming from a poor fiunlly is extensively documented in the Western Australian discourses

on students at educational risk and student alienation in Western Australia as contributing
to unemployment and poverty and increasing the possibility ofjuvenile crime (Zubrick et
al 1997, pp. 6o.62; EDWA Swan Education District Strategic Plan For SAER & RAPP
1998-2001, pp.2-3:

Department of Education Services 2001, pp.lO, 19;

ht\Jl:llwww.eddeptwa.edu.aµ'saerlpc!jc;ylindei;,htm). This demonstrates the ongoing nature of

the historical discourse that connects low school achievement with poverty and crime in the

present Western Australian governance ofschool-aged offenders as alienated students.

&r/y School Leaving, PovertyAnd Crime

The discourses on early school leaving, poverty mid crime connect around the idea that

unemployment is often the result of an incomplete education (Mcclelland et al, 1998,

pp.22-25), Poverty and crime were also documented as the result of unemployment. The

descriptions of how young people who leave school before having completed lheir

compulsory years of education assume they are at ri�k of not being able to get sustainable

employment, that they are likely to be poor and are therefore, are more likely to commit

crime (Po!k 1984, p.479; Beresford 1993, p.15; Dwyer 1996, pp,74-75).

'"
A eyele of underachievement in education, which is documented as leading to

unemployment, poverty and criminal activity, is still described llS common to the children
from working cluss frunilics and low socio-economic backgrounds (Bessant 1995, p.40;

Hazelhurst 1996, p.2\6; Sertombe et al 2002, p.66), The discourse on the relationship

between delinquency and schooling was found in the research to continue to focus on the
regulation and governance of the children of the poor (SSCEET 1992, p.83; Peck 2001,

pp.1-5).

The current Western Australian education discourse on students at educational risk

draws on the national and intemalional early school leaving discourse (Tait I995, pp.132133; NVCER 2000, pp.2-7; Dusseldorp Skills Forum, 2002). Both discourses concentrate

on the retention of students through to the completion of their post compulsory years of

school. The discourse on early school leaving focuses on yoWJg people making a smooth

transition into the labour market and the discourse on students at educational risk
coni;(ntMtcs on keeping young people from leaving school prior to completing the
compulsory years of their education (Dwyer 1996, pp.1-13; Wooden 1998, pp.S-6).

The Australian student retention agenda, which officially commenced in the early

lS'90s with the Finn Report (1991), was a reiponse to the shrinking Australian youth labour

market since the mid 1970s (Sweet 1988, p.31; Brown \991, p.41; Wooden 1998, p.1). This

indicated that the student retention agenda is a means of reducing Australian youth
unemployment statistics (Crooks et al 1996, p.18). The national push to keep students at

school until their nineteenth year has also placed pressure on state education systems to

address the retention of students at educational risk �d alienated students who are below

the compulsory school leaving oge (Dwyer 1996, p.10; DEElYA(c) 2001, p.8, 23-25,

Dusseldo!p Skills Forum, 2002, pp.14-15),

The failure of schools to provide for the academic and social needs of alienated

studenls in the learning context and the difficulties that alienated students pose to schools,
in temu of their behaviour and nr.eds, is widely documented in Western Australian,
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national and international literature {Seeman, 1959; Dynan, 1980; Tame, Lipke, 1981;

1983; Polk, 1984 Connell et al, 1992). The Making the Difference - Students at

Educational Risk: Who Are They {1998) document provides a detailed bibliography of
texts and outhots on the subjects of students at educational risk and student alienation.

These reference sources link the discourses on early school leaving poverty and crime.
. ts within
Together these bodies of knowledge influence the constniction of alienated stud(n
current W�tem Australian education policy.

The legislative and policy changes in Western Awtra!ia in the 1990s regarding

students at educational risk show that the retention of alienated students and those

considered nt risk of not achieving to their full potential is a response to the concerns about
youth unemployment, poverty and crime detailed in the early school leaving discours�
(EDWA Making the Difference. Policy and Guidelines for Students at Educational Risk,
1998, pp.1,3).

The Western Australian research on students at educational risk and student alienation

also documents a deepi:r analysis of the reasons for student alienation and risk. Issues in
relation to school organisation, pedagogy, curriculum and the indivi dual student are

presented as factors explaining the problem and education reform texts document possible

so1utions (Currie. 1979: Dynan, 1980; Bonjo\o 1991). Educational failure and student
alienation are also documented in the students at educational risk (1998) literature as

having serious long-term consequences such as unemployment, poverty and crime

{h!\1l'l/www.eddaiLwa.edµpulsacr/pQ)jcy/index,htm). This commentary demonstrates that the
themes on low school achieVCl!"'"'lt, unemploymen1, poverty and crime are still influencing

the current education discoUTSC in Western Australia.

The Justice And Education Commentaries In Western Amt,111/a

During the research process I found the Western Australian Departments ofJustice and

Education ll!ld Training had a range of texts documenting how the two d epartments work
together (Making The Difference - Students At Educational Risk, 1998 EDWA & MOJ
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2000; Kraljevich 2001, p.3; Ansell 2002, pp.2-4; Rose 2003, pp.2-3). In examining this
literature the extent to which school.aged offenders are constructed as alienated students

was described. Texts comprising the discourse on offender education indicated the theme

on low school achievement, poverty and crime was also embedded in the ways offenders
were constructed as students (Edwruds et al 1992, pp.7-23; Semmens & Oldfield 1998,

pp.2-18: Brathby 1998, pp.16-17; Forster (ed) !998, pp.1-3; Coleman 1999, p.4). Jn
examining this justice discourse similarities between how alienated students are constructed

within the Western Australian education discourse and how offenders are constructed as

students in the discourse on offender education were revealed (Semmens 1981, pp.9-15;
OTFE 1999, pp.12-13; YACC 1999, p.31).

The commentaries on early school leaving, unernployment, poverty and crime were

found, in my research, to be common to both Western Australian justice and education

systems as sites of discourse. These two sources of text both draw on the historical

assumption that uneducated, unemployed young people from low socio-economic
backgrounds are more prone to Jives of crime (Rose 2003, p.2-3; Bradshaw 2001, p.2). The

education discourse focuses on retaining at risk and alienated students in school in order to

avoid poverty and crime. Concerns about the consequences of early school leaving leading

to unemployment and poverty were found to within the lit�rature gathered discussing the

education of school-aged offenders.

The offender education discourse wu found to focus on the remediation of low

cducationnl attainment followed by vocational training u forms of rehabilitation (Sirr 1992,

p.11; Cain 1993, p.34- JS; Semmens 1998, pp.2-18; Serrombe et al 2002, p.63; Rose 2003,

p.4). This justice discourse on offenders as students provided this thesis with examples or
commentaries supporting the notion that an adequate school education can decrease the

possibility or delinquency and criminal behaviour (Beresford 1993, p.18; Semmens 1998,

p.S; Parsons 2002, p.30). The justice discourse achieves this by discussing school failure as

a factor contributing to delinquency and the attainment ofw1 education in a justice context

as a plll'I an offend�1·'il rehabilitation.
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Key Texts Connecting The Current Westcm Australian Justice And Education Discoums
Documentary evtdence of where lhe Departments of Justice and Education and

Training have collaborated in addressing the education needs ofWestern Australian school
nged offenders demonstrated how the regulatory features of discourses are always

incomplete in practice. The Protocol Agreement (2000) between the two departments

ellplains the statutory position of lxlth agencies in relation to school-aged offenders in

Western Australia. Justice texts indicate that there are still difficulties in placing schoo!

aged offenders in schools (Ansell 20-02, p.S; Kraljevich 2002, r.3; Rose 2003, p.2) and the

current educ.ation policy concerning students at educational risk (1998} stipulates that the
state education system must provide for the needs of all students (Making the Difference -

Students at Educational Risk Policy 1998, pp,1,5). At this point, both documents function

separately because they each ad.dress specific issues.

The Protocol Agreement (EDWA & MOJ 2000, pp.l-2) between the Western

Australian education and justice systems describes the statutory obligations that each
department must abide by in relation to the education ,;; school-aged offenders, This

official document is a primary text that explains the core business of both institutions and

how each agency can work together in assisting school-aged offenders to access an

education in the state of Western Australia. This document conslructs school-aged

offenders as 'students' and describes the responsibility of the Department of Education and

Training in the provision of education to these young people in the community context
(EDWA &MOJ 2000, pp.1-2),

The Making the Difference · Students at Educational Risk Policy (1998) implemented
in the education district chosen for this research, also provides a way for the school-aged

offenders discu.ssed in the Protocol Agreement (2000) to be categorised as a certain type of

student, School-aged offenders who were described as alienated from school, in the

documents examined were depicted in both justice and education commentaries as

requiring alternative: types of learning environments. These yowig people were also
described as requiring alternative educational resources and teaching approaches because
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mainstream settings were described a.s not able to adequately meet their needs.
An examination of the documented interaction between these two institutions,

regarding the education of delinquents in Western Australia, revealed that although the

current education policies and guidelines make it possible to construct school-aged

offenders as alienated students i t may not be occurring easily in practice. Rose (2003)
captures this dynamic in her conference presentation to educators of students at educational
risk in Western Australia. She describes how school aged offenders are constructed as

alienated students from a Western Australian justice perspective lllld comments on Ute

dilemmas faced in practice between ti1etwo agencies. Rose (2003) states:

Many of the young people I come into contact with are no longer part ofauy

school community. This means total alienation for a group of young people.

We know that schools have a legislative responsibility to provide an

education program for compulsory school aged young people, There is no
doubt that many schools do the best they can for at risk young people.

Despite this, when we are trying to find a place in a school for the young
people that are with us {thejustice system}, it is often impossible to find a

place in a school for young people alieruited from schooL (p.2/ta/Ja mine)

It is clear that discourse can construct populations within categories and docwnent

regulatory practices that aim to govern the population in question. However, the
implementation of these techniques of governance and the resultant construction and
regulation of problematic populations takes time and involves a series of social and

psychological processes (Sen:ombe 1996, p.SS). Projects of governance, evidenced in

legislation, policy, frameworks, agreements and accountability reports are not sources of

infomrntion about the effects of their implementation. Other sources of discourse, such as

evaluation reports, provide an account ofthe practicalities of dealing with change and how

populations become constructed illld governed by discourse.
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Examples of the issues surrounding the implementation of the current students nt

educational risk policy ( 1998� and the regulation of school-aged offenders as alienated

students by both departments, demonstrnte that projects of governance are always partial

and resistance to change occurs (Malpass & Wickham 1995, p.37; Sercombe 1997,p.43). A

shift in how school-aged offenders have been educated has occurred and there is

opportunity for deeper collaboration and further irqirovcments in the inclusion of school·
aged offenders in the Western Australian education system.

The Western Australian students at educational risk discourse has been put into

practice in the metropolitan education district chosen. ScOOO!-aged offenders in this
education district are presently being identified as category tluee or four alienated students

by education and justice personnel and are regulated under the local student retention
strategies (EDWA Swan Education District Retention and Participation Plan 1999-2000;

Kraljevich 2000, p.3).

The students at educational risk discourse in this district, regarding student alienation,

identifies juvenile offending as one of the consequences of not finishing school and a

feature of a delinquent lifestyle that may also include family dysfunction, drug use,

homelessness llDd behavioural diilicu\lies (EDWA Swan Education Office Students At
Educational Riok Draft RAPP P!M 1999, pp.2-4),

Alienated students have also been constructed within the students at educational risk

policy (1998) document as different from mainstream students in that they have particular

curriculum, 'teaching style and learning environment needs. It was found that in the

metropoHtan education district examined in this thesis, Category Four alienated students

with crill1inal histories were documented as al\ending district alternative education·
prognuns (EDWA Swan Education District Retention and Participation Funding Annual
Report 2000; EDWA Swan Education district Retention and Participation Funding
Guidelines 2003), This demonstrates a continuation from the late 1800s to the present

Western Australi&n education context of the historical governance of delinquents in
separate, alternative learning settings (Wundersitz 1996, pp.1 14-114; Bessant 1998, p.13).
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HowAreAlienated Student.I Corutmcted Within The Justice A11d Education Discourses In
WestemAu.rtra/ia?
I assembled data from a wide variety of textual sources, I provided one perspective on

the connections and continuing themes concerning the relationship between delinquency
and schooling since the industrial revolution and the current Western Australian education

discourse. The emergence of the Western Australian education policy concerning students
at educational risk (1998) influenced by the national student retention agenda (Finn, 1991)

has made it possible for school-aged offenders in Western Australia to be constructed as

alienated students. However, the ongoing advocacy and assistance given to school-aged
offenders from staff employed by the Department of Justice is documented as very

important in ensuring that all school-aged offenders are linked to education according to the
School Education Act 1999 and the Protocol Agreement (2000) (EDWA & MOJ, 2000;
Kraljevich 2002, p.3; Rose 2003, p,S).

Both the education andjustice discoUISes in Western Australia draw on the same socio

historical background regarding the relationship between delinquency and schooling. These

two discourses apply their regulatory mechanisms differently - education focuses on the
retention of students at educational risk and alienated students in order to avoid

delinquency and unemployment The justice discourse on offender education constructs

offenders as stu�ents in order to remedy academic difficulties and prepare for release into
the commwtity or re-engage them Ln some fonn ofschooling in their local area (Rose 2003,

p.l).

The education and justice commentaries agree that low school achievement and early

school leaving contributes to young people being al increased risk of unemployment, Both

discourses also agree that unemployment and idleness can lead to criminal activity, The

Western Australian education policies and strategies concerning alienated students

demoru;trate an ongoing discursive theme that discusses the tensions that exist between

schooling and delinquency. That is, education as a technique of governing and regulating
the lives of children and youth only works for some (Dwyer 1996, p.1OJ.
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The poverty that arises from unemployment is documented in the education and justice

dL;courses as contributing to criminal lifestyles. The justice discourse on offender education

concentrates on this theme on how low educational achievement contributes to early school
leaving and unemployment (Devlin, 1995). This discourse documents the assumption made

that the development of functional academic and vocational tkills is a means of breaking
the cycle of crime by preparing offenders to enter the work force. Education is discussed as

a rehabilitative tool and a way outofa life of crime (Sirr 1992, p. 11).

The justice and education discourses in the Westr.m Australian education district

chosen for this thesis document a range of ways in which collaborative efforts between the

Departments ofEducation and Training and Justice have constructed school-aged offenders

as alienated students (EDWA Swan Education District Retention and Participation Funding

Annual Report 1999 and Submissions for Y2000, 1999). The justice texts highlight how the

construction school·agcd offenders as alienated students and students at educational risk is

still partial and is mostly taking place in alternative education settings because mainstream

schools .are. not able to cater for their needs (Ansell 2002, p.S; Kra!jevicb 2002, p.3; Rose

2003).

This documented situation makes it possible to consider future options that CM be

shaped by the ways the current justice and education discourses lll'e constructing school·

aged offenders in Western Australia. In acknowledgement ofthe power of texts to influence

the direction of discourse I make the following recommendations in agreement with
Dwyer's beliefthat:

There will always be at least some young people for whom, whatever the
reasons, a break from school will prove necess!lf)'. To ignore the fact in our

planning for the future would be to reinforce the marginalisation of those
who do not continue, (Dwyer 1996, p.lO)
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Recommer.dations
The justice texts show that, whilst collaboration !-etwcen the state justice and education

systems take place, it is still often necessary for justice workers to alert education
professionals when school-aged offenders, (in custody or the community) are not engaged

with any education placement (Kraljevich 2002, p.3). This shows a need for further
collaboration that focuses on formalising the construction of school-ag,:d offenders,
whether in custody or on Community Court Orders, as students al educational risk who are

alienated from the state education system.

The Protocol Agreement (2000) between the Departments ofJustice and Education and

Training documents a commltment to the collaboration between the two institutions in
Western Australia regarding the education of school-aged offenders. Accompanying this
agreement, too state education system now has a way of constructing school-aged offenders

as alienated students under the Making the Difference - Students at Educational Risk

Policy (1998). By using these two key texts the justice and education staff concerned with
the identification of, placement and delivery of education to school-aged offenders could

develop and document local policy and procedures that take into account each agency's

core business b.>undaries and mandated ro\.,s.

Such a partnership commitment from the Departments of Education and Training Rtld

Justice in Western Australia would ensure a unifonn, accountable approach to defining
needs and setting practical, professional bo1mdaries around the education of school-aged

offenders as alienated students. A documented commitment to inclusive practice and an

agreed standardised record collcctiou systems established by the two government agencies
would also provide data for !he development of evidence based models of best practice,

Given that it is well documented that Aboriginal school-aged young people nre highly

represented in the Weslem Australian justice system and this group of young people are

also alienated from school (Beresford 1993, pp.27-28; Beresford & Omaji 1996, pp,52-69;

Antrum 1998, pp.17; Sercombe, Omaji, Cooper & Love 2002, p.59; Haslet 2003; Beresford
& Partington 2003, pp.203-205; 1,up: llwww,c(idcpt.wa.edu.au/ghkdlpcdagofjfec11. h1m;
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http: //www.justii;e,wa.gov,aufcontcnts/files/AG report 2003 Cl.pdO, it is crucial that an

accountable record system and collaborative strategy that attains real outcomes be
established.

In creating knowledge, through discourse, about what works best in the education of

school-aged offenders in Western Australia, there is a real possibility for conscious,

p!rumed improvements to how this group of highly alienated youngpeople are broughtback
from the margins of society, From the discussion of the findings of this analysis of how the

Western Australim education and justice discourses are constructing alienated students, I

make the following recommendations. It is anticipated they may influence the future

directions of how the Western Australian education and justice discourses construct and
educate school-aged offenders,

• The Protocol Agreement between the Department of Education and Training and
the Department of Justice (2000) in Western Australia be reviewed in order to

officially link the two institutional discourses. The dialectic process of linking the

two agencies' mandates would result in a new, conscious and deliberate policy that

relates to the education of school-aged offenders as alienated studen1s.

• The Making The Difference - Students at Educational Risk Policy (1998) be

included in the reviewed agreement in terms of how students may be identified and
managed as alienated students. This will constitute the official construction of

school-aged offenders as alienated students within the students at educational risk
discourse.
• The alienated student category be used to describe school-aged offenders who are
fi:innal)y identified as alienated from school by the Departments of Justice and
Education and Training. A fonnal defutltion and identification process could then

be established within both thejustice and education discourses in Western Australia.

• The reviewed Protocol A_greement recommend that each education district in
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Western Australia establish !ocal agreements with the appropriate Department of
Justice personnel that outlines agreed procedures and practices. This would produce

a means of officially identifying and placini;t school-aged offenders in suitable

OOucation plRcements or highlighting the need for establishing such suitable

placements.

, That standardised reporting and evaluative measures be established across Western
Australia regarding the education of school-aged offenders as alienated students.

This would result in the development of evidem:e based, best practice models that

could be shared between justice and education professionals across Western
Australia.

• That regular meetings be held between justice and education personnel responsible

for policy and practice development ·1a1ce place. This would ensure that both

departments are meeting their core business requirements and taking steps to review
arid manage the practical issues that arise in the education of Western Australian

school-aged offenders who are alienated from school.

• That an action research project (Stringer, 1996) be undertaken to implement the

recommendations above. The development of appropriate evaluative mer..:;urcs

around the provision of real education support services and programs for Western
Australian school-aged offenders will provide an opportunity for the creation of

evidence based models of practice that account for too improvements in student
literacy, numeracy and rec,Jgnised vocational skills.

Conclus/011'!
One of the main purposes of conducting this research w_as to identify and suggest

improvements to how school-aged offenders in Western Australia are educated in

accordance with a critical hermeneutic approach (Oeertz 1979, p.239). The other aim of this
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thesis was to bring into focus the powerful commentaries that have shaped the current
construction of Western Australian school-aged offenders as alienated students within the
education and justice discourses. Exploring the discourses around delinquency and
schooling has made it possible for this thesis to contribute to the future direction of
discourse in relation to the education of school-aged offenders as alienated students in
Western Australia (Gubrium & Holstein 2000, p.503).
Discourses are, themselves, fashioned by the discourses preceding them and they also
shape the discourses ahead of them (Foucault 1972, p.29; Danzinger 1994, p.79; Punch
1998, p.60; Hodder 2000, p.704). They provide an indication of the belief systems
underpinning social practices and can control what is known and accepted as true
(Carrington 1993, p.xv). The perspective created throughout the research process has
demonstrated the ongoing nature of the theme that assumes low school achievement
contributes to unemployment, poverty and juvenile crime (Bessant et al 1998, pp.3-15). It
also became evident that this theme is still operating in the current Western Australian
education and justice discourses (Rose 2003, p.2; (http:11www.ectcteot.wa.ectu.au1saer1001icv1inctex.html.
This thesis provided one perspective on the construction of alienated students within
the education and justice discourses in Western Australia and has demonstrated that
discourses only partially achieve governance over the populations they aim to regulate
(Malpass & Wickham 1995, p.37; Sercombe 1997, p.43). The Western Australian
education and justice discourses are to some extent constructing school-aged offenders as
alienated students under the Making The Difference - Students At Educational Risk Policy
(1998) and the Protocol Agreement (2000).
There is no official documented recognition between the justice and education
discourses that applies the alienated student category to school-aged offenders. A shift in
the Western Australian discourses that currently construct school-aged offenders as
alienated students demonstrates the malleability of discourse and possibility for
improvement and change (Gubrium & Holstein 2000, p.503). In addressing the alienation
of Western Australian school-aged offenders in a deliberate and structured manner, these
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young people would be given increased opportunity to gain the education required to
compete in the current Australian youth labour market. This would result in a deliberate
shift in justice and education policy and practice that could promote Western Australian
school-aged offenders in moving towards the world of work instead of being constructed as
unemployed, poor and likely to become involved in a life of crime.
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